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INTRODUCTION 

I, the Chairman, Estimates Committee, having been authorised 
by the Committee to submit the Report on their behalf, present this 
Seventy-third Report on the Ministry of Shipping and Transport-
Coastal Shipping. 

2. The Committee took evidence of the representatives of the 
erstwhile Ministry of Transport and Shipping (now renametl Minis-
try of Shipping and Transport) at their sittings held on the 15th 
October, \968. The Committee wish to express their thanks to the 
Secretary and Joint Secretary, Ministry of Shipping and Transport; 
Director General of Shipping; Nautical Adviser; Additional Mem-
ber, Mechanical, Railway Board; and other officers of the Ministry 
.f Shipping anti Transport and Railway Board for placing before 
them the material and information they wanted in connection with 
the examination of the estimates. 

3. They also wish to express their thanks to Dr. A. Ramaswamy 
Mudaliar, Chairman, Indian Coastal Conference and President, In-
tHan National Steamship Owners' Association for giving evidence 
and making valuable suggestions to the Committee on the 24th 
August, 1968. 

•. The Report was consideretl and adopted by the Committee on 
the 7th March, 1969. 

5. Summary of recommendations/conclusions contained in the 
report is appended. (Appendix V). 

6. A statement showing the analysis of recommendations contain-
ed in the Report is also appended (Appendix VI). 

NEW DELHI; 
Jiarch 19, 1969 
Phalguna. 28, 1890 (Saka). 

(9) 

P. VENKATASUBBAIAH, 
Chairman, 

Esti'Tl1.l1tes Committee. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTORY 

A. Importance of Coastal Shipping 
1.1. l\very maritime country l-ooks upon its shipping as a great 

national asset, a powerful instrument of national economic policy, a 
vital nee\:l for the growth of its trade arid commerce and a second 
line of national defence. In many of these countries even coastal 
.shipping is considered a national activity of great importance. For 
a country like India with its geographical position and its long 
coastal line of about 5,000 kms having access to the sea on three 
sides, coastal shipping has a basic importance. It serves not only 
such a long coast line but also more than 150 milometres hinterland. 
Thus it serves about 7: 50 lakh square kilometres of hinterland which 
is about one-fourth of the area of the Union of India. 

1.2. Besides being an integral part of the domestic transport SYE-

tern, which is ideally suited for carrying bulk cargoes at low cost 
as well as transportation from port to port, it provides employment 
for a large number of traditional seamen and supports substantially 
a wide range of activities which are ancillary to ship operation like 
shipbuilding, shiprepairs, port management, stevedoring, etc. It 
also serves as a nursery and a training groun'Cl for the country's 
overallillitshipping and provides a nucleus of vessels and personnel for 
overseas use in times of emergency. It constitutes the first reserve 
which is readily available in an emergency-more easily than ships 
-scattered in foreign waters allover the world. An adequate fieet 
of coastal shipping is thus not only an economic necessity but also 
a valuable asset in times of emergency. 

1.3. The important place, which coastal shipping occupies in the 
transport system of the country has receiveti wide recognition at 
the hands of various authorities like the World Bank, Railway Frei-
ght Rate Structure Committee, Committee on Transport Policy and 
Co-ordination, Rail-Sea Coordination Committee etc. An important 
observation made by the President of the World Bank in 1956 in 
his letter to the Finance Minister of India in connection with the 
'second five year plan targets 'Cleserves to be noted. It is that "Lack 
of adequate transport facilities threatens to constitute the bottleneck \ 
in the country's economic development" and therefore, "attentioR 
-should be given to the possibilities of improving the operational effi-
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dency. of Railways and of encouraging road transport and coastal 
shipping." The emphasis laid on the need to encourage road trans-
port and coastal shipping in addition to improving the operational 
efficiency of P.ailways is significant. It means that the country's inter-
nal transportation cannot depend entirely on Railways and needs to 
be properly supplemented by other forms of transport including 
coastal shipping. The above prophetic observations made ~ the Pre-

, sident of the World Bank proved correct, when as a result of transport 
bottleneck which the Railways had developed in 1961, the coastal 
shipping was called upon to provide increased capacity for move-
ment of coal from one million tons to two million tons on the 
basis of a decision taken at the Cabinet level. 

1.4. Another important role which the coastal shipping has re-
cently started to play is to assist the promotion of export trade to 
adjacent countries. The Indian coal has recently started moving to 
its traditional markets Colombo and Burma, against annual c.i.f. 
contracts entered into by the MMTC and the Shipping space for 
these movements is provide'd. by Indian Coastal Ships. These are 
export commitments and have to be met on priority basis. They 
are incidently the only earners of the much-needed foreign ex-
change for the coastal fleet. 

1.5. The MMTC have also recently secured a contract for the 
export of coal to Hongkong, but these shipments are being made in 
foreign chartered vessels, as no coastal ship can be diverted tlue to 
the existing acute shortage of coastal tonnage. 

1.6. A few small vessels have also been diverted to cater to Bom-
baylPersian Gulf trade, which has shown phenomenal increase par-
ticularly for steel bars, pipes etc. after the closure of Suez Canal. 
The Coastal ships are also being utilised for movement 'of rice from 
Burma and occasionally for lightening of foodgrains ships and 
transport of clinker and cement to Colombo. 

B. Indian Coastal Shipping before Independence 

Historical Background 

1.7. Before indepentlence the Coastal sea-borne trade of India, 
was mainly in the hands of British Shipping Companies viz. the 
British India Steam Navigation Co. and the Asiatic Navigation Co., 
Indian Shipping lines provided only about 33 per cent of the shipping 
services. The allocation of traffic between British and Indian LineS'", 
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was regulated by the terms of the Tripartite Agreement of 1934 
which covere'd coastal traffic and trade with adjacent countries like 
Burma and Ceylon. 

1.8. In the year 1938-39, nearly 46 per cent of the purely coastal 
trade of the country was made up of articles wholly or mainly manu-
factured raw materials and articles wholly or mainly unmanufac-
tured dnstituted another 32 per cent., while the remaining 22 per 
cent. of the trade consisted of food, 'drink and tobacco. In the same 
year India's export of food articles to Burma and Ceylon amounted 
to 30 per cent of the total export trade; the share of raw materials 
and articles mainly unmanufactured was 15 per cent while that of 
mainly manufacture'd articles was 45 per cent. On the import side 
the share of food, drink and tobacco was 52 per cent and manufac-
tured articles 3 per cent. Thus it will be seen that the predominant 
group was that of manufactures both in the coasting trade and 
India's export trade with Burma and Ceylon, while imports from 
these two countries were almost wholly food articles and raw mate-
rial. 

1.9. The average cargo lifted by Indian Shipping Companies dur-
ing the period of 6 years ending 30th June, 1938 amount to about 
25 per cent of the total trade. The total quantity of imports an'd 
exports in the fiscal year 1938-39 amount to 42 lakh tons, which com-
pare favourable with 37 lakh tons actually carried by the shipping 
companies. 

1.10. The First World War with its tale of sinking of ships and 
the plight of some neutral countries who depended for their sup-
plies on foreign shipping brought home to all maritime countries the I 
importance of an adequate national mercantile marine. Several 
countries built up their merchant marines, as a result of which the 
world tonn:age showed a stea'dy rise during the two decades that 
followed the war. The then Government of India, however, took 
practically no steps to assist the development of coastal shipping. 
There were persistent demands from the public, both inside and 
outside the legislature, for the speedy development of national ship-
ping, but the only step taken by Government was appointment of 
an Indian Mercantile Marine Committee 1923 to recommend suit-
able steps for the development of national shipping. This Commit-
tee, which submitted its report in 1924 made several recommenda-
tions including the reservation of the coastal trade and grant of 
subsitlies and other forms of state aid to national shipping. But the 
only action taken by Government was the establishment of a training 



institution viz. "Dufferin" for the training of Indians as navigation 
.and engineer officers. 

1.11. Recent Indian Shipping history may be regarded as having 
{!ommenced with th~ establishment of the &india Steam Naviga-
tion Co. Ltd., in 1919, which started with a voyage of their ship S.s. 
"Loyalty" on the 5th April, 1919 from Bombay to U.K. Subsequent-
ly the company attempted to enter its home waters with.six cargo 
boats bought in Lon'don but met with severe competition from the 
British India, and the Asiatic Steam Navigation Companies, whiCh 
then dominated the coastal trade of India for several decades past. 
However, by 1923 after the Scindia Steam Navigation Co. had shown 
the strength of its resources and under the rapidly changing political 
and economic climate the British Indian Company entered into a 
ten-year Agreement with it. Under this agreement, the &india 
Steam Navigation Co. agreed to confine its activities only to the 

{!oastal trade of India, Burma and Ceylon, but to engage in the 
Bombay-U.K. trade or coastal passenger traffic anti not to increase 
its fleet by more than seven vessels in a period of 10 years. 

1.12. This agreement was subsequently replaced by a tripartite con-
ference agreement which came into force on 1st April, 1933 for a 
period of 5 years and was allowed to continue till 31st December, 
1939. Under this agreement the &india Company was admitted as 
a member of the coastal conference anti the three companies were 
..,JJotted share of the cargo trades, with the exclusion of coal and 
salt, in the following proportion: 

BI 
per cent 

Cargo from Burma 49 

Karachi So 

Bombay 46 °7 

Calcuna 60 

As rc:gards coal and salt, the proponions were : 

BI 

Scindia 

Asiatic 

Scindia 
per cent 

40 

42 '5 

33°3 

25 

62'5% 

12 °5% 

25% 

~iatic 
!ler cent 

II 

7"5 

20 

15 
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1.13. At >this time, the other Indian companies which were in 
-existence were all small companies operating on the Malabar coast. 
{)wing to competition and frequent rate war in this sector, Govern-
ment were obliged to intervene and in 1935, the then Commerce 
Minister, Sir Joseph Bhore, used his good offices and gave his awartl, 
which later on came to be commonly known as "Bhore Award" to 
s~cure ~5 per. cent of .the west coast trade to the small Indian Ship- \ 
PIng Compames, leaVIng the balance 15 per cent to the three mem-
bers of the coastal conference. 

C. Indian Coastal Shipping since the advent of Independence 

1.14. With a view to formulating a National Shipping Policy, a 
Reconstruction Policy Sub-Committee on Shipping was appointed 
in 1945. The Committee, whose report was submitted early in 1947, 
recommended, among other things, that the ultimate target for 
Indian Shipping should be fixed at two million tons gross. They 
also recommended that coastal trade shoul'd be reserved for Indian 
Shipping and that a licensing scheme should be introduced for the 
purpose. These recommendations were accepted by Government 

.. and the Control of Shipping Act, 1947, which was originally enacted 
for the purpose of regulating Indian Shipping by a system of licens-
ing to ensure orderly movement of essential cargoes on the coast in 
the immediate post-war period, when tonnage was in short supply. 
was amended in 1948, to bring within its purview foreign ships 
engaged in the coastal trade. 

1.15. In 1947 the Reconstruction Policy Sub-Committee on Ship-
ping under the Chairmanship of Shri C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar made 
the following recommendations:'-

"We have already referred to the almost universal practice of 
. reserving coasting trade to the national flag. There has 
been an insistent demand, for over two decades now, 
that the coastal trade of India should pe reserved fer 
shipping owned, controlled and managed by the nationals 
of the country, It is a matter of deep regret that the 
(}overnment of In'dia have not responded to this insistent 
demand of the Indian people. We would, however, .ex-

.' press the hope that this particular recommendation of 
ours, based on a policy recognised all the world over, 
would be put into immediate effect. Licensing of the 
f'Mstal vessels is a necessary corollary to reservation and 
we have, therefore, recommended the constitution of a 
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Shipping Board for this purpose. It will be the re-
sponsibility of the Board to ensure on the one hand that 
the trade is not penalised by any undue rise in the rates 
of fre~ght, and to so regulate on the other hand the ton-
nage to be licensed as to maintain the conditions of effi-
cient operation and economic working. 

Broadly speaking this group (adjacent trade and, trades 
with the Far East) comprises the whole of Africa, the 
Middle East (including the Persian Gulf), Thailand, Indo-
China, Malaya and the Dutch East Intlies. Nearly 60 per 
cent of India's export trade with this group of countries 
in the year 1938-39 consisted of food, tlrink and tobacco 
and the remaining 10 per cent. of raw materials and un-
manufactured articles.. As much as 76 per cent of our 
imports from these geographically adjacent countries was 
made up of raw materials and unmanufactured articles 
while the rest of the trade was matle up of food articles 
19 per cent and manufactured articles of 5 per cent. 

It is Wf!l1-known that Indian Shipping has practically no foot-
ing in India's overseas trades. Barring the recent partici-
pation to a very small extent of Indian Shipping in the 
carriage of pilgrims to Hadjaz and the recent carriage of 
rice from Java to India by anew ly acquired vessel of the 
Indian Steamship Company, Indian Shipping is conspicu-
ous by its absence in the overseases trade of India. Nearly 
70 per cent of the vessels that entered and cleared at ports 
in British India in the· pre-war years was of British 
nationality. What is meant is that British ships owned 
by British ship-owners carry this trade. British Ship-
ping is contrasted here with Indian shipping truly 
so called. Both in the coastal trade and in the overseas 
trade of the country, it is British Shipping which has been 
occupying a predominant position. We are of the opinion 
that Indian shipping should have at least 75 per cent in 
what might be described as the geographically atljacent 
trade. The total quantity of India's imports and exports 
with this group of countries was about 21 million tons in 
the year 1938-39. We would recommend that nearly 1·9 
million tons of this cargo should in future be carried in 
Indian bottoms. One of the important commo\:lities which 
we supply to most of these countries is jute and jute 
goods, of which India has practically a monopoly. We 
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have also developed our trade in cotton manufactures with 
these countries. Again, during the war some of these 
geographically adjacent countries had to look to India 
as almost the sole supplier of certain categories of goods 
like cotton manufactures. We would therefore urge the 
Government of India that next to the coastal and associa-
ted coastal trades and securing a due share of the trades 
formerly carried by axis powers, they should concentrate 
!>n acquiring for Indian shipping at least 75 per cent· of the 
near trades described above." 

1.16. After that the Government of India enunciated a new ship-
ping policy based on the recommendations of the Sub-Committee of 
the Reconstruction Policy Committee anti the Coastal trade was re-
~erved exclusively for Indian flag vessels. Consequently, the Tripar-
tite Agreement was replaced by the Coastal Conference Agreement 
in 1951 and the Indian Coastal Conference was established. The 
British companies continued to be associate members of the Confer-
ence for some time. By 1953 the coastal seaborne traffic was com-

. pletely taken over by Indian shipping lines. The Control of Ship-
ping provisions were later incorporated in the Merchant Shippin« 
Act, 1958, under Part XIV of the Act, which covers sections 405-414 
thereof. 

1.7. It has been represented to the Committee by the Indian 
Coastal Conference and the Indian N ationa1 Steamship Owners' As-
sociation that it is a paramount necessity that the importance of 
coastal shipping should be recognised especially on two grounds 
Yiz. (a) commercial and (b) strategical. As for (a) it is always 
convenient to carry cargo moving in large bu}k like coal, salt, 
cement, foodgrains, fertilizers etc. for long distance by sea and ship 
is the convenient form of carrier for such bulk movement. As re-
gards (b) merchant navy is the second line of defence and ships 
can be relied upon for the carriage of men and materials in times 
of emergency. The Conference have emphasised that despite the 
acceptance of this fact by several Government's spokesmen, Gov- \ 
ernment have failed to take the necessary measures to enable the 
development of the industry. 

1.18. The Committee are of the view that the Railway transport 
system is susceptible to the vagaries of floods and could be dislocated 
during war or due to other reasons. It is, therefore, essential to 
have a coastal fleet which can play R supplementary role in· tfie 
transport system of the country in normal times and which wiD 
have to shoulder crucial obligations during any emergency. 



CHAPTER U 

ORGANISATION 

A. Organisation in the Ministry 

2.1. The organisational set up in the Ministry of Transp~rt ancf 
Shipping in so far as coastal shipping is concerned is as follows:-

Secretary 
Joint Secretary 
Deputy Secretary 
Under Secretary 
M. D. Section 

There are three sections in the Ministry of Transport and 
Shipping dealing with the problems of shipping and allied matters 
"iz.-

(i) Mercantile Marine (Development and Legislation section 
(M. D. Section); 

(ii) Mercantile Marine (Administration Section) 
Section) ; 

(M.A. 

(iii) Mercantile Marine (Training Section) (M. T. Section). 

The M.D. Section is concerned with the development of shipping. 
including coastal shipping. 

2.2. The Ministry of Transport and Shipping is concerned with 
direction and policy decisions concerning coastal shipping, while 
its implementation is the responsibility of Directorate General of 
Shipping, functioning under the Ministry as a subordinate office with 
Headquarters at Bombay. 

B. Directorate General of Shipping 

Development of Coastal Shipping 

2.3. Matters pertaining to acquisition of coastal ships, grant of 
loans by Shipping Development Fund Committee to shipping com-
panies and measures of assistance to the coastal shipping industry 
(such as concessional port charges,' concession in excise duty on fuel 
oil)..are dealt with in the D.G. Shipping though the final decisions 
are taken in the Transport Ministry. 

8 
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2.4. So far as coastal trade is concerned, the D.G. Shipping 
maintains the. following statistics: 

(i) Position of Indian tonnage employed on the coast as at 
the end of each month. 

(ii) Volume of dry cargo commodity-wise carried on the coast 
during each year. 

(iii) Volume of oil products carried on the coast during each 
. year by Indian and foreign tankers. 

(iv) Passengers carried in the coastal trade during each year. 

(v) Annual freight and passenger earnings of Indian shipping 
. companies in the coastal trade. 

2.5. The allocation of work among the_ various sections of the 
Directorate is done under broad headings such as acquisition of 
ships, grant of loans to shipowners, ·licensing of ships, training of 
Merchant Navy personnel matters pertaining to crew, measures for 
ensuring safety of life at sea, etc. which are common to both coastal 
and overseas ships. The Ministry have stated that it is therefore 
difficult to make any precise assessment of the volume of work relat-
ing exclusively to coastal shipping and the staff employed thereon. 

Issue of Licences to vessels participating in coastal trade 

2.6. The licensing functions of the Directorate General of Shipping 
arise out of the administration of Part VIX of the Merchant Shipping 
Act, 1958. The relevant statutory provisions dealing with licences 
are contained in sections 406 and 407 of the Act. 

Under these sections, Indian ships or other ships participatIng 
in the coastal trade by India are required to possess trading licences 
issued by the Directorate General of Shipping. The licensing powers 
have been taken by Government mainly to-

(a) regulate the employment .. of tonnage on the roast; 

(b) ensure that, consistent with the policy of coastal reserva-
tion, foreign ships are not employed on the coast excep' 
with the prior approval of Government; and 

(C) ensure that Indian Ships are made available for operation 
in any essential sector of the coastal trade or for the· 
oarriage of any essential cargo or for meeting any national 
emergency. 
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2.7. The licences issued to coastal ships fall under the following 
~ategories: 

(a) General licences are issued to vessels on the Indian 
Registry which are intended for coastal trading. As the 
coastal trade is reserved for Indian ships, these licences 
are generally valid until they are revoked, although 
recently, the period of validity 'has been limited to five 
years at a time. The number of general licences issued 
to coastal vessels during the years 1965, 1966 an~ 1967, is 
11, 6 and 12 respectively. 

(b) Specified period licences are generally issued to foreign 
vessels which have to be employed in the coastal trade 
temporarily due to the non-availability of Indian vessels 
(e.g. tankers time-chartered by the Indian Oil Corpora-
tion for the coastal movement of petroleum products) or 
to Indian vessels whose employment in the coastal trade 
has to be limited to specified periods at a time .< e.g. Indian 
tankers time-chartered by the foreign oil companies for 
specific periods for the coastal movement of the refinery 
products). The number of specified period licences issued 
to coastal vessel during the years 1965, 1966 and 1967 is 
7, 8 and 11 respectively. 

(c) Specified voyage licences are generally issued to foreign 
vessels to enable them to perform coastal voyage on a.d 
hoc basis. They are also sometimes issued to Indian 
vessels if for any reasons they are not in possession of 
general licences for trading on the coast. Such foreign 
vessels generally fall under the following three cate-
gories-

(1) Ships which are permitted to lift transhipment cargoes 
on the coast i.e., cargoes which are brought by foreign 
vessels from overseas and mislanded at coastal ports 
through bonafide mistakes. The cargoes to be tran-
shipped in such cases do not generally exceed a few pack-
ages at a time and licences are issued provided tr"n-
shipment is effected by vessels under the ownership Or 
agency of the original carriers and no extra freight is 
paid on the transhipment. 

(ii) Tankers utilised by foreign oil companies for the coastal 
movement of refinery products. Under the Agreement 
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relating to establishment of the refineries concluded 
between the Government of India and the foreign oil 
comp~nies, the latter are permitted to employ foreign 
tankers on the coast for the movement of the refinery 
products. 

Foreign vessels which lift cargo from Indian ports to 
ports in Pakistan. The "coasting trade of Lndia" as 
defined in the Merchant Shipping Act, 1958 covers the 
carriage by sea of goods or passengers from any port 
or place in India to any other port or place on the 
continent of India. Foreign vessels carrying cargo 
from Indian ports to ports in Pakistan thus come under 
the licensing control of the Director General of Shipping. 
As however, the trade between India and Pakistan is 
strictly speaking an international trade and not part of 
the coastal trade, licences are freely issued as a matter 
of policy to foreign vessels operating in this trade. 

2.B.The number of specified voyage licences issued to foreign 
vessels during the last 3 years is given in the following statement: 

Number of Licences 

Ships utilised for lifting tra'lship- Tankers Ships plying in the 
ment cargoes Indo-Pak Trade 

1965 77 176 133 

1966 95 177 141 

1967 133 14° 101 

• 2.9. Several other items which are common to both coastal and 
overseas ships such as training of merchant navy personnel, mea-
sures for the safety of life at sea, recruitment of seaman, welfare 
of seamen, facilities for repairs and drydocking, etc. are also dealt 
with in the Directorate General of Shipping. 

2.10. It has been stat~ by the Ministry that it is difficult to make 
any precise assess~ent of the volume of work relating exclusively 
to coastal shipping, the strength of the staff employed for the purpose 
and the expenditure incurred on them. On a very rough basiS, 
3508 (Aii) L.S.-2. 
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however, these have been worked out as in the statement given 
below: 

-------------------

Particulars of staff Annual 
Volume of wcrk pertaining to coastal expendi-

ships Non- ture On 
Gazetted gazetted staff 

• 
Year eRs. in lakh} 

1965 6 12 1 '65 

1966 5 10 1'35 

1967 4 8 1'14 

Provision of tonnage for the movement of essential commodities ltke 
coal, salt, timber etc. 

2.11. It has been stated that as the Director General of Ship-
ping has licensing control over ships operating in the Coastal trade, 
he is expected to ensure that coastal ships are not diverted to other 
trades without adequate justification and that the available coastal 
shipping tonnage is effectively employed for the movement of 
essential commodities like coal, salt, timber, etc. The Committee 
have been informed by the Ministry that in actual practice seldom 
exercises his statutory powers but only uses his good offices with 
the shipping companies for the purpose. 

2.12. The Committee note the functions of the Directorate General 
of Shipping in regard to the operation and development of coastal 
shipping. They are glad that although the Director General, Ship-
ping has statutory powers in relation to the effective employment 
of the coastal shipping tonnage, he rarely uses such powers and 
uses his good offices with the shipping companies for the purpose. 
The Committee hope that this cooperation will lead to practical 
eDforcement of rules. 

C. National Shipping Board 

2.13. The National Shipping Board is a permanent statutory body 
set up under Section 4 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1958. Its 
functions are to advise Central Government on (i) matters relating 
to Indian shipping including the development thereof and (ii) such 
matters arising out of the Act as the Central Government may refer 
to it for advice. 
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2.14. The l30ard was set up on the 1st March, 1959 and has since 
been reconstituted every two years in 'accordance with the statutory 
rules pertaining to the Board usually meets once in three or four 
months. Lt has so far held 27 meetings since its inception. The 
meetings are held either in Delhi or at one or other of the major 
ports. From time to time the Board has set up sub-committees to 
review these problems and formulate proposals for their solution. 
The Boa.d and its sub-committees have submitted the following 
reports to the Government: 

(i) Report of the Board relating to shipping target for the 
third Plan which inter alia dealt with problems of coastal 
shipping. 

(ii) Report of the first sub-committee relating to coastal 
shipping which was adopted by the Board in 1962. 

(iii) Report of the Second Sub-Committee relating to coastal 
shipping which was adopted by the Board in 1963. 

(iv) Report of the Sub-Committee which examined the question 
of introducing general cargo services with small vessels on 
the coast which was adopted by the Board in 1964. 

(v) The Report of the Third Sub-Committee relating to Coastal 
Shipping which was adopted in 1965. 

(vi) Report of the Sub-Committee which examined the ques-
tion of acquiring additional tankers for the coastal and 
overseas trades, which was adopted by the Board in 1967. 

(vii) Report of the Study Group on coastal shipping which was 
adopted by the Board in August 1968. 

2.15. On being pointed out that although many com:glittees. sub-
committees and study groups appointed by the National Shipping 
Board have examined the problems of coastal shipping, very few 
recommendations have been implemented and very little has so 
far been done for the development of coastal shipping, the represen-
tative of the Ministry has stated that there have been studies made 
by the National Shipping Board at various times but "before action 
could be taken on one of the studies, the conditions of carriage and 
the conditions under which coal was required to be moved changed, 
and then a second committee was appointed and before spmething 
could be done on that, conditions again changed." 

2.16. The re?resentative of the Ministry of Transport has stated 
in the course of evidence that the National Shipping Board was a 
.Btanding body set up under the Indian Merchant Shipping Act and it 
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met quite often. Whenever any difficult item came up on the agenda, 
they appointed a sub-committee to go into the question and the 
sub-committee made a series of reports. Referring to the Report 
of the sub-committee of the National Shipping Board brought out 
in April 196;:t, he has stated "The last Report is the most critical 
Report, 'and we have broadly accepted the recommendations made 
in that Report." 

• 2.17. The Committee feel that the recommendations of tile 
National Shipping Board and its sub-committees have not been givell 
the serious consideration that they deserve. The Committee hardly 
see any justification for referring problems to the National ShippiD&' 
Board for examination and report if their recommendations are Dot 
to be implemented with expedition. The Committee hope that GOT-
ernment will promptly initiate action to implement those recomm8ll-
dations contained in the last report of the National Shipping Boartl 
(August 1968) which have already been accepted by the Ministry .f 
Shipping and Transport. 

D. Shipping Development Fund Committee 

2.18. The Shipping Development Fund Committee was establish.-
ed by the Central Government in March, 1959 under Section 15(1) 
of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1958. Under the Act, the Committee 
consists of a Chairman and a maximum of 6 members who are 
appointed by the Central Government. Every Member of the Com-
mittee holds office for a period of 3 years from the date of notificatiol\ 
appointing him as a Member. 

2.19. Under the Merchant Shipping Act, 1958, the Shipping 
Development Fund Committee has to be financed as follows:-

(a) Outright grants that may be made by the Central Gov-
ernment for being credited to the fund from time to 
time. 

(b) Loans advanced by the Central Government to the Ship-
ping Development Fund Committee. 

(c) Such sums of money as may from time to time be realised 
out of re-payment of loans 'paid from the fund or from 
the interest on loans Or dividends from investments made 
from the fund. 

(d) Such other sums as may be received for being credited 
to the fund. 

2.20. Under the Merchant Shipping Act 1958, the Shipping Deve-
lopment Fund has to be utilised for the grant of loans to shipping 
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companies fulfilling the critena laid down for classification as Indian 
Shipping Companies under the Act for acquisition and maintenance 
of ships. These loans can be given by the Shipping Development 
Fund Committee only on such terms and conditions as the Central 
Government may, from time to time, specify. 

2.21. The role played by the Shipping Development Fund Com-
mittee in the development of Indian Shipping is to provide financial 

• assistance to Indian Shipping companies for the acquisition of coastal 
and overseas tonnage and no distinction is made as between coastal 
and overseas shipping in the terms and conditions. During the period 
from 1963 to-date seven applications from five companies were con-
sidere.d for loans for acquiring coastal vessels and a total loan of 
Rs. 569.81 lakhs was sanctioned to those companies. A statement 
showing the loans facilities extended by the Shipping Development 
Fund Committee in respect of coastal tonnage during the last five. 
years is given in Appendix I. 

2.22. The important terms and conditions on which the loans are 
I anctioned are as follows:-

(i) The quantum of loan will be maximum of 90 per cent of 
the price in the ca~ of new vessels (95 per cent in the 
case of vessels built at Hindustan Shipyard Ltd., Visakha-
patnam) and maximum of 75 per cent of the price in the 
case of second hand vessels. 

(ii) The period of amortisation of the loan will be maximum 
of 18 years in the case of loans for new vessels and 3/4ths 
of the residuary income-tax life of second hand vessels 
(full income-tax life being 20 years). An initial period 
of moratorium of two years will be admissible if asked 
for by the borrower companies (in the case of vessels 
built at H.S.L. the maximum period of amortisation is 
19 years with a moratorium of 3 years). 

(iii) The loans shall carry a rate of interest of 8 per cent p.a. 
but if payments of interest and repayments are made 
by prescribed due dates, the companies need pay interest 
at 3 per cent per annum only. 

(iv) Security to the extent of 133 1/3 per cent of the loan amount 
should be made available to the Committee. 

(v) The borrower shipping companies should ensure that their 
debt equity ratio did not exceed 4.1 in ~ases where the 
paid up capital is Rs. 1 crore or less and a debt equity 
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ratio of 6:1 where the paid up capital is more than Rs. 1 
crore. 

(vi) Where the loan to be sanctioned to a company is Rs. 1 
crore or more, the Company, if it is Private Limited Com-
pany should convert itself into a Public Limited Company 
before the loan is actually sanctioned to it. 

(vii) It is one of the conditions for grant of loan that the 
Government Director should be appointed as a Director 
on the Board of Din:'Ctors of the loanee Company. 

2.23. In the course of evidence the representative of the Ministry 
was asked abo'ut assistance given to coastal shipping companies from 
the Shipping Development Fund. It was stated in evidence that 
the Ministry had asked the GovernmenL Directors on the Companies 
to review the financial working of the various companies and come 
up with cpncrete proposals as to whether any particular assistance 
was necessary. He added that the Shipping Development Fund 
Committee was there, but they did not get applications. The Com-
mittee could not suo mota ask particular companies to apply for 
grant of loans. 

2.24.. The Committee note that the Shipping Development Fund 
Committee provides financial assistance to Indian Shipping Com-
panies for the acquisition of coastal and ove~as tonnage and no 
distinction is made as between the coastal and overseas shipping in 
the terms and cODditions. They are, however, unhappy to note that, 
although the fund is there, no application has been received from 
coastal shipping companies for the grant of loans. The Committee 
W9Uld like the Government to, examine the reasons for this poor 
respobSe from the coastal shipping companies in regard to loan 
assistanee ft;,m the Shipping Development Fund Committee and 
review the terms and conditions of loans to make them attractive. 

E. Role of the Indian Coastal Conference 

2.25. As has been stated earlier upto 1950 a Tripartite Conference 
consisting of Scindias, British India Steam Navigation and Asiatic 
Steam! was controlling the trade on the coasts of India" Burma, 
Ceylon, and Pakistan. In 1951, at the instance of the Government, 
the Indian Coastal Conference was formed to cater to the needs of 
the coastal trade and trades between India and Pakistan, India and 
Ceylon and India and Burma were taken out from the purview of the 
Coastal Conference. The Indian Coastal Conference was formed by 
an agreement to which originally there were 13 signatories. The 
British India Steam Navigation and Asiatic Steam which had very 
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.close connection with coastal trade were allowed to remain as As-
sociate Members. The Government of India reserved the coastal 
trade for the nationals of the country by Resolution dated 15th 
August, 1950. When reservation of the coastal trade was complete-
ly achieved in 1953, the BIN and the Asiatic withdrew from the 
Conference. There have been additions to the membership of the 
Conference as well as some resignations subsequently. As present 
there art.'! 16 Members on the roll of the Conference. 

2.26. The trade on the coast has been divided into 2 sectors i.e. 
(1) West Coast and (2) Wider Coast. Under the terms of the agree-
ment, only small vessels below 3,500 DWT (10 per cent rr.ore or 
le::>s) can ply on the West Coast between Kandla and Tuticorin. The 
Wider Coast covers the trade for the entire coast from Kandla to 
Calcutta where big vessels of 4,500 DWT and over can ply. The 
big vessels can lift cargo between six specified ports on the West 
Coast under certain conditions laid down in the Agreement. 

2.27. The Conference arranges tonnage of coal from Calcutta, 
salt from Saurashtra, timber from Andaman and other bulk cargoes. 
The Conference whenever necessary fixed quotas for Member Lines. 
The Conference fixes and/or revises freight rates on the coast, deter-
mines shipping practices to be followed on the coast and protects 
the commpn interests of its Member Lines. 

2.28. The Conference elects its OWn Chairman and Vice-Chairman 
for unspecified period. The Scindia Company have been appointed 
as Secretaries under the Conference Agreement. The executive 
work is carried out by the Assistant Secretary with the help of a 
separate Secretariat which was established in 1952. 

2.29. In reply to a' question with regard to the relationship bet-
ween the Government and the Indian Coastal Conference, the Min-
istry has stated "Government have recognised the Indian Coastal 
Conference as a representative Organisation of coastal shipowners 
and have accordingly been dealing with the Conference in matters 
relating to coastal trade. It may be mentioned in thjs connection 
that .representatives of the Coastal Conference have been associated 
with the sub-committees of the National Shipping Board which have 
examined the problems of coastal shipping." 

2.30. It has further been stated, "Although no specific machinery 
for co-ordinating between the Conference and the Government has 
'been set up, the periodical meetings held by the D.G. Shipping with 
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coastal shipowners have provided a forum for consultation and dis-
. cussion of problems on common interest to Government and ship-
owners." 

2.31. Asked to state the existing arrangements to secure coordina-
tion between different companies in respect of timings, freight, etc., 
the representative of the Ministry of Transport stated in evidence 
that all these companies were mlembers of the Coastal Conference. 
That was the coordinating authority on a voluntary ba~is. They 
looked after arrangements for the movement of cargo and the ratio-
nalisation of sailings. They had not taken up one very important 
thing and that was through booking and the pooling of freight. They 
were trying to do this now. If this was done, he felt, it would be 
possible for a person requiring movement from point A to point B, 
to send all his consignments through the Coastal Conference. In 
reply to a question, the representative of the Ministry stated that 
the.re was no unhealthy competition between the various companies 
as regards the fares and the carrying of cargoes. The freight would 
be regulated by Govemrnent. 

2.32. The Committee note that "No specific machinery for coor-
dinating between the Conference and the Government has been set 
up." They feel that it is desirable to have a more intimate coordi-
nation between the Conference and the Governmental Organisations 
so as to cut down delays and for the quick understanding and solu-
tion of the problems that arise with regard to coastal shipping. 
They hope that apart from periodical meetings, the feasibiluy of in-
troducing a suitable machinery for the purpose. will be considered 
by Govenm:tlent. 

F. Setting up of a Corporation Coastal Shipping Companies 

2.33. The Committee on Transport Policy and Co-ordination in 
their report (January, 1966) observed inter alia, "It is essential also 
to consider whether improved economies in capital cost and ope.ra-
tional expenses will not be secured, if, in place of as many as 27 
companies of varying sizes, many of them operating their small 
fleets in an indifferent manner round the coast, a scheme for unified 
control and operation cannot be evolved with the co-operation of 
the industry. This could take the form of a Corporation promoted 
by the Central Government to which the Central Government and 
the existing shipping companies might subscribe. The existing ope-
rators could then transfer their fleets to the Corporation and receive,. 
in turn, shares equivalent to the current value of their contribution. 
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Adjustments could be made 1n respect of loans advanced by Gov-
e~nt or by the Shipping Development Fund Committee. A 
single Corporation operating the coastal fleet will be in a position 
to secure fuller utilisatio!l of the existing ships, provide regular 
services, improve operational efficiency, both directly and through 
improvement of facilities at the ports, and take steps to replace 
over-aged ships." 

2.34. III the course of evidence this matter was put by the Com-
mittee to the representative of the. Indian Coastal Conference and 
the Indian National Steamship Owners' Association. The repre-
sentative stated, "I am not in favour of small companies. We have 
to accept them as members but ...... every body has the right to 
trade as he likes". He added, "I strongly advocate rationalisation 
of shipping service and it is for, the Conference to take up that 
question". He felt, however, that this matter needed to be examin-
ed thoroughly before any definite conclusions could be reached. 

2.35. In the course of evidence the representative of the Ministry 
stated that the Director-General, Shipping tried out the possibility 
of two of the smaller companies being brought together but found 
that they were not willing. The whole thesis, he said, was on the 
basis that smaller comp'anies were not working well and so they' 
should go by the Board. The fact was that some of them were 
making profit while larger companies were making losses. He also 
stated that it was not necessarily a question of the size of the com-
pany so much as the route in which it plied which was the deter-
mining factor, besides the management. 

2.36. The Committee w~nted to know whether this allocation of 
the route could not be decided so as to effect economic utilisation of 
the vessels. The representative of the Ministry stated as follows:-

"Normally, the DG Shipping operates on the basis of the 
choice indicated by particular cOmlpanies for particular 
routes. He does not himself force them into particular 
routes. What they want he considers and if it is econo-
mical, he gives licence. The question is, having regard 
to the fact that already there is a volunhry arrangement 
and Government have adequate powers under the Mer-
chant Shipping Act, should Government go further and 
think in terms of what you might call a corporation joint-
ly owned by both the private and public sectors? We 
have to consider it carefully in terms of the. Fourth Plan. 
I will not be in a position to say now whether there is 
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'any special merit in it. But we are exammmg this in 
the working group when disposing of the recommenda-
tions of the Committee." 

2.37. "The representative of the Ministry added that the matter 
would have to be examined carefully. It had also to go to the 
Cabinet. He felt there. might be economies in management but 
there might be disadvantages owing to large size of the proposed 
Corporation. • 

2.38. The Committee are of the view that a long range examina-
iion should be made to find out how best to secure for the coastal 
fleet fuller utilisation of ships, provision of regular service, improve-
ment in operational efficiency, and also economies in capital cost and 
operational expenses. They hope the Government will give this 
matter full consideration in consultation with the Indian Coastal 
Conference and secure the largest measure of agreement in coming 
to a final decision in the matter of setting up of a Corporation of 
£oastal Shipping Companies Or any other suitable organisation. 



CHAPTER m 

TONNAGE 

A. Coastal Fleet • 
3.1. The Committe.e' have been informed that the total tonnage 

~n the Indian Coast which consisted of 48 vessels amounting to 1.19 
lakh GRT on the 15th August, 1947 went on increasing till it reach-
ed a peak in 1964 with 114 vessels of 4.12 lakh GRT, but'there has 
since been a sharp decline.. In fact, during the last three years not 
a single vessel has been added to the fleet except 4 colliers in the 
public sector. The tonnage on the coast as on 31st December, 1967 
was only 3.11 lakh GRT comprising 85 vessel!O. However, there was 
a slight rise next year as the tonnage on the coast as on 29th Feb-
ruary, 1968 was 3.42 lakh GRT comprising 90 vessels. 

3.2. The distribution of the coastal tonnage. between the different 
'categories of traffic as on 31st December, 1967 is indicated below: 

Category 

1 

Dry Cargo vessels 

MainIand/Andaman service 

Passenger-cum-cargo vessels on West Coast 

Ferry for LaccadiveJ Minicoy Islands 

Indo-Ceylon ferry 

Tankers 

No. of 
Vessels 

2 

65 

6 

7 

1 

2-

4 

85 

GRT 
(000) 

3 

231 '7 

20'9 

IS'7 

0·2 

2·0 

4°·1 

3 10.6 

"This includes 5.5. Goschen which has been immobillshed. 
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3.4. An analysis of the dry cargo fleet as on 31st December, 1967 
based on the size and age of vessels indicates that out of the 65 
vessels on the coast 27 were of a size below 2,000 GRT and 11 were 
in the range between 2,000 and 3,500 GRT. Altogether they consti-
tute 58 per cent of the total number of dry cargo vessels un the 
coast. 

3.5. 21 out of 65 vessels were over 20 years old and hence due for 
replacement. In another three years another 12 vessels would cross 
the 20 years mark. Thus, by 1971 half the vessels of the present 
coastal cargo fleet would have been either withdrawn from traffic 
or shall be overdue for replacement. Within the next three years 
more than half of the existing ships and 44 per cent of the tonnage 
(GRT) would be due for replacement. 

3.e. The Committee have been informed further that while the 
average age of an Indian ship engaged in the international run it 
only about 8 years, the average age of Coastal Dry Cargo Vessel as 
on 31st December, 1967 was more than double, being about 16.S 
years. As the economic life of a vessel is generally. considered t. 
be 20 years by international standards, the existing coastal fleet 
is thus predominantly obsolete. 

(ii) Targets of tonnage 

3.7. The Committee have been informed that in the report of 
the Third Sub-Committee of the National Shipping Board sub-
mitted in 1965, a target of 4 lakh GRT for coastal shipping was re-
commended. This target was accepted by the MiniStry of Transport 
~nd Shipping and also the Planning Commission and the draft out-
line of the earlier Fourth Plan which was published in 1966 indi-
cated this target. However, these recommendations have since 
become out of date in view of the latest report (1968) submitted b~ 
the Study Group of the National Shipping Boa;d which recommen-
ded a target of 4.5 lakh GRT. 

3.8. The Study Group of the National Shipping Board has inter 
alia observed as follows:-

"It can be reasonably accepted that if adequate shipping ton-
nage can be made available on the coast during the next 
three years, it should be possible for Coastal Shipping 
Industry to secure by 1971 at least the level of general 
cargo traffic reached in 1~···. If inhanced industrial acti-
vity in the country genet'ates larger demand for coastal 
shipping, then the tonnage requirements would have to 
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be revised upwards to the extent necessary. Over 35,000 
tons increase in Calcutta General Cargo traffic from the 
West Coast would need about 9,600 GRT of additional 
shipping. Matching quantities of additional coal traffic 
wouH also be required to the extent necessary." 

Regarding proposals for increasing the tonnage of the coastal fleet 
during the Fourth Five Year Plan Period, the Ministry have stated 
that the recommendation made by them is that the coastaJ shipping 
tonnage which at present stands at 3.25 lakh GRT, should be raised 
to 4.50 lakh GRT by the end of the Fourth Plan period. Besides the 
addition of 1.25 lakh GRT, another 1.28 lakh GRT would have to 
be acquired in replacement of old and obsolete ships. Thus, the 
total tonnage to be acquired during the Fourth Plan, in order to 
reach the target of 4.50 lakh GRT would be 2.53 lakh GRT. The 
Ministry have sent their recommendations to the Planning Commis-
sion recently and no decision has so far been taken in the matter 
by the Planning Commission. 

3.9. The Committee have further been informed in a note that 
the report of the StUdy Group on Coastal Shipping was considered 
by the National Shipping Board at its meeting held on the 17th 
August, 1968. The report was adopted by the Board, subect to one 
modification that in the place of 23 colliers of 14,000 DWT each pro-
,posed to be acquired for the coastal trade as recommended by the 
Study Group, it would suffice if 18 vessels are required. This modi-
fication was considered necessary becaUSe the Board felt that when 
Haldia Port was commissioned, vessels were likely to receive qUicker 
turnround and the total number of vessels required for the coastal 
trade would be less than what had been estimated by the Study 
Group. The Board also felt that the position might be reviewed 
after about 2 years. , 

3.10. In the ~ourse of evidence, the representative of the Ministry 
of Transport has stated: "Our programme even today is about 5 
lakh tons GRT per year. Even last year the orders for new acqUisi-
tion which were placed come to about 5 lakh tons." As regards 
finance for acquisition of the vessels, he has stated that "initially 15 
per cent of the amount had to be paid and the balance had to be 
spread over 8 years." 

(iii) Foreign Exchange Requirements 

3.11. It has been represented to the Committee by the Indian 
Coastal Conference that "no foreign exchange is made available for 
replacement of old coastal fleet or acqUjsition of additional tonnage 
for cost. Ships are available from certain rupee payment coun-
tries but the cost is about 30 to 40 per cent higher because of de-

"ferred payment basis. Again, it becomes extremely difficult for 
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ship owners to provide guarantee for the balance amount after the-
down payment of 15 per cent is made. It is, therefore, suggested that 
the Shipping Development Fund Committee should stand guarantee 
for the balance payment. The ship may be mortgaged to Ship-
ping Development Fund Committee and additional security, if re-
quired, may also be asked for." 

It has further been represented that "as regards acquisition of 
second-hand ships, permission should be given for acquiring ships,.. 
giving the ship owners freedom to select type and size of ships of 
suitable age. The ship owners are strongly of the opinion that it 
is in the best interest of the country if foreign exchange is made 
available freely to all those who wish to buy new or second-hand 
ships for plying on the coast." 

3.12. Asked during evidence to state whether the private sector 
would be interested in investing a large amount in coastal, ships, 
especially when freight was not available, the representative of the 
Ministry has stated: 

"As the position stands today, no sector is interested in coastal 
shipping. But coastal sector is a very important sector .. 
The sanction is there for us under the Indian Merchant 
Shipping Act. We can say that the conferences, which 
are interested in plying overseas, should ply part of ton-
nage through the coast also". 

3.13. The Committee wanted to know why a shipping company 
which possessed an overseas fleet could not also operate coastal 
ships and utilise the allocation of foreign exchange both for coastal 
shipping as well as for overseas shipping. 

In reply the representative of the Ministry has stated as under: 
"When the applications come from private companies or from 

public sector, they are for the purchase of particular type' 
of ships from particular countries. We don't say 'you buy 
this for coastal trade or for overseas trade.' The com-
panies themselves give us the reasons. They say 'We 
have analysed the economics of particular vessel and we 
want to operate this particular route; we' want to place 
the order with a particular country for this type of ship'. 
They know which line is economical for them." 

He has further stated: 

''There is no discrimination (between. overseas shipping and t 
coastal shipping). Scindias are operating on the coast; ~ 
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the Shipping Corporation is operating on the coast ..... . 
Once we decide th.at we should have a coastal fleet of a 
particular size and also on the type of ships to be pur-l chased, we will consider the applications of shipping com-
po::nies for coastal trade and possibly apply a slightly diffe-
rent pattern of financing. It cannot be the same for over-
seas trade. This does not earn foreign exchange ....... . 
Once the programme is settled, it will be treated on par. 
We will try to get as much as possible from rupee coun-
tries. But we will have to adopt a different pattern of 
finanCing if we are to acquire from other sources." 

3.14. It has been stated by the Ministry that the Coastal Ship 
-owners cannot go in for additional tonnage mainly on account of 
the fact that acquisition of ships on deferred payment terms which 
is at present permitted by Government is not suitable in the case 
of coastal shiP5 as they do not earn foreign exchange except to a 
limited extent in adjacent trades. The indigenous ship building 
-capacity is also at present fully utilised and no spare eapacity is 
available for construction of coastal vessels. According to the 
Ministry the alternatives, therefore, are (a) release of free foreign 
''i!xchange (b) purchase from countries like Yugoslavia, Poland etc. 
which may be in a position to offer ships on rupee payment basis 
and (c) encouraging the shipowners to go in for package deals 
covering both coastal and overseas vessels, their total price being 
met from the' foreign exchange earnings of the overseas vessels on 
deferred payment basis. 

3.15. During evidence the representative of the Ministry has 
stated that cargo availability, resources availability, both rupee and 
foreign exchange, and port facilities were the three things that were 
very important for the development of coastal fleet on a long term 

-1:?asis. The sub-Committee of the National Shipping Board calcu-
lated that a sum of Rs. 70 crores would be required for the pur-
chase of ships, out of which the foreign exchange component could 
be about Rs. 6.2 crores. He has further stated: "In regard to coastal 
shipping, we are hoping to persuade the Finance Ministry to give 
Us the foreign exchange provided the rupee countries are not able 
to meet our requirements adequately. Alternatively, if the ship-
owners themselves are able to arrange foreign exchange against 
rupee deposits, because they are all ocean-going ones, we hope to be 
able to have a programme subject to the approval of the Planning 
Commission and in tenns of that we shOUld be able to achieve a 
target of 4.5 lakhs GRT which included rehabilitation over a period 
'Of 10 to 1.2 years." 
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3.16. It has also been brought to the notice of the Committee that 

the Minister of State for Transport and Shipping declared in a 
statement in the Raya Sabha on the 11th December. 1968 in reply 
to a question that the "expansion programme (of the shipping in-
dustry) will not be allowed to suffer" on account of the difficulty in 
releasing free foreign exchange for down payment in all cases of 
acquisition of ships. An agreement in principle had been reached, 
he said, for the supply of 10 coastal colliers by Rumania but the 
details regarding the price, specifications, terms of payments, w~re 
.still to be finalised. 

(iv) Movement of oil products 

3.17. A Sub-Com~ittee of the National Shipping Board was ap-
pointed to go into the question of acquisition of additional tankers 
for the coastal and overseas trade. The Sub-Committee in their 
Report (1967) has noted that so far as the coastal trade was con-
cerned, the volume of oil products moving on the coast had been 
In the region of 28 to 30 lakh tonnes per annum during the period 
1963-66 but the share of the Indian shipping during 1966 amoun-
ted to only 21.7 per cent. At that time 4 Indian tankers were plying 
under charter to the various oil companies. The Sub-Committee 
I'eCOmmended, however, that in order to save foreign exchange ex-
penditure incurred on the employment of foreign tankers on the 
coast and also to implement the pOlicy of coastal reservation it was 
necessary that adequate tanker tonnage should be acquired for the 
coast for the transport of the entire volume of oil products moving 
on the coast. The latest assessment of the erstwhile Ministry of 
Petroleum and Chemicals was that the volume of oil products moving 
~n the coast would go down to only 12 lakh tons by the end of the 
Fourth Plan period. That Ministry also brought to the notice of 
the Sub-Committee that there was at present demand from the 
I.O.C. for additional tanker tonnage for the coastal movement of 
the products of the Cochin Refinery which they were able to meet 
'QDIy by chartering tankers. In particular, there was urgent need 
for a tanker of about 57,000 DWT for the movement of oil products 
trom Bombay to Okha to meet the increasing demand for such 
produets from the Chemical Industries at Okha. The SUb-Com-
nlittee was also of the view that even when the movement of oil 
products dec1ined to the level of 12 1akh tons there may be room 
for the employment of at least 6 tankers, i.e., there was need for 
the acquisition of two more tankers. The Sub-Committee recom-
mended tbat 3 additional tankers, two of about 15/16.000 DWT 
1lIld one of about 5/7.000 DWT should be acquired for the coastal 
1rade. 
3508 (Aii) L.S.-3. 
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3.18. The Committee need hardly emphasise the imperatfve neees-
1Jity of maintaining adequate tonnage not only for the purpose .. 
regular movement of ('argo ]ike coal, salt, cement, foodgrains, etc.. 
along the coast but also for the defence of the country with a coast 
line extending over 3,000 mjles. The coastal fleet is a second line 
of defence during emergencies like war, floods, famine, etc. Besides 
the requirements of tonnage for the movemen,t of cargo from coast 
to coast, there is also a pressing need for providing adequate tonnage 
for movement of coal to Colombo and rice from Burma besides 
seasonal movement of commodities to adjacent countries. 

3.19. The Committee consider it unfortunate that during the last 
so many years, the Government have not shown the neceSSSIT 
interest in developing coastal shipping in India as it should hue 
done. Several Sub-Committees of the National Shipping Board ... 
other Committees and Study Groups appointed from time to time 
have repeatedly stressed the importance of maintajnjng coastal 
tonnage at an adequate level but very little has been done to imple-
ment the recommendations made year after year in this behaU. TIle-
Committee feel that unless prompt and effective steps are taken .... 
the rehabilitation of the coastal fleet, the situation may become 
serious imperilling the economic and other interests of tlie country_ 

3.20. The Committee would urge that a thorough examination ... 
the recommendations made by the Study Group which submitte.l 
their report in April, 1968, as also other important recommendations 
made in the past by Sub-Committees of the National Shipping Boant 
should be made and expeditious action taken to implement them. 

3.21. In order to improve the poSition and to achieve the target 
of tonnage set down, it is necessary not only to replace the old and 
over-aged ships at present plying on the coastal trade but also to 
augment the tonnage by acquiring new ships. The Committee ~ 
glad that efforts are now being made by Government for acquiring" 
ships from abroad by giving financial assistance. They feel assured 
by the statement of the Minister of Transport and Shipping in Par-
liament that the expansion programme of the shiping industry wiD 
not be allowed to suffer on account of the difficulty in releasing free 
foreign exchange for down payment in all cases of acquisition of 
ships. The Committee hope that Government will examine the 
pattern of financing purchase of vessels at the most economic price 
wherever available. 

B. Perspective Planning 
3.22. The C('mmittee :t>Ointed out to the representatives of the 

Ministry of Transport in the course of evidence that there was '. 
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need for taking a larger perspective with regard to coastal shipping 
after taking into account the overall picture of how the country has 
developed or is developing. The Committee desired to know further 
whether the development of atomic energy, increasing use of cheaper 
fuel like diesel oil, had been taken into account in making the plans. 
The representatives of the Ministry of Transport has stated in 
evidence:-

• "This has been gone into by the Ministries concerned. They 
have gone into it not only for the Fourth Five Year Plan 
but for five years ahead of it. As you have already pOinted 
out, the P.-anning Commission itself is going to consider 
this." 

3.23. In a written note, however, in reply to the question whether 
any perspec tive plan has been drawn up by the Planning Commis-
sion for the development of Coastal Shipping, keeping in view, the 
development of atomic energy as fuel as also increased USe of diesel 
and electrification, the Ministry have stated: 

"No such perspective plan has so far been drawn up by the 
Planning Commission." 

3.24. The Committee are surprised to learn that no perspective 
plan for the development of coastal shipping has been drawn up 
either by the Ministry of Shipping and Transport or by the Plan-
ning Commission. This is all the more regrettable in view of the 
fact that even in January, 1966, the Committee on Transport Policy· 
and Co-ordination in their Report had clearly enunciated that: 

" ... the future role of coastal shipping has to be considered 
in relation to its overall national and strategic importance. 
C03stal Shipping has a certain basic importance fOT a 
country like India with its geographical position and its 
long coast-line. In times of emergency, coastal shipping 
may have a special role in national defence and economic 
strategy." 

That Co~ttee observed further: 
"While these aspects deserve to De given weight in consider-

ing the future development of coastal shipping, an essen-
ti.l determinant of the place of coastal shipping as part 
of an integrated transport network in the country is its 
comparative economics in relation to other modes of trans-
port." 

In these cireumstanees, the Committee cannot over-emphasise the 
impOrtimce of having a ~ective pian for the development of 
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coastal shipping taking a broader view of the entire picture in tile 
country and the tines on which it will develop in coming years. 

C. Repair of Ships 

3.25 It has be~'1 represented to the Committee that the ship 
repairs industry "is at present in a woeful state. This is due to the 
lack of adequate facilities for repairs at major ports in the ~ountry. 
There are no special berths ear-marked for repairs either at Bombay 
or Calcutta where m'Ost of the repair shops are presently located. 
Ordinary berths are made available for this purpose when they are 
free from cargo working. The ship repair industry in India further 
suffers from lack of necessary spares and repair materials which are 
required to be imported from abroad and import licences and foreign 
exchange are not made available as needed. As a cumulative effect 
of this the time taken f'Or repairs in India is inordinately long and 
cost of repairs prohibitive." 

3.26 The Ship Repairs Committee made the follOWing observa-
tion in para 11.51 of their Report (1959) which is pertinent to the 
point raised: 

"It is apparent from the information given tv us that, both in 
Calcutta and Bombay, the larger dry docks are used to a 
considerable extent by port craft. There is also a feeling 
that in the matter of allotment of dry docks, there is a 
tendency to show preference to the vessels of the port 
auth'Orities." 

3.27 It has been represented to the Committee that Shipowners 
are in full agreement with the important recommendations of the 
Ship Repair Committee, which should be implemented by Govern-
ment at an early date. It has been stated: "Shipowners have brou--
ght their difficulties in regard to their ship repairs to the notice of 
the Government and port authorities many a time in the past and 
have discussed these problems at various meetings of the All India 
Council for Ship-Building and Ship Repairs, the National Harbour 
Board, the National Shipping Board, etc. Although various plani 
are devised to provide necessary facilities at the ports they all appear 
to be long term plans and the difficulties of the ship-owners continue 
to persist". 

3.28 In the course of evidence, the representative of the Ministry 
of Transport has stated that 20 per cent of the import entitlement 
could be availed of by the ship repairers on the basis of payment 
received on foreign exchange. A suggestion had been made that 
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established ship repairers should be allowed to import components 
free of customs duty but this had not been found to be feasible. He 
has further stated that the import content of ship.building has been 
brought down from as many as 120 items to 30. In terms of value 
imported items would be about one-third. 

3.29 Asked to state the facilities provided at the ports for storing 
of spar& parts, the representative of the Ministry has stated that 
major ports have developed repair facilities only for their own craft 
and it is only the excess capacity available which is given to other 
ships. Government have decided that apart from Bombay and Cal-
cutta, "we should develop dry docking facilities at least in selected 
ports." 

3.30. The Committee wanted to know whether the Ministry could 
Bot get some spare parts and store them so that the shippers could 
avail of them in times of need. The representative of the Ministry 
laas reD1ied as under: 

"So far as Garden Reach and Mazagaon docks are concerned, 
they are keeping some of these spare parts in bonds. But 
the basic problem is the availability of foreign. exchange. 
We find it very difficult to get foreign exchange for procur-
ing spare parts and stocking them. So, we have to plan 
with what is available." 

He has further stated: 

"There is one suggestion that these items should be imported, 
apart from the stores in bond which already exists. The 
question of giving exemption to goods in ,bond from excise 
duty has been examined and we have taken up this matter 
with the Ministry of Finance to facilitate the flow of spare 
parts and to remove whatever impedimen~ are there now, 
if possible." 

3.31 The representative of the Ministry of Transport and Shipping 
has stated that for coastal shipping, the D.G, Shipping has an a:lloca-
tion of Rs. 1Q lakhs of foreign exchange a. year, which he allocates to 
shipping,. companies for getting their vessels repaired. This alloca-
tion is made by the Ministry of Commerce for the import of spare 
parts. A limit of Rs. 4000 per ship-owner per year has been prescri-
bed. By and large; there is no complaint from ship-owners. Ship-
ping companies have to 'go ttl Mazagon 'Docks and Garden Reach 
for repairs. 
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3.32 In a written note submitted subsequently, the Ministry have 
stated that "no specific assistance is being rendered by the Goverri-
ment for ship repair facilities to Indian Coastal Shipping." It has been 
added, however, that in order to improve the dry docking facilities, 
the Government have already approved the construction of a dry 
dock at Hindustan Shipyard Ltd., Visakhapatnam. This big dry 
dock will be capable of taking ships upto 57,000 DWT. The work 
on the dry dock started last year and is expected to be clilmpleted 
according to schedule by March, 1970. In the proposed second ship-
yard at Cochin, there will be a big dry dock capable of taking ships 
upto 85,000 DWT. It has been stated that a revised project report 
for the Cochin Shipyard is now under preparation by Mis. Mitsubishi 
Heavy Industries Limited, Japan. After the revised project report 
has been approved and the contract entered into with the said firm 
for technical collaboration in the project, the work on the construction 
of the Shipyard will start. 

3.33 The Committee have been informed that the question of 
assistance to be rendered for meeting ship repair facilities has been 
under consideration of Government. The ship repair firms who 
were addressed in the matter by Government to submit their pro-
posals for modernisationjre-organisation have not responded so far. 
The matter is still under consideration of the Government. 

3.34 Asked to state whether it was a fact that instead of placing 
orders on Scindia's workshops which deserved encouragement, cargo 
winches had been imported on the ground that Scindia's products 
were expensive, and whether it was not the declared policy of Go-
vernment to encourage domestic production, the representative of 
the Ministry has stated in evidence as under: 

"The normal policy of Government is to encourage domestic 
production, even though at a higher price. In interna-
tional tendering, we give price preference upto 15 to 20% 
to local people. This might 'be a special thing. If you like 
I will have it ex1.Ulli.ned. In the case of special orders, this 
might happen. Here, the winches might have been reqUi-
red urgently and the time factor was probably against the 
delivery schedule indicated by indigenous firms". 

3.35 As regards import of spare parts, the Ministry has stated in 
a written note that no import is allowed of spares which are avail-
able indigenously. The question of the development of ancillary 



industries tit subserve ship building and ship repamng industries 
bas been engaging the attention of the Government for some time 
,past. It has been stated that a committee, known as Ship Ancillary 
Industries Committee was set up in 1957 to advise Government on 
the steps to be taken to encourage the indigenous production of ship 
ancillaries. In addition to this Committee, a Central Advisory Coun-
cil for Ship Building and Ship Repairing was set up early in 1964 
to advis~ Government on all matters relating to ship building and 
ship repairing industries including their development. 

3.36 The Ship Ancillary Industries Committee submitted to the 
'Government of India two Reports. Many of the recommendations 
made by the Committee have been implemented by Government. 
'One of the important recommendations of the Committee was to set 
up a development cell by the three public sector shipyards, i.e. 
Hindustan Shipyard, Garden Reach Workshop and Mazagon Dock 
Ltd. The Cell has since started functioning at Calcutta. It has been 
stated that the Cell will codify and categorise the various items of 
marine equipment, lay down priorities for their indigenous produc-
tion and provide detailed technical data, drawings and speCifications 
to thc! prospective manufacturers. 

3.37. It has been further stated by the Ministry that the National 
-conference on Shipping, Ship-;building and Ports held in New Delhi 
-in December, 1967, took note of the work done by the SAlC for pro-
moting the development of ship-building, ship-repairs and marine 
ancillary industries. The Conference felt that in view of the fact 
that the problems faced by the ship-building and ship-repair indus-
tries were becoming increasingly complex from the point of view 
of procurement of raw materials and equipment, assignment of 
requisite priorities for the requirements of Ship-building and ship-

-repairs, co-ordination among the Governmental and other agencies, 
it was necessary that a Standing Committee be set up in place of the 
,existing committee to formulate and recommend measures to over-
·come the difficulties. 'The Government accepted this recommendatien 
8D;d have set up the Standing Committee for Ship-building, Sbtp-
repairs and Ship-ancillaries. The functions of this Committee are 1:0 
~visethe Central Government on:-

1. all matters relating to ship-building, ship-repairing and 
ship-ancillary industries including their development; 

2. such other matters as the Central Government may refer ,to 
the Committee for advice from time to time. 
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3.38. The Committee have also been informed that recommenda-
corin, Okha and Bedibunder are concerned. It has, however, not 
ing facilities at certain ports have been implemented insofar as Tuti-
corin, Okha and Bedibunder are concerned. It has, however, not 
been possible to implement the recommendations relating to Manda--
pam, Bhavnagar and Vera val. 

3.39. The Committee regret to note that, as admitted by the Min-
istry, "no specific assistance is being rendered by the 'G«fv'ernment 
for ship repair facilities to Indian Coastal Shipping." Moreover. the 
major ports have developed ship repair facilities only for their own 
craft and it is only the excess capacity available which is given to 
other ships. It is unfortUD8te that the ship repair firms, which were 
addressed by the Government to submit their proposals for modern-
isation and reorganisation, have not responded so far and the matter 
is still under consideration of the Government. The Committee 
would like the Government to make serious efforts to finalis(" these-
matters at an early date in consultation with the authorities con-
cerned so that the urgent need of developing ship repair faci1iti~ is 
met at the earliest possible time. It should be appreciated that the 
longer the time taken to repair vessels, the IrJ'e8ter would be the-
l().'\Scs and difficulties. 

3.4..0. With regard to the question of giving exemption to goods 
(spare parts) in bond from excise duty, the Committee desire that 
in order to facilitate the flow of spare parts and to remove whatever-
impediments there are now, the Ministry of Shipping and Tran:;port 

" uould follow up the matter with the Ministries of In"dustrial Deve-
lopment, Internal Trade and Company Affairs and Finance expedi-
tiously. The Committee would like to be informed in due course 
about the progress made in the ~tter'. 

3.41. As regards -encouragement to indigenous industry, the COm-
mittee are glad to note that no dnport is allowed to spares which are-
available indigenously. The Committee suggest, however", that the 
.ormal policy of the Government to encourage domestic production. 
even though at a higher price and the giving of price preference to 
local manufacturers, should be continued in order to encourage 
Indian firms to manufacture products needed for ship-repairing in-
"~l\lstry. 

3.42. The Committee are glad to note that a Cell ha;, ~tarted" 

functioning in Calcutta which" will codify and categorise the" various 
items of marine equi~ment, Jay down priorities for their indigenous" 
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production and provide detailed technical data, drawings and speci-
ftcations to the prospective manufacturers. The Committee hope,. 
after studying the working of this Cell for some time, the necessity 
and feasibility of setting up similar cells in other places will be-
examined. 

3.43. The Committee are glad to note that the Government have 
set up the Standing Committee for Ship-building, Ship-repairs and 
Ship-ancillaries. They hope that assistance of this body will be 
sought whenever necessary and it will be ensured that matters, re-
ferred to it, Moe not unduly delayed. 

3.44. The Committee hope that the Government will take all' 
necessary f>teps to avoid complaints regarding inordinate delay in 
the repairs of ships in India and take concerted measures to bring 
tlown the cost of ship repairs. In order to keep the coastal fleet 
which has already dwindled to a great extent, at a proper level of 
tonnage, the need for an efficient ship repairs structure covering all 
the major and eventually the mmor ports in India cannot be over-
_phasisecl. 



CHAPTER IV 

CAIiGO 

A. Principal Commodities Carried 

4.1. The principal commodities which are carried by c(\astal ship-
ping are coal, sa~t, foodgrains, cement, cotton, cotton piecegoods, 
hessian, tea, coir, copra, iron and steel and miscellaneous cargo. 

4.2. Coal: Coal is shipped from Calcutta to coastal ports on ac-
count of Railways and also certain industries. It is also shipped to 
Ceylon and Burma under contracts which the M.M.T.C. have con-
duded with those countries. 

Coastal shipowners are required every month to offer their ves-
sels available. for the movement of coal to the Directorate General 
of Shipping and also to the Coal Controller at Calcutta. On the 
basis of these offers and on the basis of the requirements of coal for 
the Railways, various industries and the M.M.T.C., a forward Coal 
Shipment Programme for each month is drawn up at an inter-
departmlental meeting held by the Directorate General of Shipping 
with the representatives of shipowners, Railways, the Coal Control-
ler and the M.M.T.C. The Director General also maintains a watch 
on the performance of colliers, and in the event of any undue deten-
tion of ships at ports due 110 non-availability of berths or want of 
loading or unloading facilities, he gets into touch with the authori-
ties concerned. in order to specify the position. 

4.3. Salt: The collie.rs which are sent to Saurashtra ports Or Tuti-
corin are usually utilised for back loading salt to Calcutta. If, how-
ever, any difficulty arises in regard to the movement of salt, the 
Director General of Shipping uses his good offices to ensure that this 
commodity is carried on a priority basis on the return voyages of 

.colliers. 

4.4. Timber: The movement of timber is mostly froml Andamans 
to Calcutta and Madras. The Directorate General of Shipping ar-
ranges the provision of necessary shipping space on receipt from 
the Andamans authorities of their requirements of such space. 

4.5. Gunnies: This is another essential commoditity which is re-
.quired to be. moved. from Calcutta to other coastal ports, largely on 

!6 
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Government account, for packing imported food grains. The Dir-
ectorate General of Supplies and Disposals, Calcutta, purchases 
gunnies and arranges for their shipment on behalf of the Ministry 
of Food. In order to assist the D.G.S. & D. in finding the necessary 
-shipping space the Directorate General Shipping has set up a Com-
mittee at Calcutta, consisting of representatives of the shipowllers 
concerned with the movement of gunnies. This Committee keeps 
in touch with the D.G.S. & D. and coordinates the shipping arrange-
ments. IIi the event of any difficulty arising the D.G.S. & D. brings 
it to the notice of the Directorate General of Shipping for appro-
priate action. 

4.6. Oil: In addition there is movement of oil cargo also which 
is of the order of about 29 lakh tonnes. 

B. Pattern of Dry Cargo traffic 

4,7, The dry cargo traffic on the coast can. be divided into four 
<listinctive ranges indicated below. The first three ranges are cumu-
latively termed wider coast trade as distinct from west coast trade: 

(i) Traffic on the east coast between Calcutta and north of 
Tuticorin. 

(ii) Traffic between Calcutta and Tuticorin/Cochin. 

(iii) Traffic between Calcutta and west coast-north of Cochin 
up to Gujarat, 

(iv) Traffic on the west coast. 

4.8, The main flow of general cargo is from! ports on the west or 
-on the sputh-east coast to Calcutta. In the reverse direction the 
-cargo movement, other than coal, is comparatively small and has 
-to be supplemented by coal. to provide balanced traffic. 

4,9, The follOwing table gives the year-wise movement of coastal 
·traffic from the year 1951 to the year 1957: 

Coastal trade of India (Dry Cargo) 

(Figures in Lath Tonnes) 
-'---

Year Coal Salt Geaeral Total 
Cargo 

1951 7'70 4'5·1 12'90 25'15 
1952 10'89 4'11 12'19 21'7~ 
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Year C031 Salt Ge'~eral Total 
Carbo 

1953 12'63 4' 18 11'97 28'78 

195 ... 12'28 ... ·79 11'98 29'°5 

1955 10'6 ... .... 71 II '69 27'°4-• 
1956 10'97 4'78 10' 17 25'92 

1957 10'51 4'80 10'46 25'77 

1958 10·86 3'93 II '87 26'66 

1959 10' 16 3'99 II '42 25'57 

1960 11'°3 4'17 12'25 27'45 

1!}61 13'73 4'73 15'°3 33'49 

1962 19'80 .... 58 16'39 4°'77 

1963 18'93 .... 76 16'58 "'0'29 

1964 15'65 4. 53 15'96 36' 14 

1965 12'22 4'03 19'22 32 '47 
1966 7. 02 3'23 '4 99 25·24 

1967 6'77 2'9:> '3.5 J 23. 17 

Note: The figures do not include the cargo carried by Sailing vessels. 

From the table it would be clear that coastal dry cargo trafti.c 
increased from 25.15 lakh tonnes in 1951 to a peak of 40.77 lakh 

. tonnes in 1962. But there has been a distinct and appreciable down-
ward trend since 1964 and the provisional figure for 1967 is only 
23.17 lakh tonnes. 

4:.10. As regards coal traffic, the. sharp increase in 1962-63 in the 
total volU1I1le of dry cargo moved was on account of a large increase 
in coal shipments. In 1962 the quantity jumped to 19.80 lakh tonnes 
from 13.73 lakh tonnes in the previous year. However, by 1966 coal 
movement had gone down to only 7.0 lakh tonnes. 

4.11. Salt traffic remained more or less constant at about 4 to 4.8 
lakh tonnes throughout the period under review upto 196::>. But in 
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1966 it declined to 3.23 lakh toIllles and is estimated to have gone 
down further to only 2.9 lakhs tonnes in 1967. The decline in tile 
.salt traffic has been attributed to: 

(i) decline in the number of colliers programmed for Saurash-
tra ports which could be utilised for back-loading salt to 
Calcutta. Since 1964-65, Railways had curtailed their re-
qUirern!ent of Sea-borne coal to be carried to Saurashtra 
ports till very recently when they increased it again to 
about 25,000 tonnes per month. 

(ii) the gradual depletion of coastal tonnage resulting in short-
age of shipping for movement of essential commodities 
including salt from Saurashtra ports and Tuticorin te 
Calcutta. The coastal fleet which stood at 4.12 lakhs GRT 
in December, 1964 declined to about 3.10 lakhs GRT in 
December, 1967. 

4.12. General cargo traffic other than salt was fairly stabilised 
'between about 10 and 12 lakh tonnes from 1951 to 1960. It is in-
creased to 15 lakh tonnes in 1961 and from 1962 to 1965 remained 
at or about 16 lakh tonnes mark. In subsequent years, the traf'8c 
bas declined. It amounted to 15.0 lakh tonnes in 1966 and is pro-
visionally placed at 13.5 lakh tonnes only in 1967. Though part of 
this decline may be ascribed to temporary recession in the Indian 
economy, the main reason for the decline in cargo traffic may be 
attributed to shortage of coastal fleet. In fact, several representa-
tions have been made about this inadequacy in relation to the 
"traffic available. 

C. Coal Traffic 

4.13. Since coal is the most important single comm!Odity in the 
'coastal traffic-in fact it is kingpin in the cargo movement round 
the coast-it is necessary to deal with the question of coal move-
ment in extenso. 

Coal, in terms of volume, is far ahead of any other commOCjlity 
where coastal shipping is concerned. It has been emphasised that 
coastal shipping can be completely thrown out of gear if there are 
"Wide variations in the anticipated level of coal traffic. According 
to the reports of the National Shipping Board (including those of 
its Sub-Committee and Study Groups) such variations have been 
Jl'atherr frequent. 
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.f. 14. In the Report of the National Shipping Board relating to. 
the shipping target for the Third Five Year Plan (1959) it has been. 
stated: 

"The most important commodity in the coastal trade is coal. 
It 1orms, on an average, about 40 per cent of the coastal 
cargo and has been the mainstay of the coastal trade for 
many years. The bulk of the coal which moves by sea is 
on account of the Railways but their requirement of ships 
for moving this cargo has varied from time to time as 
will be observed from the following statement: 
~- -.--.-~----~------ -----_ .. ---
Year Average No. of colliers that sailed from 

Calcutta per month carrying loco coal. 
-----------.-.--------.----~----

.I 
,-

I ... 

As 

t 

1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 

18.5 
14 
10.5 

12 
14 
13 
13.54 
12 
10.2 
12 

the policy followed by the Railways in regard to the-
volume of coal to be moved by sea has not been uniform 
or consistent,.it has become difficult for the shipping com-
panies to plan their coastal expansion programme on a 
national basis. Obviously, it would not be possible for 
the shipping companies to acquire additional ships at 
short notice to meet the occasional increased demand for 
colliers made by Railways. Equally they would find it 
difficult to provide alternative employment for their 
ships when the Railways suddenly curtail their require., 
ments of colliers. Ships suitable for the carriage of bulk 
cargoes like coal have only limited scope for alternative-
employment either in the coastal or overseas trades. The 
replacement and maintenance cost of such ships are al-
ready very high and shipowners can ill-afford to lay them 
up for want of employment because it would cost them 
ov~r Rs. 50,000 per day on account of standing charges 
alone." 
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4.15. In 1963 the Sub-Committee of the National Shipping Board 

in their report, while recommending increased target of 4 lakhs 
GRT, reiterated the necessity for laying down a firm long term 
policy for the movement of adequate volume of coal by sea. 

4.16. The Sub-Committee of the National Shipping Board in 
their report (1965) took note of the decision of the Railways in 
(1964) to :reduce the volume of loco coal to be moved by sea and ob-
served as under: 

"It is however unfortunate that at this stage, the Railways 
have decided to reduce the volume of coal to be moved 
by sea. ~ the volume of coal movement was expected 
to remain at the level of 2 million tonnes per annum on 
a long term basis, the loading and unloading facilities at 
the ports had been geared up and the capacity of the-
ports was being fully utilised for the movement of ,coal. 
. For example, the mechanical coal loading berth and S-
other manual coal berths at Calcutta and the mechanical 
unloading berth at Madras were being fully utilised. In 
order to co-ordinate the arrangements for the movement 
of coal according to the programme, Coal Co-ordination 
Committees were constituted at Calcutta, Madras and 
Bombay consisting of representatives of the Railways, 
port authorities, Coal Controller, shipowners and other 
interests concerned." 

4.17. The Sub-Commi~ee estimated the volume of coal to be-
moved by sea during the Fourth Plan at 7.5 lakhs tonnes per 
annum. This estimate was on the assumption that the industrial 
reqUirements of coal would also go up to 5 lakh tonnes per annum 
and the Railways w:ould be persuaded to use sea-borne route to 
meet their diminished needs in the far South from 1968-69. 

4.18. More recently, the Study Group on Coastal Shipping of the 
National Shipping Board in their report (April 1968) has made the 
follOWing observations: 

"It has been already emphasised that a minimum annual tra-
fic of 7.50 lakh tonnes of coal has to be assulned to prove 
balanced cargoes for the coastal fleet. This quantity must 
be assured on a long term basis despite fluctuations in 
the railborne traffic of coal and despite creation of addi-
tional carrying capacity on the railways, 

There are three strong reasons for making this recommenda-
tion. First, about 7.5 lakh tonnes of coal per year is but 
a small quantity compared to the overall north-south 
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-flow of freight traffic on the Railways. But for coastal 
shipping this quantity is equivalent to almost 25 percent. 
of the overall projected cargo level. 

Second, while the increase in capacity in the Railway system 
can be used for traffic other than coal (specially at the 
margin) no such alternative is available to the coastal 
shipping industry. 

Third, despite wide fluctuations in coal offered for coastal 
shipping by the Ministry of Railways even in the past .. 
minimum of about 7 lakh tonnes per year has been al-
ways offered by the Railways for shipment by the rail-
cum-sea route. It should, therefore, present no difficulty 
to the railways to provide this traffic as a regular mea-
sure for the coastal shipping industry. In fact, the cur-
rent indication is about a million tonnes. 

The Study Group is of the view that it may be desirable for 
the Ministry of Railways to permently allot some quanti-
ty of coal for coastal shipping over and above the mini-
mum reqUirement of 7.5 lakh tonnes annually. Such • 
policy decision would make available to the Railways room 
for flexibility in their own operations. This would als. 
add more tonnage to the coastal fleet of 4.5 lakh tons, 
and thereby enhance its' strategic value to the country." 

4.19. In a written note furnished to the Committee the Ministry 
'Of Railways have stated that the decision to increase the movement 
'Of coal by rail-cum-sea route from 1 million tonnes to 2 million 
tonnes per annum to southern and western India both on account of 
Railways and the industry was taken by the Cabinet Committee in 
March, 1961. This decision was taken in view of the transport bot-
tleneck on the Mughalsarai direction. The quotas fixed were 
1.284 million tonnes for Railways and 0.716 mlillion tonnes per annUm 
"On account of industry. 

4.20. The Ministry of Railways have further stated in a written 
note that till July, 1964 Railways had been moving loco coal accord-
ing to the above quota and the actual movement during the years 
1961-62 to 1963-64 was as under: 

1961-62 
196~ 

1963-64 

(Million tonnes) 
1.116 
1.397 
1.345 
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4.21. While taking a decision for the movement of 2 milhuL. 
tonnes of coal by sea-route, the Cabinet Committee had also deci-
ded that as a long term measure in the Third Five Year Plan periodr 

the coalfields outside the Bengal and Bihar area should be develop-
ed to the maximum extent possible, that coal for Western India 
should move by rail-route from Central India coalfields and Pencb 
and Chanda and for Southern India from. Singareni collieries as 
far as possible and only the remaining requirements being met by 
Bengal-BihaF coalfields, a portion of which was to be sent by the 
sea-route to ease the burden of railways who were then finding it 
djfficult to move all the coal required via Moghalsarai and the east 
coast line. According to the Ministry of Railways this clearly indi-
cates that the Cabinet Committee had in mind the possibirty of 
reduction in the movement of coal by sea-route durmg the Third 
Phm and the ensuring Plans. 

4.22. In a meeting held in the room of Secretary (Co-ordination) 
on 12th August 1964, one of the conclusions broadly 3greed to was 
that commmers of coal should not be compelled to take coal by the 
rail-cum-sea route. This could be regarded as a general relaxation 
given in the target of 2 milli<?n tonnes. In view of this and. also 
in view of easy transport capacity for movement of coal to Western 
Railway and also in view of increased availability of coal from' 
outlying fields a decision was taken by the Railway Board in August. , 
1964 to reduce requirements of sea-borne coal account of Railways 
10 96,000 tonnes per month to Southern Railway only. Movement 
to Western Railway was completely stopped. 

However, on a special request from the Ministry of Transport, 
the Ministry of Railways agreed to move one loco coal collier per 
mo·nth to Saurashtra Ports for some time. 

A copy of the minutes of the Inter-Departmental meeting held 
on 12th August 1964 is given at Appendix II. 

Copies of the correspondence exchanged between the Ministry 
of Transport and the Minis1iry of !Railways (RaIlway Board) 
(U.O. No. 704/SS;'64 of 6th September 1964 and U.O. No. 64/ 
Fuelj117l2 dated 10th September 1964) and given in Appendix III. 

4.23. During the course of evidence the repre::;e~tative of the-
Ministry of Transport has explained the basic issUef: involved in. 
the development of coastal shipping in the following terms: 

"A decision was taken by a Cabinet Su~Committee that the-
target of movement round the COiMlt should be 2 million: 

(Aii) L.&.-4. 
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tonnes made up of both loco coal and industrial coal. 
This target was practically achieved for some time Qut 
later, it started declining. The basic problems faced by 
the Ministry of Transport in making any plans for the 
coastal movement has been the inability of the Railway 
Ministry to give us what might be called a long term 
plan or programme..... . . . .. Therefore, we are not in 
a position to give our consent for a long··term.programme 
for the movement of coal round the coast....... There 
are two things involved-one is a long-term programme 
and the other is of assuring of ships to carry coal round 
the coast. Coal incidentally is a kingpin in the cargo 
movement round the coast. We find it difficult to put 
across any proposal to the Ministry of Finance for the 
acquisition 'Of colliers. Whenever we go there, they 
ask, 'What is the cargo that you are going to move?' 
But there is no assurance forthcoming from the rail-
ways." 

4.24. During the course of evidence, the Committee wanted to 
know why the Railways were not able to supply the coal to the 
shippers when, as per the decision of the Cabinet Committee, they 
"Were to provide an assured traffic of. 2 million tons of coal per 
annum. The representative of the Ministry of Railways has ex-
plained as under: 

"I would like to explain the contexti of the decision to move 
2 million tons by sea taken by the Cabinet Committee. 
At that time there was a serious transport bottleneck to 
move coal and also the Steel, Mines and Metals Minis-
try was saying that coal was not being lifted. So other 
routes have to be found to move the coal and the deci-
sion taken was that over a period of years coal of the 
order of 2 million tons would move by sea. The ques-
tion is what interpretation should be given to 'over a 
period of years'. Is it 5 years or 2 years? 

4.25. The Committee desired to know whether it would not 
have been proper for the Railways to refer the matter again to the 
-Cabinet Committee and then act on that. The representative of 
the Ministry of Railways has replied as under: 

"We have carried out the target for nearly 4 years: 1961-62 
-12 lakh tons, 1962-63-12 lakh tons and] 963-64-13 
lakh tons. We have carried for 4 years and in HI64 
there was another inter .. Ministerial coordination meet. 
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ing at. which the matter was reviewed.. Of course, that 
was a different Committee; it was not Cabinet Com-
mittee. But this matter was reviewed and it was found 
at that time that the consumers need. not be forced to take 
the coal by the particular route. Another thing I wish to 
submit before the Committee is that in 1961 when the Cabi-
~t Committee took this decision, simultaneously they also 
took a decision that the coal fields in the Central India and 
Singareni must also be developed and once they develop-
ed. Railways should take the coal from those areas to the 
extent they required. With the development of these 
coal fields, a lot of coal is now coming both to the South 
and western areas from these new coal fields; our total 
requirements of coal from Bengal and Bihar has gone 
down." 

4.26. The Committee wanted to know whether the Ministry of 
9J'ransport would like that the Railways should make a firm com-
mitment stating the minimum tonnage which the coastal shipping 
should have and the minimum period during which the tonnage 
bad to be moved. While affirming that the Government is think-
ing on these lines, the representative of the Ministry of Transport 
has clarified: 

"It is necessary for the railways to give us a fairly long-term 
programme. We are not asking for this programme for 
too long a period but till the Haldia Development south 
of Calcutta takes place. This project is likely to be 
completed by 1971-72. By this time the economics of 
coastal movement are likely to change very radically!' 

As to the minimum period which they would like the Railways 
10 be committed, the representative of the Ministry has stated that 
they would welcome a period of 10 years or even 15 years but at 
the present stage they would be satisfied if the Railwavs assure 
them of a cargo till the period when Haldia is ready. . 

4.27. As regards the tonnage of coal to be moved by coastal ship-
-ping, the representative of the Ministry has stated that the National 
Shipping Board has suggested a minimum of 7.5, lakh tonnes a year. 
The Ministry of Steel, Mines and Metals are thinking of a slightly 
di1Ierent target. The Planning Commission are thinking of a higher 
target in terms of movement around the coast and movement in 
terms of exports to Burma and Ceylon. Whate\"er might be the· 



tonnage ultimately decided upon, it could not be below 7.5 million 
tonnes, which is the figure suggested by the National Shipping Board~ 

4.28. In justification of balancing of traffic if a minimum of 7.5-
lakh tons of coal cargo is assured the Ministry of Transport and 
Shipping in a written note has stated: "An analysis of the dry cargo-
traffic on the coast has revealed that traffic to Calcutta is consider-
ably more than traffic from Calcutta. As such, it is essentilfJ. to have-
coal shipments from Calcutta to procure balanced traffic in botl» 
direCtions. The estimates of traffic are as follows: 

(Figures in lakhl:lof tOIl&les) 

General Cargo Balance Gene-
Range coal ral Total' 

To From require- Cargo 
Calcutta Calcutta ment en 

West 
Coast 

-------
Calcutta/East Coast 2'00 1'00 1'37' 4'37 

Calcutta/Tuticorin 
Cochin 4'00 0'5° 3 ~5tl> 8'0() 

Calcutta West Coast ~'50 2'00 2'5° 9'00> 

West Coast only 
(General Cargo) 9>'00 9'00-

Total movement. 10'5° 3'5° 7'37 9'00 3°'37 
or or 

7'5° 30 '50' 

It will be seen from the above, that general cargo traffic including 
salt to Calcutta is expected to be round 10.50 lakhs tonnes per 
year and as against this, the general cargo traffic expected to move 
from Calcutta is only about 3.50 lakhs tonnes. As such a minimum 
quantity of 7.50 lakhs tonnes of coal is needed in the reverse direc-
tion to balance the traffic. 

4.29. Asked to state the estimated movement of coal on railway-
account by Southern and Western Railway during Fourth Five Year 

Plan period, the Ministry of Railways, in a written note, have coro-
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nlunicated their requirements of coal to be moved by rail-cum~ 
xoute upto 1971-72 and year-wise targets are as under: 

Southern Western 
Year Rty. Rty. Total 

tOnnes tOnnes tonnes 
1968-69 3,50,000 2,50,000 6,00,000 

196~7° 3,00,000 3,00,000 6,00,000 

1970-71 3,00,000 3,00,000 6,00,000 

1971-72 3,00,000 3,00,000 6,00,000 

The estimated requirements were communicated by the Ministry 
'Of Railways (Railway Board) to the Ministry of Transport and Ship-
ping, vide their O.M. No. 67/Fuel/47/1, dated the 18th May, 1968 
(Appendix IV). 

4.30. As regards coal for industrial users, the Committee have 
been infonned that the Coal Controller has also indicated that the 
volume of coal to be moved on account of industries would be 30,000 
:tons per month. In other words, the total quantity of coal which 
:according to present indications would be available for coastal ship-
ping, would be of the order of 80,000 tons per month or 9.6 lakh tons 
per annum. 

4.31. In a written note submitted to the Committee, the Ministry 
-of Transport and Shipping has stated that the following estimates 
have been given by the Ministry of Steel, Mines and Fuel (Depart-
ment of Mines & Metals): 

"The movement of 0.96 million tonnes is however dependent 
on the availability of colliers, continuance of the rail-cum-
sea route subsidy scheme, * a review of which is due by 

·In a written note the Ministry have stated: 
"It was decidd by Government in March, 1961 that in view of shortage in rail 

transp?~ th~n prevaling, arrangements should be made for moving an additional 
one milllon tons of coal every year by the sea route to coastal States in the South 
and West and that the coal transported by the sea route should be made available to 
th~ consumers at almost the same prices as corresponding grades of coal moved I:>y 
rail. Among the measures to be taken for achieving this, one was that a subsidy 
should be paid in respect of such sea-borne coal, the funds for the subsidy beil13 
found by raising an additional excise duty on coal, In pursuance of this decision, 
the approval of the Parliament was taken for raising the .::eiling prescribed foc 
excise duty levied under the Coal Mines (Conservation and Safety) Act, 1952.-
The' excise duty was raisej by 80 per paise per ton on coal and soft coke and 
Rs. 1.20 per ton on hard coke with effect from 8-6-61 for this purpose. 

With the decontrol of coal prices with effec. from 24-7~7 it became necessary to 
consider the question of continuance of the subsidies to the coni industrY and the 
subsidy on coal moved by rail-cum-sea route. The matter was considered early 
this yC'ar and it _s decided to ('onrinue the scheme of subsidv on coal moved 
by rail-cum-sea route upto 31-3-69. A. further review i~ expected tc be conducted 
"before the end of the current financial year." 
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the beginning of 1969-70, and the inability of the Railways. 
to carry this coal by the all rail route. It has recently 
been indicated by the Ministry of Railways that the Rail-
way capacity will be available to move the coal of 
Bengal-Bihar region by all rail route by 1971-72. The 
discontinuance of the subsidy scheme will also have its. 
efbct on the movement by the rail-cum-sea route; as. 
such movement would then become uneconomic." • 

4.32. With regard to movement of commodities by Indian coastal 
shipping to Burma and Ceylon, the Committee has been informed in a 
written note by the Ministry that the main commodity which moves 

--lit. present by Indian coastal ships to Burma and Ceylon is coal. 
The exports of coal to Ceylon and Burma during the last three years 
were as under:-

Ceylon Bunna ----
(quantity in lakh tonnes) 

1965-66 '59* 1'40-

1966-67 1 '65 1'93 

1967-68 1'57 1 '84 

4.33 Due to rapid dieselisation of the Railways the Ceylon Gov-
ernment have reduced their requirements and have invited tenders 
for the supply of 50,000 tons only during the period December, 1963 
to November 1969. It is probable that even these quantities will'be 
reduced gradually in the coming years. 

4.34. As regards Burma, the MMTC's current contract is for the 
supply on C.I.F. basis 2,96,00 tons of coal and coke during the 
period January, 1968/December 1968. The entire quantity is to be 
carried by Indian coastal ships. But in August, 1968, a 3 year con-
tract has been signed with Burma providing for the supply of about 
2,60,000 tons of coal and coke during the period January, 1969 to 
December, 1969. The supply of coal and coke during 1969 will be 
on F.O.B. basis in vessels to be nominated by buyer. The quanti-
ties and prices for 1970 and 1971 will be negotiated and agreed upon 
each year 4 months prior to the expiry of each year delivery period. 
It may, however, be assumed that at least the same quantity i.e., 
2,60,000 tons per annum, would be exported to Burma during the 

·Our Exports of coal to Ceylon started in December, 1965. 
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next 5 years. The Ministry have, however, expressed their diffi-
culty at this stage to indicate whether they will succeed in their 
efforts to persuade Burma to lift coal on C.I.F. basis enabling the 
utilisation of Indian coastal ships. 

4.35. In the import trade the principal commodity moving from 
Burma is rice. There is practically very little movement of other 
commodities by Indian ships in the India/Ceylon and IndiaiBurma-
trades as will be seen from the following statement: 

(Tonnes in lakhs) 

India/Burma India/Ceylon 

Export ImpOrt Export ImpOrt 

1965 2·18 0·12 
(foodgrains) Copra 

0·11 Misc. 
Cargo 

1966 1 ·93 0.46 
(foodgrains) Gen!. cargo 

1967 (not yet available) (not yet available) 

4.36. The Committee desired to know whether the MMTC had 
explored the possibility of shipment of Indian coal to Hong Kong 
through Indian coastal ships before undertaking shipments to Hong 
Kong in foreign chartered vessels. The Ministry has informed the 
Committee in a written note that during the negotiations the Hong 
Kong buyers had expressed their inability to accept per month more 
than 4,000 to 5,000 tons at a time because of limited demand for coal 
in the market. Accordingly, the Shipping Corporation of India and 
the Chartering Organisation in the Ministry of Transport and Ship-
ping were approached by the M.M.T.C. for providing small ships 
capable of carrying this tonnage. The Shipping Corporation regret-
ted their inability to provide such small vessels. The Ministry of 
Transport & Shipping replied to the M.M.T.C. that no Indian ship-
owners would be interested as there was no return cargo available 
from Hong Kong and the vessels would have to be ballasted back 
to India. The Committee has been further informed that under the 
contract entered to by the M.M. T.C., a quantity of 24,000 tons of 
steam coal is required to be shipped to Hong Kong during the period 
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April, 1968 to December, 1968 with an additional quantity of 15,000 
tons to be shipped during the period January, 1969 to March, 1969. 
About the additional quantity of 15,000 tons the foreign buyers 
would be intimating their option to the M.M.T.e. in November, 1968. 

4.37. The Committee need hardly point out that coal is the most 
important single commodity in the coastal tramc in India aad wher-
ever there is a comparatively small quantity of cargo to 1»e carried, 
it us to be supplemented by coal to provide balanced trame. In 
fact coal is the king-pin in the cargo movement around the coast. 

The Committee note that a decision to increase the movement of 
coal by rail-cum-sea route from 1 million tonnes to 2 million tonnes 
per annum to Southern and Western India both on account of Rail-
ways and Industry was taken by the Cabinet Committee in March 
1961, but later the decision was modified at an jnter-departmental 
meeting held on 18th August, 1964. The Committee feel that in a 
:matter like this, where the interests of the Railways and Coastal 
Shipping clashed, it would have been proper to place all the facts 
before the Cabinet Committee for their decision. From the facts 
as disclosed before them the Committee find that at present the 
Ministry of Railways have made a commitment that they will be 
supplying 50,0.30 tons of coal per month to be carried by coastal 
shipping till 1971-72 and in addition they have requested the Minis-
try of Shipping and Tranport to ensure movement of one ship load 
per month of industrial coal to Saurashtra ports by rail-cum-sea 
route. The Ministry of Shipping and Transport, however, have 
"Suggested a minimum of 7.5 lakh tons a year. In the opinion of the 
<Committee the gap between the quantity offered by the Ministry 
1)f Railways and the quantity suggested by the Ministry of Shipping 
and Transport is not much and it could be easily bridged. The Com-
mittee, therefore, suggest that the Ministry of Railways and the 
Ministry of Shipping and Transport should by mutual consultations 
come to a settlement at the earliest possible time so that a minimum 
quantity is assured to coastal shipping till the peliiod when Haldi. 
is ready. 

4.38. The Committee would like to stress that it should be borne 
in mind that only when an adequate quantity of coal is assured 
to the coastal trade, will there be balanced traffic and the possibility 
of maintaining the coastal trade at a proper level 
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CHAPTER V 

FREIGHT 

• A. Fixation of Rates 

5.1. The existing powers available with the Government for 
Jixing of rates about fares are those mentioned under section 412(1) 
.of the Merchant Shipping Act, which is reproduced below:-

"0) The Central Government may by order publish in the 
Official Gazette, fix in the prescribed manner the rates 
at which any Indian ship may be hired and the rates which 
may be charged for the carriage of passengers or cargo . 
by any ship in the coasting trade of India. 

(2~ If the Central Government considers that with a view 
to enabling it to fix the rates under sub-section (1) it is 
necessary or expedient so to do, it may constitute a Board 
in the prescribed manner for the purpose of advising it; 
and such Board may be constituted either generally or 
for a particular case or route or in respect of rates for 
the carriage of passengers or cargo or both. 

(3) Where an order fixing the rates to be charged for hire or 
for the carriage of passengers or cargo has been published 
under slib-section (1) no owner, master or agent of a 
ship shall charge rates exceeding the rates so fixed." 

5.2. The Control of Shipping (Rates) Rules, 1949 (whiCh ccntinue 
-to be in force by virtue of clause (a) of sub-section (3) of section 
-461 of the Merchant Shipping Act) lays down the marIner in which 
the rates of fares in the coastal trade may be fixed. 

5.3. It has been stated by the Ministry that although Government 
have statutory contr.ol over the rates and fares on the coast, in actual 
practice, these are generally fixed by the Indian Coastal Conference! 
or the shipplng companies concerned. It is only in cases where the 
rates for any commodity/commodities or the passenger fares in any 
particular service are considered to be unreasonable that Govern-
ment intervene. In such cases, they have by notification announced 
the rates and fares applicable to the particular trade concerned. 
For example., they recently fixed the fares for the Konkan passenger 
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service on the basis of the Report submitted by a committee which 
was appointed for the purpose. Similarly, in the case of the Indian 
tankers chartered to the foreign oil companies lor operation on the 
coast, they fixed the rates of hire. 

5.4. It has teen represented to the Committee that, although 
Government have powers to constitute a Board for the purpose of 
advising them in the fixation of rates and fares for coastal move-
ment, they have not so far constituted any such Board unti.·2r the 
Act. In actual practice, freight rates on coal are negotiated with 
and sanctioned by Government as the Railways are the biggest 
shippers. As for salt, the shippers represented by Indian Salt Manu-
fact~rers' Association are consulted before any increase in rates 
is effected. With regard to general cargo, the Coastal Conference 
is left free to fix and/or revise rates on individual commodities. If 
a gf~neral increase IS to be imposed on all cargoes including coal and 
salt, the Coastal Conference is required to obtain the prior approval 
of the Government. Government have instituted from time to time 
inquiries into the freight structure on representations made by the 
Coastal Conference. Examination of accounts of various shlpping 
companies and submission of recommendations by the officials of 
the Transport Ministry who are conducting the inquiries take a long 
time and further time is taken by Government for consideration 
of the recommendations and announcement of their decision. From 
the time the representation is made by the Conference to the time· 
the Government's decision is announced so much time is lost that 
the effect of the measures taken to cover the rise in costs of opera-
tion is nullified by further rise in costs in the interim period. It 
has further been represented that the Coastal Conference has suffer-
ed heavy financial losses on account of delayed decision of the Gov-
ernment and obtained no relief because of fUrther rise in cost of 
operation. 

5.5. Asked to state how much time the Government have taken 
in giving approval to the proposal for the revision of freights, the 
representative of the Ministry of Transport has stated in evidence 
that normally it should not take more than three months, though 
in some cases it has taken six months. The financial results are 
examined by the Director General, Shipping, and he makes recom. 
mendations for a general increa!;le in freights. When the recommen. 
dations of the Director General, Shipping, are receh'ed in thE! 
Ministry of Transport, these are referred to the MinistrJes concerned. 
particularly the Ministry of Commerce. Then a meeting of the 
Maritime Freight C'ommission is arranged and in the light of thf' 
recommendations, Government take a decision. If the . report of 
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the Director General, Shipping, covers all the points, a period of 
three mQRilhs for announcing Government's decision would be 
enough. But if further clarification is asked, it takes more time. 

5.6. Asked to state on how many occasions since. 1956 the Coastal 
Conference has approached the Government for enhancement of 
rates and on how many occasions such increases were permitted. 
the Minj"c;try of Transport has furnished the following information 
to the Committee: 

"The representations submitted by the Conference for the en-
hancement of freight rates and the extent of increase in 
the rates sanctioned by Government on the basis of tho~e' 
:represpntations are briefly dealt with below:--

'(1) Rail-Sea Coordination Committee: In pursuance of a 
statement made in Parliament by late Shri Lal Baha-
dur Shastri while introducing the Railway Budget for 
1955-56, the Government of India appointed the Rail-
Sea Coordination Committee in June 1956 under the 
Chairmanship of Shri N. S. Lokur. This Committee-
was required to undertake a comprehensive examina-
tion of the comparative costs of operation on competitive 
routes by rail and sea and advise on the steps to be 
taken to promote transport by coastal shipping for com-
modities which were specially suited to this type of 
transport. The Committee submitted its report on 9th 
April 1957. The Committee recommended a general 
i.ncrease of 15 per cent in the rates of coastal freight as 
were in force prior to 15th October 1955 and an in-
crease of 10 per cent in respect of coal wi~h retros-
pective effect from 1st April 1956. In respect of coal 
the increase was limited to 10 per cent as a 5 per ('ent 
increase had already been given. This recommendation 
was accepted by Government in September 1957. 

(2) Abhi Commission: The Indian Coastal Conference sub-
mitted a representation on 22nd July 1961 that they 
should be allowed a general increase of 37.7 per cent 
3n coastal freight rates, as the costs of operation had 
gone up considerably since the last general increase in 
ueight rates was allowed. The matter was referred to 
a one-man Commission headed by Shri R. G. Abhi. This 
Commission recommended a general increase of 15 per 
cent. in freight rates. On the basis of this recommenda-



tion the Government sanctioned a general increase of 15 
per-cent on all cargoes with effect from 1st June 1962, with 
th~ exception of coal moving to poets upto Cochin for 
which the increase was limited to 10 per cent. 

- . 
(3) p{lTaSUTaman Committee: The Indian Coastal Conference 

again represented in May 1963 that they should be 
aUoW'ed a general increase in freight rates. Shri Para-
suraman, the then Government Director 011 the Board 
of Indian Shipping companies, was asked to examine 
this representation in June 1963. He recommended the 
restoration of the cut of 5 per cent in the freight rates 
for coal moving to ports upto Cochin. 

(4) Enquiry 'by D.G. Shipping-l965:The Indian Coastal Con-
ference represented on 22nd April 1965 that a general 
increase of 20 per cent in coastal freight rates should 
be followed. The matter was examined in the D.G. 
Shipping and on the basis of the recommendation made 
by him, Government sanctioned an increase of 10 per 
cent in the rates with effect from 1st August, 1965. 

(5) Enquiry by D. G. Shipping.-1966: The Indian Coastal 
Conference submitted two representations one in Octo-
ber 1966 and another in December 1966 in which they 
requested for a general increase of about 25 per cent in 
coastal freight rates. The matter was examined in the 
D. G. Shipping and an increase of 12.5 per cent was re-
commended to Government. The Government after 
consulting the Maritime Freight Commission, sanction-
ed an increase of 10 per cent with effect from 1st July, 
1967'." 

5.7. A statement shoWing the time-lag between the submiSSion 
of ihe representations made by the Coastal Conference and the 

,.dates of communication of Government's decisions, as furnished by 
. the Mipistry, is given below: 

Date of 
representation 
. ~ubnitted by 

Conference 

1 

Date of App:>i:J.tment of Commi-
[tee, if any to e'{amine repre-

sentation 

2 

Date of sub-
misSion of 

report 

3 

1".lne 1935 June 1955-Appointme:\t of the April 1957 
Rail Sea Co-ordination Com-
mittee. 

22-7·1961 August 1961 -A"Dointment of March 1962 
Abhi Commission (one-man COm-
mission). 

Date of 
Communication of 
Government deci-

sion 

4 

September 1957. 

June 1962. 
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3-5-1963 June 19(j3-app:>inunent of Para- 1964 
s ~raman C').n nittc:e. 

22-4-196, Exa:nin~d by D.G. Shipping May t96,5 
• 
E'Ca:ninarion carried OUt by D.G. Dec~mber 1966 

Shipping. 

4 

Recommen' Gilt i • ~ 
not acceptc:J. 

August 1965. 

J'J]y 1967. 

--

5.8. As regards the time-lag between the submission of represen-
tation by the Coastal Shipowners and the communication of Gov-
ernment's decision thereon, the Ministry of Transport has, in a 
written note, stated: 

"It will be seen that the enquiries conducted by the Rail-Sea, 
Coordination Committee and the Abhi Commission took. 
more than year. This could not probably be helped as~ 

these enquiries were of a detailed nature and covered, 
several aspects of coastal operation. The Parasuraman· 
Committee took about 6 months for the submission of the' 
Report. In the case of the enquiry conducted by D. G. 
Shipping in 1965 however, there was no undue delay. In 
the case of the similar enquiry conducted in 1966, there' 
was some delay as clarification on several points had to be' 
obtained from the coastal Conference before submitting 
the Report to the Ministry. As the Report had to be' 
referred to the Maritime Freight Commission and also 
to the concerned Ministries, it took some time for the' 
Ministry to pass orders thereon. 

It may be mentioned in this connection that the cases made 
out by the shipowners for the enhancement of freight rates 
during 1965 and 1966 were based on the financial results 
of operation of coastal ships during each of the previous, 
years. By the time their representations were examined 
and Government took decisions thereon, the position 
changed in the sense that the results of their operation. 
during the subsequent years became available. 

Further the main reason for delay in submission of reports by 
the various committees was that the shipping companies 
were not maintaining separate accounts in respect of ' 
Coastal Shipping, and expenses have to be apportioned 
between overseas shipping and coastal shipping. With a, 
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view to minimising the time lag between the date of sub-
mission of the representation by the Conference and an-
nouncement of Government decision thereon, certain pro-
formae have been drawn up in which the financial re-
sults ,,If coastal operation are required to be submitted by 
the Coastal Shipping Companies to the Director General 
of Shipping at the end of each financial year. On the 
basis of those results the Director General of 'Shipping 
would examine the adequacy of the prevailing freight 
rates and if necessary recommend to Government such 
increase in rates as is considered reasonable. Govern-
ment will take a decision on the recommendations within 
a reasonable time." 

5.9. Asked to give their comments on the suggestions made by the 
Coastal Conference that it would be helpful to constitute a machi-
nery-a board-for consultations with the organized bodies of ship-
pers, and, if necessary, amending the Merchant Shipping Act, in the 
matter of fixation and/ or revision of freights, the representative of 
the Ministry of Transport has stated that there is already a fairly 
well-established machinery in the shape of the Maritime Freights 
'Commission and no further machinery is required. This Commission 
.consists of an independent Chairman and a representative each of 
the Ministries of Commerce, Finance and Transport and Shipping. 
'The function of the Commission is to advise Government on matters 
relating to maritime freight rates, overseas or coastal, which may 
be referred to it by Government. 

5.10. It has been admitted by the Ministry that the previous 
procedure under which the Coastal Conference had to approach the 
'Government to effect a general increase in the freight rates was not 
.quite satisfactory from the point of view of shippers. Under the 
new procedure in which the financial results of coastal operation 
are required to be submitted by the Coastal shipping companies to 
the D.G., Shipping, at the end of each financial year, the adequacy or 
()therwise of the prevailing freight rates could be considered by the 
D.G. Shipping, and recommendations made to Government. The 
Tepresentative of the Ministry has assured the Committee that under 
the new procedure there will not be any cause for complaints that 
much time is taken by Government in announcing the decision en 
freight revisions. 

5.11. He has also stated: "What we are trying to build up is the 
'Convention that before they (Coastal Conference) come up with 
proposals for increase in freight rates, they would have informal 
talks with the representatives of the shippers." 
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5.12. The Committee note that the Ministry have from time to 
time appointed committees to consider proposals for revision of 
freights and that Govemment's decisions on the reports submitted 
by the enquiring committees were communicated within a period of 
five to six months. They, however, feel that there is ferce in the 
argument of the Coastal Conference that by the time Government 
decisions are annoooced, the position undergoes a change on account 
of furthe. rise in the costs of operation in the interim period. 

5.13. The Committee agree with the Ministry that the existing 
procedure in regard to sandioning general increase in freight rates 
on the basis of recommendations made by ad-hoc committees 
appointed every two or three years following representations made 
by the C.»astal Conference was defective. They feel assured that 
under the new procedure, which has been evolved in consultation 
with the shipowners, there would be automatic and continuous 
examination of the accounts of the shipping companies on the basis 
of returns submitted by them on a standard proforma to the Director 
General Shipping and that there would not be any cause for com-
plaints from the Coastal Conference in regard to delays in making 
decisions. The Committee hope that the new procedure will be 
given a fair trial and the results watched for a period of three years. 

5.14. In view of the fact that the Maritime Freights Commission 
has already been vested with necessary power for advising the Gov-
ernment in matters relating to freight revisions, the Committee do 
not think it would be necessary to set up any ad-hoc Board for con-
sidering proposals for changes in freight. The Committee would, 
however, suggest that the Coastal Conference and the ship-owners 
should be given ample opportunities to present 'their, viewpoints 
before the Maritime Freights Commission before, Government takes 
any dedsion on their recommendations. 

5.15. The Committee would also suggest that in order that the 
Director General of Shipping, is in a position to coiled statistics 
about the operating results of the shipping companies quickly and 
~omprehensively, the Coastal Conference should impress upon the 
shipping companies the need for sending theiro returns promptly 
and in the proper proforma. 

B. Cost of Rail Transport vis-a-vis Rail-cum-Sea Transport of Coal 

5.16. The Committee on Transport Policy and Coordination in 
their Report (1966) has dealt with in detail the comparative cost 
of movement of coal by sea and rail. The position is summarised 
below. 
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5.17. While considering the economics of coal mOVement by secf 
vis-a-vis rail, it has to be borne in mind that coal is a 'low-rated' 
commodity in the tariff schedule of the railways and on account of 
the telescopic basis of charging, rates on coal are specially low over 
long distances. Coastal movement of coal on the other hand, is 
influenced by the following factors: 

" 

.. 

(a) Ships going from East coast to the West coast have to' 
make a detour around Ceylon. The voyage by ~ea from-
Calcutta to the ports on the West coast is substantially 
longer than the corresponding distance by rail. For' 
example, the -distance from Calcutta to Bombay is about 
3,000 kilometres by sea as against 2,000 kilometres by raiL· 

(b) As coal has to be brought from collieries situated inland,-
handling is involved at several places. Coal has to be 
brought from the mines to the port and then on to the 
ship. Again it has to be carried by rail or road from the 
ports to the port towns. 

(c) On account of the peculiar difficulties of the Calcutta port 
-which is situated 126 miles inland from the sea-ships~ 
have to wait for a favourable tide to negotiate_ this stretch 
of water. It takes from two to three days for ships tOo 
move up to the river and back. As ships have to wait 
for the favourable tide, on certain days there is concen-
tration of ships, which inevitably leads to congestion and_ 
delays in berthing at the port. 

(d) The deterioration in the draft of the river Hooghly has 
affected the extent to which the capacity of ships can be 
utilised. The larger the ship, the greater is the extent 
of under-utilisation of capacity on account of limitatiom 
of draft. 

(e) There is limitation of available space for raising adequate· 
dumps of coal in the dock area in Calcutta, which neces--
sitates loading of coal directly from wagons to the ships,. 
thus making it difficult to reduce the turn-round of ships._ 

(f) Lack of suitable facilities at the unloading ports which. 
leads to detention of ships at the ports. In particular. 
small ports at the destination end have inadequate berth-
ing facilities and either lack sufficient lighters for unload,.. 
ing coal or have no space for dumping coal. 

5.18. Freight -rates on coal charged by the rail-cum-sea route and 
lose by the all-rail route from Raniganj to the ports of destination 
1 southern ana "'estern India, as given in the Report of the Com-
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:mittee on T'ransport Policy and Coordination (January 19M) are 
reproduced below: 

Freight from 
Ranigan; to 

Madras 

'Cud dalore 

TutiCOrin 

Cochin 

IBomhay 

:Bhavnagar 

• 

Rail 
freight 

to 
Calcutta 

7.52 

7.52 

7·~2 

7·~2 

7.52 

7.52 

Sea Incidental 
freight charges 
from incl. 

Calcutta port 
charge~ 

33.63 10.00 

34. 85 10.00 

34·85 10.00 

37·96 10.00 

39.69 10.00 

39. 69 10.00 

(Rs. per tone) --
Total AlI- Difference 
rail- rail between 

cum- route rail-cum-
sea ireight sea and 

freight all-rai I 
freight 

~r. l'i 35.63 +15.52 

52.37 37·94 +14·43 

52.37 41. 81 +10.56 

55.48 41. 81 +13.67 

~7·21 36·92 +20.29 

57·21 40.10 +I7.II 

5.19. Based, however, on the current freight rates, port charges 
-etc., the expenditure per tonne on the t:ransportation of coal by the 
all-rail route and the rail-cum-sea route to various coastal ports 
-works out approximately as shown below:-

Destination port Industrial Coal Railway Coal 

all-rail rail-cum- All-rail rail cum-
route sea-route route sel route 

(From Ranigunj Coal fields) 

Madras 50 '28 75·53 50 '2S 7·~·64 

Tuticorin 60'86 77'63 60'86 76'06 

Cochin 60'36 85,62 60'36 80'84 

Bhavnagar 57'86 82'52 57'86 82'98 

5.20, It will be seen from the above that the freight rates charged 
'by the Railways on all-rail route are lower than the rates charged 
on rail-cum-sea route from all the ports. 

:3508 (Aii) L.S.-5. 
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5.21. It has been stated by the representative of the Ministry 

of Transport and Shipping that if the question is looked at from 
the point of view of the economy as a whole, the real criterion for 
deciding on the suitability ofa particular form of transport for a 
particular sb'eam of traffic is the cost of transport. 

5.22. The representative of the Ministry of Railways on the other 
hand has stated that looked at from the point of view of the user 
it would be the rate charged. ~ the context of the movement of 
coal by the rail route or the rail-cum-sea route or the rail-cum-
sea-cum-road route, the consumer would naturally look to the total 
cost he has to incur. 

Asked to state whether the Ministry has calculated the cost per 
ton to the user, the representative of the Ministry of Railways has 
stated that they have not made any comparative study of cost. To 
find out the cheaper form of transport for the user, they would 
require detailed analysis of the entire structure and also considera-
tion of items like transit time, etc. The representative of the Minis-
try of Transport has stated that it has been accepted by the Rail-
way Board that long distance transport by rail above 987 kms. is 
below cost and it has also been calculated that the Railway Board 
is .losing about Rs. 6 crores annually on account of long distance 
transport of coal. If the Railway Board changes their freight 
structure and bases it on the principle of cost, the all-rail cost would 
be much more. He has added that when Haldia comes into picturet 

the :position would dramatically change and the cost of transport 
by the rail-cum-sea route would come down. The representative 
of the Ministry of Railways has expressed the view that the element 
of cost from the coal fields to the Calcutta port might also go up. 
It does not necessarily follow that movement by rail-cum-sea route 
would be cheaper if they go on cost basis. He has, however, agreed 
with the views that the cost of transport by rail route might also 
register an increase. 

5.23. The Committee on the Transport Policy and Coordination 
in their report has given the comparative cost of all rail-cum-sea 
movement of coal, assuming the use of Haldia and of modern 15,000 
ton colliers. The comparative figures are given below:-

(Rs. per ton) 

From West-Bengal-Bihar to All-rail Rail-cum-

r 
Madras 
Tuticorin 

2 

sea 

3 

35'43 
46 ' rf 
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Cochin 42.70 ....... 30 

Goa. 59.48 +4·6r 

Bombay 38 .87 <4r ·69 

Kandla 62·51 +4.41 

From the above it will be seen that the rail costs to the economy 
are lower than the costs of coastal shipping to Cochin atld Bombay 
and higher in respect of the other ports, namely, Madras, Tuticorin, 
Goa and Kandla. 

5.24. It has also been stated that the Sethusamud Canal Project 
may have a significant impact on the costs of coastal shipping. The 
comparison above is in terms of full costs of coastal shipping and 
railways. 

5.15. The Committee on Transport Policy and C<Hlrdination have 
aho quoted. the views of the World Bank Coal Transpdrt Study Team 
that "although the total rail costs to the economy are approximately 
the same or higher than sea costs via Haldia, the addition rail costs 
fur transporting coal to southern. and western ports are probably 
somewhat lower." 

5.26. Justifying the need for encouraging coastal shipping, the 
representative of the Ministry of Transport has stated. during evi-
dence that the coastal shipping is an integral part of the transport 
system in the country; it is_ the second line of defence and it has got 
other advantages also. "In the interest of coastal shipping, it is neces-
sary for the economy as a whole to bear sollie cost. The first point 
is the inability of the Railways to move the entire coal in certain 
directions and the other is the positive requirement of developing 
a particular transport system." 

5.27. While agreeing with the views of the representative of the 
Ministry of Transport that in the overall interests of the country it is 
desirable to develop coastal shipping also, the representative of the 
Ministry of Railways has stated that so far as the railway freights 
are concerned, after leads longer than 800 K.M. rates are charged 
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below cost so that it is subsidised to some extent. But that has been 
the pattern for many years and it is not a new thing. He has stated:-

"Since 1964 we have made three successive increa~s in the 
rate for coal, with the result that instead of covering our 
COf'ts up to 500 K.M. we are now covering our costs up to 
800 K.M. But Y01.l will appreciate that if we were to make 
a sudden increase up to the level of costs, it wovld upset 
a lot of things in th~ economy ........ The railways would 
be very happy if they could charge full rates but it is a 
question of the economy of as a whole and the reaction of 
the consumers throughout the country to our eliminating 
the subsidy on coal, subsidy which we have been giving 
for the last one hundred years. Weare doing it gradually 
and we are reducing the exemption but we cannot do it 
overnight. 1£ we do, the reaction of the consumer may be 
pretty strong. So, we have to keep that also in view." 

5.28. The Committee wanted to know whether the Ministry of 
Transport and Shipping could not take any effective steps which 
could reduce the freight by sea because freight by sea is everywhere 
cheaper than freight by rail. The representative of the Ministry of 
Transport has stated during evidence as under:-

"Historically, as you know, coastal shipping is extremely well-
suited for the transport of bulk cargo, and movement by 
sea as compared to rail for the carriage of bulk cargo has 
been cheaper right throughout history. But there are cer-
tain exceptional circumstances in our case which did not 
make it possible for the coastal shipping companies to offer 
freights on economic basis. Again, due to historical rea-
sons, we had inherited a very old coastal fleet. It is no~ 
an effective fleet. Then we had the problem of lack of 
assurance of cargo so that we were not able to renovate the 
fleet. The port conditions in some cases made it certainly 
difficult. The turn-round has also not been so quick as it 
ought to be and this has also added to the cost. Further, 
overseas trade has been more profitable than coastal trade 
with the result that shipping companies are inclined to 
tum over their better vessels to the overseas shipping 
rather than to coastal shipping. . ....... We are taking 
steps to modernise our ports during the Fourth Plan ..... 
We are trying to rationalise the working of the smaller 
shipping companies. When Haldia comes up there will be 
dramatic change in regard to the economlies and we hope 
that as a result of these steps, there will be a big change." 
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5.29. As stated by the Committee on Transport Policy and Co-
erdination, an important detenninant of the total quantum of coal 
to be shipped by the sea route in future is the volume of coal which 
hail to be carried from the Bengal-Bihar coal fields to the southern 
and western parts of the country. They have estimated that the 
shipment of coal from the Bengal-Bihar coal fields to the southern 
and western India could be at a level of 1.5 million tonnes in 1970-71. 
In estimating the requirements they have taken into account the pos
sibility ot consumers of coal in these regions switching over to other 
sources of energy as also to the programme of dieselisation and elec-
trification on the Western and Southern Railways. The possibility 
of industrial users of coal switching over to fuel oil has also been 
taken note of. The Committee on Transport Policy and Coordina-
tion has further observed: 

"Under existing conditions, the cost of coastal shipment, no 
doubt, exceeds the cost of rail movement. After the faci-
lities at Haldia coJ!le into collllmission, the disadvantages 
suftered by coastal shipping will be overcome to a large 
extent and the cost of coastal shipment should come down 
considerably. Further economies in costs are possible if 
appropriate types of ships are introduced. It is also neces-
sary to examine possible operational economies in coastal 
shipping through planned improvement in utilisation of 
available capacities. From the point of view of the eco-
nomy as a whole, it is the cornlparative costs of coastal 
and rail haulage which should provide the basis for taking 
a decision on future of coastal movement of coal. So long 
as rates cannot be brought in closer confirmity with costs 
the existing subsidy on coastal shipment should continue. 
Since coal is the single most important component of 
coastal cargo, it IS necessary to take long term considera-
tions fully into account while deciding on the future of 
coastal shipment of coal." 

5.30. The Committee note that apart from the fact that ships going 
from the east coast to the west coast have to make a detour around. 
Ceylon, the other factors which in1luence the coaStal movement of 
coal are peculiar to the port of Calcu.tta-delay in loading and un-
loading owing to the tide conditions, d.eterioration in the draft of the 
river Hooghly and Umitation of available space in the dock area. The 
CollUDiittee note further that when Haldia comes up, there will be a 
dramatic change in regard to the economies and speed of coal move-
ment. 
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5.31. The Committee agree that coastal shippiDg is an integral part 
of the transport system in the country and it is the second .line of 
defenee, and, therefore, it is necessary for the economy of the eo1Dl-
try as a whole to bear sOme of the cost. However, the Committee 
are of the view that the subsidy which the Railways have bee. 
giving in ti,e movement of coal for the last 100 years or so canDet 
be done away with suddenly and it would be prudent to reduce the 
subsidy gradually as the Railways are doing at present. , 

5.3%. The Committee hope that with the gradual change in the 
freight rates for coal, as envisaged by the Railways, with. the coming 
into operation of Haldia port w1lich will reduce the cost of the rail-
cum-sea route to a great extent, as envisaged by the Committee 011. 

Transport Policy and Co-ordination, and with the modernisation of 
ports expected during the Fourth Plan there will, in the near fntore, 
be a gradual improvement in the present situation. In the me .. -
time, however, the Committee would urge that the Ministry should 
examine the feasibility of making the coastal operations more ecOllo-
mieal by rationalisation of the working of smaller shipping compall-
ies, by quicker tum-round of ships, by better phasing of shippin~ 

spaee and other suitable measures which would help the coastal trade 
to operate more efficiently and economically than at present. 

C. Return of Capital 

5.33. It has been represented to the Committee by the Indian Coas-
tal Conference and the Indian National Steamship Owners' Associa-
tion that "Government have not followed a consistent policy of allow-
ing economic rates so as to yield a specific return on capital employed. 
The Planning Commission has recently recommended a return of 12% 
on capital employed in respect of several industries. The ship-owners 
consider this return reasonable and urge that freight rates should 
be so revised as to yield that return." 

5.34. In a written note submitted to the committee the Ministry of 
Transport and Shipping have stated for the purpose of conducting en-
quiries into coastal freight rates, the Ministry have in the past gone 
by the financial results of operation of the following principal 
shipping companies plyin on the coast: 

Scindia Steam Navigation Co. Ltd. 

Great Eastern Shipping Co. Ltd. 
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Bharat Lines Ltd, 
Malabar Steamship Co, Ltd, 
New Dholera Steamships Co, Ltd, 
National Steamship Co, Ltd, 

:lnfonnation regarding the return on capital employed in coastal ship-
'ping by other companies operating on the coast is not available with 
the Ministry, So far as the six companies mentioned above are con-
.cerned, the percentage return on capital of each of these companies 
pertaining to the year 1964-65 is given below: 

(In lakhs of Rupees) 

Freight Operations Net Capital Percentage 
-Company Name Earnings Expenses Operating employed of return 

result on capital 
employed 

Malabar 111'05 84'79 26'27 135'°7 19"4 

New Dholera 43'94 28'31 15'63 76 '14 20'5 

National 20'08 17'39 2'69 13'20 20'4 

Great Eastern 161'54 156 '69 4'84 159'63 3'0 

Scindias 343'98 338 '94 5'03 444'35 1"1 

Bharat Line 130'03 II4'87 15'16 164'83 9'2 

810'62 740 '99 69'62 993' 22 j .t Average 

5,35, From the statement it will be seen that the total return on 
the total capital employed for the year 1964-65 has worked out to 7% 
but this return on capital does not represent the net profit as expenses 
,on account of interest, managing agents commission, donations, bonus, 
taxes etc, have to be met out of this return, The Ministry have stated 
thalt the requisite data for working out the return on capital. for the 
subsequent years has not yet been furnished by the shipping compa-
nies, 

5,36, Asked to state what should be percentage of return on capital 
in SO far as the coastal shipping is concerned and whether it is a fact 
~thalt the Planning Commission has recommended a return of 12% on 
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capital employed in respect of several industries, the Ministry of 
Transport have in a note, stated that the committees which have con-
ducted enquiries in the past have recommended varying percentages 
of return on capital to be allowed to coastal shippers. The Rail Sea. 
Co-ordination Committee (1955-57) considered that a return of 16% 
Oil capital employed should be allowed to the coastal shipping indus-
try. The Abrii Commission (1961-62) had allowed a return of about 
10% on capital employed while Shri Parasuraman who held a further 
enquiry into coastal freight rates in 1964 had expressed the.view that 
a return of 10 to 12% on capital employed was reasonable in the case-
of the coastal shipping industry. In the last enquiry conducted by 
D. G. Shipping 1966, a return of 12% on capital employed was allow--
ed in working out the percentage increase in freight rates to be gran-
ted. 

The Ministry have felt that a return of 12% on capital employed 
could be reasonable in the case of coastal shipping industry. 

5.37. The representative of the Ministry has sta,ted during evidence-
that what the Planning Commission has stated is not recently but in, 
the Draft Fourth Plan three years ago. The observations made by 
the Planning Commission are reproduced below: 

"In estimating the likely contribution of public enterprises at 
existing prices of their products, sufficient allowance has: 
been made for their working expenses, normal replace-
ments, interest payments, taxes and dividends, again on the-
basis of prevailing prices. It has, however, to be recognised 
that as a result of devaluation, the cost of maintenance im-
ports required by public enterprises will be higher than ori-
ginally anticipated. It is extermely important that these 
undertakings should, as far as possible, seek to offset the-
higher cost of imported raw materials by better utilisation 
of capacity, larger import substitution, adjustments in 
their product-mix and general improvement in operational 
arrangements. It is only with a concerted effort to reduce 
costs along these lines that a rate of return on capital em-
ployed of not less than 11 to 12 per cent-can be achieved 
without undue increases in the price Of products or 
services sold by public enterprises.". 

5.38. The Ministry of Transport & Shipping have further stated that 
a Sub-Committee was set up by the National Shipping Board ip. 196& 
io consider what rate of profit shuuld be allowed to the shipping in-
dustry. The Indian National Steamship Owners' AsSOCIation had re-
presented to that Sub-Committee that the shipping industry should-' 
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be allowed a return of not less than 12% on capital employed in addi-
tion to a rehabilitation allowance of 1{)i%. The Sub-Committee, how-
ever, came to the conclusion that the minimum rate of profit which 
the shipping industry should endeavour to realise was 12% gross 
return on capital employed to be arrived after deducting all work-
ing expenses but before providing for taxes and development rebate 
and interest on borrowed capital. The capital employed was to be 
reckoned, according to the Sub..committee, as being the total of 
the equity. capital, loan capital and reserves and surpluses. 

5.39. The Sub-Committee had also pointed out that as the coastal 
trade had been reserved to Indian shipping and as Government had 
statutory control over coastal freight rates, it would be possible for 
Government, by permitting suitable increase in freight rates, to ena-
ble the coastal shipping industry to realise the rate of proftt recom-
mended by them. 

5.40. The EstiIlliltes Committee have been informed th:at this 
recommendation made by the Sub-Committee is under the consider-
ation of the Government and no final decision has been taken. 

5.U. The Committee have noted the observations made by the 
Planning Commission in the Draft Outline of the eal"~ Fourth Plan 
in regard to returns on capital ~loyed and the measures to be taken 
to secure that return. They feel that it is not difficult for the coastal 
shipping industry to achieve a legitimate return on capital employed 
provided port facilities are developed to enable quicker turn-round 
of vessels, adequate cargo and tonnage is assured, the bottlenecks 
that hinder the operation of the coastal fleet are gradually eliminated 
and adequate repair facilities are provided. They feel that if the 
turn-round of ships could be improved, more voyages could be per-
formed thereby adding to the eamings without corresponding increase 
in the total operating cost. With the Commissioning of Haldia Port 
the operation is likely to be quicker, resulting in increased sailings. 

5.42. The Committee have earlier noted that the Director General, 
Shipping, is to undertake a study of the operating costs of the differ-
ent shipping companies every year and m:ake recommendations in 
regard to revision of freight rates to the Government. The ColQmit-
tee hope that while considering the recommendations of the Sub-
Committee of National Shipping Board. the Government will take 
into account the latest returns of the shipping companies, as furnish-
ed by the D.G. Shipping, so as to fix an economic freight rate for 
coastal shipping. 
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D. Through Booking ArrangemleDts 

5.43. The Rail-Sea Coordination Committee (1957) had examined. 
the question of extending "through-booking arrangements" between 
Railways and Coastal Shipping for movement by combined rail-sea 
route wherever possible. That Committee had discussed this matter 
with the c>astal Conference whose views, as submitted to them were 
as under: 

"(i) The cost of trans~rtation increases because 0'1. the several 
handlings involved in 'through-booking'. 

(ii) The cargo is likely to be heavily damaged due to several 
handlings. 

(iii) Shippers and consignees prefer direct services by road to 
rail-cum-sea 'through-booking' arrangements. 

(iv) 'Through-booking' arrangements envisage regularly of 
services both by rail and sea which under the present cir-
cumstances obtaining both in respect of the availability 
of wagons and ships is difficult to be guaranteed. 

(v) Under 'through-booking' arrangements cargoes should be 
received at terminal ports and arrangements for storage 
etc. should be properly made. Godown accommodation is 
insufficient at several ports and pilferage is likely to in-
crease. Safety of cargo Is also in danger. In view of these 
risks 'through-booking' will not be preferred by shippers/ 
consignees. 

However, if proper steps are taken to ensure speedy clearance 
and safety of cargo, introduction of 'through-booking' is 
not a difficult proposition." 

5.44. For the purpose of introducing 'through-booking' arrange-
ments, the Conference had suggested the follOWing schemes to the 
Rail-Sea Coordination Committee: 

"(i) Railways may boolt the cargoes as usual for through car-
riage by the appropriate rail-eum-sea route and hand over 
these cargoes at ports to an agent of the Indian Coastal 
Conference to be appointed at each port where cargoes are 
available for rail-cum-sea transport. 

(ii) This Agent should receive all rail-borne cargoes and should 
book the same by first available steamer for onward car-
riage to the port of destination. 
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(iii) The Agent should similarly receive the sea-borne C'argo 

and book the same for rail transport to the final destina-
tion in the interior. 

(iv) The Agent should prepare all necessary papers required 
for the transport of cargo both by rail and by sea." 

5.45. The Rail-Sea Coordination Committee had recommended that 
the facility of through booking should be continued and expanded 
wherever possible. They had also observed that the pre-requisite for 
the success of this scheme would be the maintenance of regular ship-
ping services to enable prompt clearance of cargoes coming by rail 
and also the maintenance of a single shipping organization with which 
the Railways will have to deal. They felt that the West Coast and 
South India being well served by ports, traffic movements by the 
rail-cum-sea route between North and South India, if encouraged, 
would afford assistance to the trade and would be particularly useful 
for encouraging movement of general cargo by the sea route. 

5.46. In a written note submitted to the Committee, the Ministry 
of Transport have stated that the Indian Coastal Conference wrote to 
the Ministry of Railways on 31st July, 1959 for arrangements regard-
ing rail-cum-sea through booking. The Conference was advised thai, 
as 'through-booking' arrange~nts already existed between the West-
ern and Southern Railways and the Scindia Steam Navigation Com-
pany for traffic between Bombay Harbour and the stations in Sau-
rashtra reached via Saurashtra ports and between Bombay Harbour 
and stations reached via Mormugao, the Railways are prepared to ex-
tend these arrangements to other rail-cum-sea route on the same line 
but it would not be possible for the Railways to effect a reduction in 
their freight rates or impose any restriction on the movement of 
goods by the all-rail route for the purpose of diverting the traffic to 
the sea route. It has been stated by the Ministry that the Indian 
Coastal Conference did not accept this. 

5.47. When asked during evidence why the suggestion for 
'through-booking' arrangements could not be agreed to, the repre-
sentative of the Ministry of Transport has stated: 

"Through booking does not imply reduction of freight. The 
suggestion was really that the 'through-booking' arrange-
ments already existing in the Southern Railway and the 
Scindia Steam Co. should be extended to other areas and 
the Railways were not prepared to do that. The Coastal 
Conference asked for reduction of freight and for imposi-
tion of restrictions in certain sectOl'S. These two condi-
tions the Railways did not accept." 
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5.48. During the course of evidence, the representative of the Min-
istry of Railways has stated that following correspondence were ex-
changed between the Coastal Conference and the Railway Board on 
the subject:-

From Railway Board to the Coastal Conference 

"Railway administration are always prepared to consider any 
proposal for the inti"oduction of 'through-bookiilg' arrange-
ments on the lines of the 'through-booking' arrangements 
already existing between the Scindi-a Steam Navigation 
Company on the one hand and the Western and Southern 
Railways on the other for traffic between Bombay Harbour 
and stations via Saurashtra ports or via Mormugao. It win 
not, however, be possible for the Railways either to effect 
a reduction in their freight rates or to impose any restric-
tion on the movement of goods by the all-rail route solely 
for the purpose of diverting the traffic to the sea route." 

From Coastal Conference to the Railway Board 

"The Conference notes that it is not possible for the Railways 
to reduce their rates in order to arrive at a through rate. 
It, however, appears that the Railway Board expects the 
Conference to quote concessional Tates to arrive at a work-
able through rate. You will appreciate that if concession-
al rates are to be quoted they should be quoted by both 
the agencies, viz., the Railways and the Conference. As, 
however, the Railway Board. do not seem to be inclined to 
reciprocal arrangements, the Conference feels that no use· 
ful purpose will be served by pursuing the matter further." 

5.49. The representative of the Ministry of Railways has added 
that as the Coastal Conference are not interested in pursuing the 
matter, the proposal for 'through-booking' has not been further con-
sidered. Asked to state whether the proposal for 'through-booking' 
involves a sizeable loss of freight, the representative of the Ministry 
of Railways has stated during evidence: 

"1 do not think the financial implications of the proposal were 
worked out or they formulated a concrete proposal for 
reduction. It was a question of principle. The Railway 
cannot undertake to subsidise mbvement by rail-cum-sea 
route and cannot impose any restriction on through book-
ing by railway." 
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5.50. The Committee regret to observe that the proposal for ill-
tredming 'through booking' arrangements between the Railways 
and Coastal Shipping for movement by combined rail-sea route 
wherever possible, which was recommended by the Rail-Sea Co-
ordination Committee, has not been given the consideration that it 
deserves. The Committee feel that it is not fair to reject a proposal 
on the principle that it is not acceptable either to the Railway Minis-
try or to th' Coastal Conference. The Railways should have worked 
out the financial implications of the proposal before summarily re-
jecting a scheme which, in the opinion of the Committee, is a laudable 
one. The Committee suggest that the Ministry of Shipping and 
Transport may further examine the proposal in consultation with 
the Ministry of Railways and the Coastal Conference and arrive at 
a workable solution so that the consumers' interests can also be 
adequately protected. 

E. Lack of Shipping Space 

5.51. A statement showing the year-wise targets and actual des-
pat~hes of conI by sea route on Railways' account to southern ad 
western Railways during the period 1961-62 to 1968-69 as furnishei 
by the Ministry of Railways, is reproduced below: 



Statemmt shofllin, year-wise targets ani actual despatches of coal by sea-rOllee IICl:ount Railroays 

Year Targets· Actual despatches 

Southern Western Total Southern Western Total 
Railway Railway Railway Railway 

1961-62 9>48,000 3,36,000 12,H4,ooo 8,92,000 2,24,000 II, 1 6,000 

1962-63 9,48,000 3,36,000 12,84,000 10,61,000 3,36,000 13,97,000 

1963-64 10,50,000 2,88,000 13,38,000 II,06,ooo 2,39,000 13,45,000 

1964-65 II,52,ooo 1,35,000 12,87,000 10,80,000 70 ,000 II,50,000 

1965-66 10,50,000 30,000 10,80,000 7,93,000 5,000 UJ8,000 ~ 
N 

1966-6'] 7,75,000 10,000 7,85,000 5,~6,ooo 15,000 5,41,000 

1967-68 6,00,000 10,000 6,10,000 3,40,000 6,000 3,46,000 

1968-69 3,50,000 2,50,000 6,00,000 77,327 
(April-August only) 

5,692 83,019 

·Railways taq;!:ets have been undergoing a change from tim~ to timc keepinJ in view the 'Cabinet Committee's 
declsion of J961, .. 
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5.52. When the attention of the representative of the Ministry of 
Railways was drawn to the fact that there were shortfalls in the 
actual despatches of coal during the period 1964-65 to 1967-68, the 
representative of the Ministry of Railways explained that the short-
fall was due to the shortage of vessels it was not due to any fault 
on the part of the Railways. 

5.53. On -being asked to offer his comments regarding the non-
availability of adequate shipping space, the representative of the 
Ministry of Transport and Shipping has stated during evidence that 
basically the reason is lack of a long-term programme. Elaborating 
further, he has stated: 

"We have a coastal fleet capable of carrying coal of about 20-
21 ships. The problem really is that Calcutta is the main 
starting point for coal traffic. At Calcutta thEre are cer-
tain limitations because of the Hooghly. For a few 
months in the year Hooghly drafts are satisfactory. Many 
of our coastal ships are Liberty vessels which draw up a 
lot of water. When the Hooghly draft falls, we find that 
a ship with 8,000 to 9,000 tonnes capacity can actually 
carry only 5,000 tonnes of coal. So, much less coal per 
ship is carried Railways have various destinations to which 
coal moves by sea. If coal moves from Calcutta to Tuti-
corin, the turnround of ships carrying coal is much sooner. 
If coal moves from Calcutta to Saurashtra, the turn-round 
of ships is much longer." 

The representative of the Ministry of Transport and Shipping has 
further stated: 

"There was a time when the coastal shipping was able to 
carry well over a million tonnes of coal. It has come 
down because the operators, who are mostly private sector 
people, have no inducement for the replacement. Further 
in regard to acquisition of vessels for the coastal trade, 
it has to be on a long term basis because the normal prin-
ciple followed for acquisition of ships from abroad is on 
the basis of self-finance......... . .. If a commitment is 
made for a period of 5--7 years, it will not be difficult for 
us to progressively augment our offering for the move-
ment of coal, say within 18 months from now." 

5.M. The Ministry of Railways have, however, informed to the 
Committee in a written note that in their communication dated the 
18th May, 1968 addressed to the Secretary, Ministry of Transport 
and Shipping the Railway Board have stated that "The Railways 
have further reviewed their requirements on a long term basis in 
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VIew of their line capacity and have decided to move this quantity 
.of 50,000 tons per month by coastal shipping till 1971-72 ........... . 
ln addition, the Ministry of Transport and Shipping should ensure 
movement of one ship load per month of industrial coal to Saurash-
tra ports by rail-cum-sea route." 

5.55. The Committee note that the target of coal to be moved 1»y 
sea route on Railway aclCount annually has actually bmle down 
from 12,84,000 tons to 6 lakh tons per annum and that in the past 
-the coastal shipping companies have not been able to reach the 
targets as the actual despatches during the last few years indicate 
that these have been much lower than the targeted figure. The 
'Committee also note that the Ministry of Railways have communi-
-cated in their letter dated the 18th May, 1968 that in addition to 
!OO,OOO tons of coal per month upto 1971-72 to be moved on Railway 
account, the Ministry of Shipping and Transport i should ensure 
mo-vement of one ship load per month of industrial coal to 
Saurashtra ports by raiI-cum-sea route. 

5.56. In these circumstances the Committee suggest that the 
Ministry of Shipping and Transport may take up this matter with 
the coastal shipping authori·~ies and ensure that the movement of 
coal is not hampered for lack of shipping space even though the 
Committee appreciate that at present there is some diflienlty in ntis 
matter e.g. Hooghly river draft, old ships in the coastal tracle 
requiring replacement etc. 



CHAPTER VI 

PORTS 

'A. Berthing and Dry Docking Facilities 

6.1. It has been represented to the Committee that no special 
-facilities. are available for coastal shipping in the ports of India. It 
has been contended that at almost all ports on the coast and parti-
.oCularly at major ports, the berthing capacity is inadequate, the avail-
able lighters' are insufficient, proper dredging is not done as a result 
of which adequate drafts are not available and there is shortage of 
.pilots and harbour masters, causing delay in bringing in and taking 
·out ships as also in their shifting in the ports. Apart from these 
drawbacks, the Port of Calcutta has additional disability, viz., low 
-drafts in the Hooghly River. The river is not properly maintained 
.as a result of which, except in monsoon months, the drafts all 
throughout the year are not sufficient and thereby full carrying 
apacity of the ship is not utilised. 

6.2. It has been represented that the dry docking facilities are 
-available only at Bombay and Calcutta ~orts. In view of the fact 
that the number of existing dry docks is not suffiCient, the vessels 
have to wait inordinately long time for entering the dry docks even 
.for short periods . 

. 6.3. With regard to the COMplaint about inadequate berthing 
-capacity, the representative of the Ministry has stated in evidence 
-that there are 155 alongSide berths and 35 more could come up OD 

the basis of the Fourth Plan. Traffic estimates for various typel 
of commodities had been duly taken into account. The Ministry 
'hope to be able to handle the traffic generated during the Fourth 
'Plan without any adverse effect on turnround of ships. He further 
.stated: 

. "Broadly the position today is that of the 8 major ports, 
~aldia is being developed as part of Calcutta Port. It 15 
going to be completed by about 1971-72. Then there is 
the Madras Outer. Harbour Scheme capable of taking 
ships of 40 ft. draft and civer 60,000 tonnes DWT which 
will be completed by 1969-70. Then we have a large 
development programme in Mormugao on which we 

~08 (Aii) L.S.-6. 



should be able to take action in the course of next week or 
so; it is a programme which will facilitate handling of iron. 
ore capable of handling 60,00J tonnes per hour. Mormugao, 
will be capable of taking 60,000 tonnage vessels ...... In 
addition, we are developing two new Ports-Tuticorin 
and Mangalo:e. About Rs. 6 crores have been sanctioned. 
for each and we have programmed to complete part of the 
work during the Fourth Plan. As part of the new pro-
posals, we have got a very big development programme 
in Nhava Sheva, a satellite port of Bombay, c'apable of 
taking ships and bulk carriers and capable also of hand~ 
ling the new pelle.tised containers. At Visakhapatnam the· 
Commerce Ministry is anxious to increase the export capa-
city of iron ore to 12 million tonnes and for handling ore ... 
export schemes are under consideration. Para deep has. 
been deve oped is a Il1Jno-port, capable of handling only' 
one commodity, iron ore." 

6.4. The Committee wanted to know if, besides the dry docking: 
facilities available to~mbay and Calcutta, there was any proposal 
to have more dry aocKmg facilities at other suitable places also. 
The representative of the Ministry has stated during evidence that. 
one dry dock 1S under construction at Visakhapatnam and another 
dry dock with a capacity of 85,000 to 100,000 tonnes will be available-
as part of the Cochin Shipyard. 

The Committee have been informed that the Commission on; 
Major Ports was set up on the 14th February, 1968. with the follow-
ing terms of reference:-

(i) To examine the method$ of working of majOr ports with, 
a view to improve their operational efficiency; 

(ii) To consider broadly their development programme in the--
context of present and future national needs with special: 
reference to the changing shipping and port technology; 

(iii) To examine specifically the following aspects of port: 
working-(a) Management, (b) Financing and (c) Per-
sonnel; 

(iv) To consider, in the Ught of the above, the capacity of the-
ports to enhance the current rate of ex-gratia payment; 

(v) To review the arrangments that exist for coordinatioDt 
among the different ports; and 

(vi) To make recommendations on the above and other anc1l ... 
lary matters. 
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The Committee was required to submit their report within a 
period of six months, but the term of the C0mmission has been ex:-
tended upto 28th February, 1969. 

6.5. The Committee note that Government. are conscious of the 
present shortage of berthiDg r.ltpacity in some of the Major Ports. 
They also note that with the schemes alretldy in hand and the deve-
lopment programmes cont~mplated during the Fourth Plan period, 
the Ministfy would be able to handl~ the traffic gp.nerated without 
any adverse effect on the tum-round of ships. Thl" Committee fur-
ther note that one of the terms of reference of the Commission on 
Major Ports set up on the 14th l"ebruary, 1968, is "to consider 
broadly their (of ports) development programme in the context of 
present and future national needs with spedal reference to the 
changing shipping and port technology." They hope that Govera-
ment would give expeditions consideration to the ,lWport of the 
Commission, when available, and set up the necessary infra-struc-
ture for providing increased berthing and dry docking facilities to 
th .. ports. 

6.6. The Committee further suggest that Government may ex-
amine the question of berthing capacity in the Intermediate and 
Minor Ports also so that the interests of coastal shipping may bel 
adequately protected. 

B. Dredging 

6.7. As regards the drawback of the Port of Calcutta on account 
of low draft in the Hooghly river, the representative of the Ministry 
has stated in evidence: 

"Hooghly is a difficult problem. The broad solution ~c ex-
pect is from two directions; one by developing Haldia and 
the other from completion of Farakka. Pending comple-
tion of Farakka, there is Ii programme for deep river train-
ifig works in Bhagirathi. When Farakka is completed, 
40,000 cusecs will flow. It noes not wash up all the silt 
now. We have trainf'd the Ehagirs.thi river in such a 
way that with the Farakka bnrrage in operation, silt-free 
water would flow from Bhagirathj and flush the Hooghly. 
The effect of the barrage would be that the draft will in-
crease and the problem of bore tides will be obviated if 
not completely eliminated." 

He further stated that with the t'xisting capa~ty of dredgers and 
existing manpower available to Calcutta port, what was possible was 
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being done to dredge and keep the Hooghly free. "We are fighting 
here against nature. It is not a problem where man can simplY 
dredge and solve it; it is not pm;sible." 

6.8. Questioned about the present position (':[ the proposal to 
build up .~ dredger pool to be created amo:-.g the major ports, the 
representative of the Ministry of Transport stated: 

"We have already what is called a minor ports dredger poo. 
which has got 2 dredgers as well as some tugs. We W8& 
ted to supplement this by another 2 dredgers which have 
high power cap~city for the pUl:{Jose not only of catching 
up with backlog and maintenance of dredging as in 
Paradeep, but also attending to the dredging requirements 
of Mangalore and Tuticorin, Mormugao etc. We have got 
clearance from Government for procuring these. One is 
against an ore ("ontl'act with Japan and another is ander 
some other foreign eIchange arrangement. We are at 
it." ~.t 

6.9. Asked whether there is a proposal to include all the major 
ports also in the dredger pool, the representative of the Ministry of 
Transport and Shipping stated: 

"This is a large qup.stion. We have appOinted this Major Pert 
Commission which is broadly considering the question 8B 

to what shCluld be the national policy in regard to various 
matters such as finance, and the questio~ as to why it 
should not be pooled and have a central fund and so on . 
..... . Each port has got its own dredger." 

6.10. The IAPAH (International Association of Ports and Har-
bours) Study Team under the Chairmanship of Mr. Stig Axelson 
of Sweden in their Report haYe made several references to the 
severe draft restrictions which exist in all major Indian porta. 
According to them, while these draft restricti'Jns are especially 
detrimental to the C01l!ltry's ability to acccmmodate tankers and 
bulk carriers, they also pose a problem for conventional general 
cargo vessels at most ports. The Team believes strongly that provi-
ding adequate channels at the major ports is the most serious of the 
many port problems facing India. The team has observed: 

"Nature has provided India with severe inherent water depth 
problems. The siltation which occurs at ports on both 
coasts plus the littoral sand drift along the east coast 
would severely test the ingenuity of any country. If this 
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ehanenge is to be met, extensive dredging operations will 
always be required. India totally possesses the largest 
fleet of dredgers in the world and has plans for acquiring 
many more dredgers. The Team can find no fault with 
these plans to improve dredging capacity since many of 
existing dredgers are old and even obsolete. On the 
other hand we are extremely critical of the utilization 

r of India's dredging capabilities. With a few exceptions, 
........... the utjIization of existing dredgers is nothing 
short of appalling, especially when one considers the 
magnitude of the dredging problem. In port after port, 
dredgers are being used at less than their full capability. 
This failure to utilize available dredging capacity can 
perhaps best be illustrated by outlining some of the typi.-
cal situations: 

1. Dredgers tied up because of lack of crew. 

2. Dredgers working eight hours per day in ports where 
even 24 hours operations would be insufficient to 
fully meet the dredging problem. 

3. Dredgers returning to dock to allow crews to return to 
their homes for lunch. 

-t. Dredgers taken out of service for maintenance on other 
than a normal day off, such as Sunday. 

5. Dredgers not operating at night because of inadequate 
navigational lights at the port 

6. Dredgers inoperative because spare parts have not been 
procured 

7. Dredging operations which must cease whenever a vessel 
enters or leaves port. 

8. Dredgers not operating because the port did not wish to 
pay overtime. 

9. Dredgers being scheduled for annual overhaul during 
other than monsoon periods when dredging must 
cease anyway." 

The Team has further observed that the failure to utilize exist-
ing dredging capacity is. nothing short of a national calamity. 
Equally disturbing is the lack of concern shown by port officials to 
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this under-utilization. They appear to consider acquisition of neW' 
dredgers the only answer to meeting dredging requirements. 

6.11. The Team has recommended that immediate steps should 
be taken t,.1 ensure that all available dredging capacity is being 
fury utilized. To accomplish this, the Central Government should 
immediately initiate a detailed study to determine exactly the ex-
tent dredgers are now being used. The Government wot'ild then be 
in a position to investigate and consider alternative courses of action 
to effect a more productive use of dredgers. 

6.12. In reply to a question answered in the Lok Sabha on the 
29~h November, 1968, in regaFd to the implementation of the recom-
mendations contained in the Report of the Study Team, the Gov-
ernment have stated inter alia:-

"The major Port Trusts own such dredgers as are required 
for their regular maintenance needs. It is agreed that 
dredgers should be utilised adequately and that fac-
tors which hinder full utilisation should be removed. 
The recommendation has been brought to the notice 
of major Port Trusts for being examined with re1:e-
rence to the conditions obtaining at each port." 

6.13. The Committee note that after the completion of the 
Fankka Barrage silt-free water would flow from Bhagirathi and 
the draft of the river Hooghly would increase obviating the prob;. 
lem of bore tides. Till the completion of the Farakka Barrage, 
however, efforts should continue to be made to dredge the river 
Hooghly so as to facilitate navigation. 

6.14. The Committee note that each major Port has got its own 
dredger. There is also a Minor Port Dredgers Pool with two 
dredgers as well as \ some tugs. The Committee hope that expe-
ditious action would be taken to procure the additional dredgers 
for which clearance has been obtained from the Government for 
attending to the dredging requirements of Mangalore, Tuticorin, 
Mormugao, etc. The Committee further hope that the question of 
having a Dredger Pool for Minor and Major Ports would be consi-
dered by the Government after the Report of the Major Ports 
Commission is available. 

6.15. The Committee 81'e cOTidral""~ to oh~el"Ve from the Report 
of Axelson Study Team that the available dredging capacity is not 
behg fully uti lhed. Thev are unhappy to note that a gooo:l many 
dredgers l'equlre extensive l'epairs and replacement and that the 
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ocIredgers in India are used for only 8 hours a day whereas the 
~gnitude of the dredging problem demands round-the·clock 
.operation. 

6.16. The Committee feel that it is not enough for the Govel'D-
°ment to 0 issue instructions to the Port Trusts to see that the dredg-
ing capactty is fully utilised. What is required is a detailed pro-
·cedure to determine the idle capacity of the dredgers, analyse the 
causes that hinder the utilisation and adopt suitable remedial mea-
,sures to ensure their maximum utilisation. The Committee would 
like to be apprised, in due course, of the procedure adopted. 

C. Tum-round of Ships 

6.17. The attention of the Committee has been drawn to the Ship-
-owners' Memorandum· to Major Ports Commission on problems of 
Port development. The Commission had invited comments and 
suggestion3 from the various interests concerned, including the 
Indian National Shipowners' Association, covering the general and 
specific aspects of problems faced by the shipping at the various 
major ports in the country. Amlmg the important points, which 
have been highlighted by the Indian National Shipowners' Associa-
tion in their memorandum to the Major Ports'Commission, are the 
1ollowing: 

(i) The traffic at major ports has hlcreased tremendously since 
Independence; so also has the size and tonnage of ships 
calling at the ports. While tbey are expected' to increase 
still further, the measures that have been undertaken to 
increase the port capacity and facilities have far en far 
short of the requirements. 

,(ii) Despite progressive increases in benefits to labour, frequent 
strikes and growing indiscipline beset the smooth working 
of the ports and the labour output has suffered woefully. 

'(iii) As a cumulative effect ships suffer from abnormal de-
lays at ports while port charges and other expenses of 
ships in ports have gone on increasing :neeply. 

'(iv) Coastal shipping in particular has been the hardest hit 
in thi:; regard since it has hardly any capacity to bear 
these growing bllrdl:"ns. 

6.18. The attention of the Committee has also been drawn tn the 
-:article entitled, "Problem3 of Shipownt:!rs: at Major Ports", publish-
.ed in the October, 19b'S issue of the Indian Shipping. The article 0. ________ · ____ _ 

·/,,}:a J Shipplflf. September 1963, pp. 17-2:1.. 
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details the difficulties encountered by shipowners at the major pOrts 
of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. 

With reference to the situation in Calcutta Port, it has ~n
stated in th~ article: 

"Ships are generally detained at the Sandheads whenever 
there is a sudden influx of foodgr8ins shIps;r wbE".l1' 
ships arrive in a bunch. Though- sllch detentions occur' 
occasionally, they have a chain reaction throughout the' 
port since when a large number of Ships arrive at the-
same time, they have to wait for bert.rung. Thus, when-
there is cougestion at the Sandheads, ships invariably 
suffer detention which is further aggravated during the 
bore tides. Efforts should therefore be made to avoid 
and minimise such delays. Detention for import 
berths generally vary between 2 and 4 days depending' 
on the tim~ of the alTival of the shilJS. Although efforts.. 
are being made by t..~e Pod Authr)rities to minimise 
detentions for export ships for general cargo, quite-
often the ships have to wait for 1 to 3 days on an aver-
age for getting the export berth. But the Port Authori-
ties do n:!t acc.ept the contention and deny such delays-
occur by the device of restricting the Export Cargo 
Allow Orders. Nonethele>:s, su(;h delays do occur. 

6.19. The Committee wanted to have a detailed note on the tUln-
round of coastal vessels at Indian Ports. In a written note furnish-
ed to the Committee. the Ministry havE! indicated the po..~ition re-
garding turn-round of v€'sr;els in each of the Ports of Calcutta, 
Bombay, Madras and Cochin. 
Calcutta 

6.20. Separate statistics are not maintained at this Port of the-
turn-round time of coastal vessels and foreign going vessels. Parti-
culars of detention suffered by coastal vessels from the month of-
January, 1968 are given below separat~ly for ships unloading general' 
imports and loading coal at this Port: 

I ----_._--_._---
January 1968 

February 1968 

Coastal 
Import 

Coastal 
Colliers 

------------- --------
2 3 ----------------- - --- - ._---
Nil Nil 

Nil 



---_ ...•... _--_ .. -

I 

March 1968 

April 1968 

May 19l)S • 

June 1968 

July 1968 
August 1968 

'4 day 

2'3. days 

1'0 day 

1'0 day 

1'6 days 

1'2 days 

Nil 

, 
'2 day 

1"0 day 
~~ 

1'1 days 
~ i ~\ 

I ·o_days ~ 

Reasons which were responsible for detention to coastal ships-
eluring above period were briefly as follows:-

(1) Non-availability of river berths during bore-tide restrictions 
resulting in wastage of approximately 1I4th of Port's berthing capa-
city. This is a phenomenon beyond the Port's control. 

(2) Deterioration in draft available in mooring berths and jetty-
~rths on the river due to heavy siltation. 

(3) Strike by Port Commissioners' employees from 29th March 
to 4th April, 1968 resulting in stoppage of movement of ships and 
oargo handling work. 

(4) Heavy rain in Calcutta in June & July 1968. 

lJombay 

6.~1. Cargoes imported from coast ports are light cargoes and find 
a ready market. They are therefore cleared no sooner they are land-
ed. The main item3 of coastal cargoes landed at Bombay are coco-
nuts, copra, spices, coir bundles and betelnuts, cordage and rope 
tram the Malabar coast, cement and cement clinker from Saurasb-
.. a Ports and gunny bales, hessian and hardware from Calcutta. 

The procedure for filling Customs Documents. covering these 
goods, is simple and there is hardly any exam!nation involving a~ 
praisement and valuation of the goods, by the Customs House. It 
is c..nly in rare cases such cargoes are left lying on the premises be-
yond ten days of their landing. The rate of handling by the Bombay 
Port Trust shore labour from ship ashore of these cargoes usually 
exceeds by over 100 per cent, the datums of output laid down. The 
same conditions exist with regard to import of coastal cargoes apply 
~lso to exports to coastal purls, -buth in regard to the rate oftheiv 
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'handling from shore to ships as well as in regard to their carting 
·down, alongside ship. for shipment. 

All these favourable facturs would imply a quick turn-rounn for 
-coastal vessels but, in actual fact. this is not so for various reasons 
which are as follows: 

• 
" Shipowners of coasbl vessels, for reasonc; bp.st knowp to them. 
no nut work cargoes in 'aU three shifts. In regard to export cargoes 
since several coastal ships arrive almost simultaneously in Port to 
load/unload cargoes, they are not able to secure adequate export 
cargoes and they remain at berth awaiting receipt of these cargoes. 
Coastal ships accordingly remain at berths very much longer than 
is normally required to handle the quantities of cargoes which they 
discharge and which they load, on a single voyage. Even if they 
have no cargoes to load, the owners of these vessels are known to 
fix the departure dates of their vessels to suit a particular arrival 
time at the next por~. 

Madras 

-
6.22. During the year 1967-68, 98 coastal vessels were dealt with 

which landed 89,918 tonnes of import cargo and took 28,025 tonnes of 
export cargo. The average period spent by these vessels waiting for 
berth is 1.8 days and the turn-round time taken from the time of 
arrival to thE: date of sailing averages to G.4 days. Coastal vessels 
take their turn fur berths along with foreign vE:ssels in the ord",r of 
their arrivals and there is no separate berthing priority for them. 

-Cochin 

6.23. Major portion of coastal cargo excluding POL is handled in 
stream. In case of imports, streamer agents either give overside 
delivery or unl::l&d cargo in their godowns. In case of exports, ship-
pers lighten cargo to ShipS in stream. Turnround time of coastal 
vessel" is more than foreign vessels as coastal cargo is handled in 
stream. 

6.24. Asked to state whether the turn-round of ships suffered on 
account of unsatisfactory conditions of londing and discharge at 
ports thereby entailing heavy financial losses to the Shipping Com-
pat:ties, the Mmistry of Transport and Shipping, have furnished a 
written note. stating the position in Calcutta. Bombay. Madras and 

'Cochin. 
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Calcutta 

6.25. As facilities available in the Port are intended for the use of 
eCoastal and foreign vessels without any restriction. it cannot be 
maintained that coastal vessels are unfavourably placed and their 
turn-round alone is adversely affected by unsatisfactory conditions 
of loading and discharge of cargo prevailing at any time- in the pert. 
'The exceptions are that coastal vessels carrying timber and salt have 
tt) unload at river mooring and th~ preference being gi11en to ('lll-

liers, loading for Burma and Ceylon Ports at the instance of Gnv-
-ernment. 

Bombay 

6.26. Ships licensed to ply on the coast enjoy certain adv'antages 
when compared with ships plying in the overseas trade; in the latter 
case, whether Indian-owned or foreign-owned. For instance, most of 
the ships plying on the coasts are small ships with low drafts and on 
arrival at Bombay, obtain berths on t~)e day or thp. day f,)ilowing 
that of their arrival in marked contrast with ship~ arriving wi~h 

overseas cargoes which are usually ddayed in berthing. 

Madras 

6.27. The coastal vessels do not suffer any delay at the Port nor is 
their turn-round adver.:;ely affected. There is no information th~t 

coastal ve'>Sels suffered h~3\;,y fiu1'tnrit:tl lo~.<; due to cf,nt.!itjons of 
loadin~ and discharge at this port. The facilities offered for coastal 
and foreign cargoes are the same. 'rhe coa<;tal tl'aflk at this port is 
not hf'avy. The main commodities of cfJasbl irnoorts are gunnies 
from Calcutta and lubricating oil in drums from Bombay and some-
times from Cochin. These commodit;e-:; espechlly bales gu'lny are 
handled with mechanical aids like fork];fts and a sort of nreference 
is given in supplying forklifts for handling tl!ese commodities from 
the coastal ships. 

Cochin 

6.28. Conditions of loadin~ and d;sch"lrge are no~ally satisfac-
tory except. at times, for shortage of berths espec;al!v stream berths 
due to the bad weather congestion and insufficient draft at moorings. 

6.29. The Committee are surprised that separate statistict; are not 
maintained at Calcutta Port about the tum-round of coastal and 
foreign-~oin«! ve<;selt;. The Com~ittee recommend t},lIt ~n~h sb.ti<;-
tics should be maintained by all the Ports and duly utilised by them. 
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6~. From the figures furnished about the detentions suffered by 
cOastal vessels at Calcutta from the month of January, 1968, onwards" 
the Committee note that detentions were in the neighbourhood of I.!.. 
dayS in re~ard to coastal inqJorts and 1.0 days in regard to 
coastal colliers during June to August, 1958. While part of 
the detentions is due to factors over which the Port authori-
ties have no control, viz. bore tide restrictions, deteriorati~n of draft, 
heavy rains, etc., the strike by Port Commissioners' employees has 
also been a contributory factor for deteations s~ffered by coastal' 
vessels. Since detentions are likely to lead to a chain reaction at 
the port causing congestion of vessels for berthing, the Committee 
would like to emphasise that vigorous efforts should be made to avoid 
and minimise delays. They further suggest that Government should 
undertake a comprehensive review of the labour problem in Calcutta 
and other Ports and take suitable steps to improve the labour-man-
agement relations, so that there may not be any hold-up of work due 
to strikes leading, among other things, to the detention of vessels. 

6.31. The Committee note that while the procedure for clearance 
of goods at Bombay Port is comparatively simple, turn-round of 
coastal vessels is not effective inasmllch as shipowners of coastal 
vessels do not work cargoes in all the three shifts and several coastal 
ships arrive simultaneously in Port to load/unload cargo. The Com-
mittee would like the Government to take up the matter with the 
Indian Coastal Conference so that there may not be any bunching of 
vessels and the departure and arrival dates can be suitably phased 
out by the shippers. 

6.32. The Committee further note that the facUities available at 
most of the major ports for loading and discharge are the same for 
coastal and the foreign cargoes. They have no doubt that the Major 
Port Commission will examine the question of adequacy or otherwise-
~f the existing port facilities, including availability of lighters, plac~ 
ment of wagons, etc. which have a direct bearing on the turn-round 
of vessels and the economics of the coastal shipping trade. 

D, Wharfage and Demurrage 

6.33. In a Memorandum submitted to the Committee the Indian 
Coastal Conference and the Indian National Steamship Owners' AB-
sociation have stated: 

''Wharfage and demurrage on cargoes are collected by the Port 
Authorities. There is no uniform practice in regard to the 
ct'llection of these charges on coastal cargoes. The Bom-
bay Port Trust allows a rebate of 20 per cent on all charges 
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collected by them. The Madras Port Trust used to allow 
such rebate but since some time past it has been removed. 
The Rail-Sea Co-ordination Committee had in 1957 recom-
mended that every effort should be made to reduce the 
terminal costs by reducing charges wherever possible and 
by charging preferential port charges for coastal shipping. 
It is understood that the Port Authorities had opposed this 
recommendation which, if it had been implemented, would 
have affected their revenues. At present whenever the 

• Ports are faced with deficits they increase their charges 
without regard to the fact as to whether cargoes can afford 
to pay. The charges should be commensurate with the 
services rendered and a concession should be allowed to 
coastal cargoes to encourage its movement by sea." 

6.34. In a note furnished to the Committee, the Ministry of Tran~ 
port and Shipping have stated that in Calcutta Port overside charges 

. both for imports and exports for coastal cargo are higher than over-
side charges for foreign imports and exports. Shipping charges i.e. 
·charges leviable on export cargo inclucing coal and coal training 
charges are also higher in respect of coastal coaJ. The levy of lower 
rates on exports to foreign countries is to improve the competitive 
position of Indian goods in foreign markets and has been designed as 
.a measure of export promotion. On the other hand, foreign ships, 
i.e. ships engaged in overseas trade have to pay a surcharge of 57.5 
per cent in respect of marine charges including Pilotage charges. 
This has been imposed follOWing the devaluation of the rupee to 
cover a major portion of the additional expenditure to· the port. In 
all other respects, port charges are the same for coastal and foreign 
vessels and coastal and foreign traffic. 

6.35. The rates of wharfage and demurrage on goods landed and 
shipped at Bombay are those prescribed in the Docks Scales of Rates 
'lride Sections I, II and III thereof. In regard to coastal cargoes, the 
wharfage leviable on them is subject to rebate of 20 per cent. 

6.36. A General Landing Date is fLXed for all cargoes landed from 
a ship, the date being that on which 213rds of the ship's import 
cargoes was discharged. Thereafter, four "free days" are allowed 
during which no wharfage accrues. The four "free days" exclude 
Sundays and holidays declared by the Trustees. On the expiry of 
the fourth free day, demurrage COmJmences to accrue. Demurrage itJ 
levied at the full rate of wharfage payable for each day that the §iX>ds 
lie on the premises following the expiry of the free days. A reduced 
rate of demurrage is levied in respect of goods railed from the Dock 
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Stations subject to the conditions enumerated in the relevant clause-
appearing in S~ction III of the Docks Scale of Rates. 

6.37. Demurrage is waived in full or in part according to the cir-
cumstances of the case, upon application being made, by the jmporter. 
Such waiver or remi"sion is sanctioned by the Trustees as provided' 
for under Section 43B (2) of the Bombay Port Trust Act, 1879. 

6.38. In Madras Port the cargo landed by coastal vessel!!: pay har-
bour dues (equivalent to wharfage) at rates prescr;bed in the Trust's 
scale of rates for the different commodities and the rates are the 
same both for coastal and foreign cargoes. As regard;; demurrage, 
a free period of two working days after completion of discharge by 
the vessels is allowed. The schedule of demurrage charges beyond 
the free period is as under: 

When recoverable 

G'lods left lying in the Truo;t's 
Transit area b:yo' '.d the 
expiry of the free days 

Charges payable 

For the first six. 
davs after the 
expiry of the free 
days 

For the next six 
days 

Thereafter 

30 oercmt of the harrour 
dues for every two days 
or part thereof 

100 per cent of the harbour 
dues for eVery two days 
or part thereof: 

12~ per cent of the harbour 
dues for every two dasys 
or part there of. 

6.39. In Cochin Port wharfage and demurrage charges on coastal 
cargo are the same rate as· foreign cargo. 

6.40. The Committee note that there is no unifonnity in tlie wharf~ 
age and demurrage charges prevailing in some of the m.ajor po~ts an"· 
that ia some ports the charges leviable on coastal cargoes are ditJcPCDt 
from tltose realised from foreign imports and exports. While in Hom. 
ltay port, the wharfage leviable on coastal cargoes is subject to a r&-

bate of Z5 per cent, no such concession is discernible in the ca'le of 
Calcutta and Mad11ls ports. The Committee also note that there is 
disparity in the "free time" allowed by different ports in the matter 
~ ~ising demurrage. The Committee would, therefor~ suggest' 
that Government may examine the fe8Sl"bility of introducing proper-
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rates for wharfage and demurrage in consultation with the PoTt 
Authorities. The Committee suggest that Government may also-
examine the question of levying concessional port charges for vessels 
engaged in coastal traffic. 

E. Development of Minor and Intermediate Ports 

6.41. The representative of the Ministry of Transport and Sh;pping 
. was asked if there was any synchronisation between the development 
of minor ore intermediate ports and the acquisition of sh;ps a~d whe-

. ther it would not give encouragement to the development of coastal 
shipping if the fleet was built up first and then the development of 

"minor port was undertaken. The representative of the Ministry has 
stated in evidence: 

"The development of minor ports is not necessarily a rider to· 
coastal shipping development. Some minor ports have a 
lot of international trade. In the last meeting of the Com-
mittee of National Development Council a decision has 
been taken that there will be a Centrally sponsored scheme 
for minor ports, which will be very specifically directed in 
terms of improvement of specific minor ports." 

6.42. The Committee are glad to note that a decision has been taken 
for launching a Centrally sponsored scheme for the deve'opmeut of' 
minor and intermediate ports. They would like that the details of 
the scheme, when finalised, DlBy be furnished to them. 



CHAPTERVll 

SETHUSAMUDRAM CANAL PROJECT 

'7.1. In 1955, the Government of India, in their Resolution No. 9/P 
II (23) 55 dated the 1st November, 1955, constituted a Committee, 
called the Sethusamudram Project Committee, charged with the 
duty of examining and reporting on the feasibility and.the desirabi-
lity of connecting' the Gulf of Mannar and the Palk Bay cutting a 
channel at the approaches to the Adams Bridge for enabling deep-
sea ships to navigate in safety from the West to the East Coast of 
India. The attention of that Committee was drawn in this Resolu-
tion to the suggestion "that the construction of such a passage 
would increase the potentiality of the Port of Tuticorin, if it is to be 
developed into a deep-sea port". The Committee had Dr. A Rama:-
swami Mudaliar, as its Chairman. This Committee, after making a 
. detailed study, submitted its report with estimates in 1956 recom-
. mending the construction of a canal across Mandapam in the main-
. land. The main conclusion of the Committee is stated below:-

"Tn our opinion, the two projects (Sethusamudram Canal Pro-
Ject and Tuticorin Harbour Project) which have been Te-

ferrp.d to us are so closely relatP.d to one another that 
. they should be re~arded as two parts of one anti the same 
undertaking-an inte~ated Sethusamudram Project. The 
main objective of such a project should be visualised as 
the establishment of a new Sethusamudram Navigation 
Houte as an alternative to thp. existing longer and more 
exposed sea route round Ceylon. The relationship bet-
ween the Port and Harbour of Tuticorin and the new route 
should be regarded as exactly the same as the relation-
ship between the Port and Harbour of Colombo and the pre-
sent Round-Ceylon-Route. In our opinion it is feasible 
and desirable to design an integrated project which win 
secure these objectives with assured navigational safety, 
secure these objectives with assured navigational safety 
and at a cost which will be commen"urate with the advan-
tageslikely to be secured thereby. The execution of such 
a project can be completed before the end of the Second 
Five Year Plan period." 

7,2. The Sethusamutiram Proiect Committee estimated that the 
ICOstof 'the project -would be about Rs. 9·98 crores, including Rs. 1-62' 

to 
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cores for developing facilities at Tuticorin Port. The Government 
of India considered the estimate of the Committee for the ship-
canal project to be on the low side. The Development Adviser of 
the Uiniatry of Transport estimatetl the cost at about Rs. 2~ crores. 
The services of a navigational expert, Capt. J. R. Davies, were ob-
tained to advise on the naviEtational requirements connected with 
the project- with particular reference to reducing the estimated cost 
of the project. Captain Davies suggested some changes in the Align-
ment and reduction in the navigational aids. A provision of Rs. 22:14 
lakhs was made in the Third Five Year Plan for further technical 
investigations relating to this project. After completing the studies, 
the Government of Madras submitted a revised estimate in May, 
1963. According to them the cost of a canal which woulti take ships 
-of 26 feet draft, would be Rs. 15:50 crares. In August, 1963, the 
Government of Madras submitted a fresh Report to meet the re-
-quirements of &hips of 30 feet draft. The cost was estimated at 
Rs. 21' 72 crore~. The foreign exchange content was estimated at 
Rs. 4'50 crores. 

7.3. In 1963, it was decitied by Government that the Project 
should be included amongst items for Advance Action relating io 
the Fourth Five Year Plan and in December 1964, a High-Level 
Committee with Dr. Nagendra Singh, ICS, Secretary, Ministry of 
Transport, as its Chairman was constituted to take the necessary 
1Iteps. The High-Level Committee, at its meeting on the 27th Feb-
Tuary, 1965, decidetl "that the first step was the preparation of Re-
1iable Project Estimates and that all efforts should be concentrated 
towards the most expeditious preparation of these estimates." For 
this purpose, they decided that a competent Senior Engineer should. 
'be appointed as the Chief Engineer by the Central Government . It 
was also resolved that the Madras Government ilhould immediately 
set up a Special Engineering Circle under a Superintenciing Engi-
neer to assist the Chief Engineer in carrying out the investigations 
anti studies and making the Project Report and Estimate. Accord-
incl,.-, the Madras Government lIet up a P.W.D. Circle in April IgG5 
and the Central Government appointed Shrt C. V. Venkateswara:n as 
Chief Engineer in May 1965. At the instance of the High-Level 
Committee referred to above, the Government of Madras entrusted, 
to Shri R. Natarajan, lAS, the Project Officer, SethusaJrludram 
Project, the work of collection of statistics of ilhipping tralic that 
would pass through the canal and other data, to estimate the revenue 
receipts anti determine the economic viability of the Project. 

7.4. In the Project Report, aianed on the 10th May, 1961, Shri 
Venkataswaran has summarised ·:the investigations and studies. 
3508 (Aii) L.S.-7. 
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Some of the important conclusions/observations made in the Report 
are as under:-

(i) The Project is technically feasible. The most important 
question so far as technical feasibility was concerned wa. 
whether a . long channel, 23 miles in length, dredged in 
the Palk Straits in open-sea conditions, could be main-
tained with a reasonable quantity of dredgi~, or not. 
The factors affecting silting of the channel are: 

(a) the bed movement; and 

(b) the silting from the suspended silt settling dowll. 

Both these aspects were studied, the former by radio-Active 
Tracers and the later by silt-charge and current obser-
vations and these have shown that silting will be small 
and the channel could be maintained with normal main-
tenance dredging. 

(ii) Two alternative sites had been under consideration for 
the crossing, one at Mandapam and the other at Rames-
waram. Both these were investigated and it was found 
that:-

(a) the Mandapam crossing was somewhat difficult of 
execution owing to the very rough seas at the reef. 
The Rameswaram crossing is free frpm any such diffi-
culty. 

(b) the leni1h of Mandapam crossing was 24 miles and that 
of Rameswaram crossing is only 6 miles. 

(c) the estimate of cost for a scheme provitling for 30 feet 
draft ships will be Rs. 37:50 arores for Rameswaram 
crossing and about Rs. 55' 60 crores for the Mandapa. 
crossini, showing a saving of Rs. 18: 10 crores, in favour 
ot Rameswaram crossing. 

(d) the extra cost of Mandapam crossing over Rameswa-
ram crossing will he still more, if and when 32 feet 
and 35 feet diaft ships are provided for. 

Both from the point of view of cost and from the techni-
cal angle, the Rameswaram cFossing was preferable, and 
its adoption was- recommended. 

(iii) It seems to be adequate, if the canal provides for 30 feet 
draft ships now. This can be increased to 32 feet later. 
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Further increase mayor may not be necessary as practi-
ca'lly all cargo ships are now below 32 feet and are likely 
to remain so for s'ome Ioni time to come. The question 
of increasing the draft can be tlecided in the licht of ex-
perience in due course. 

(iv) Ships of all countries derive financial and other benefits 
,anti this is, therefore, a :fit case for enlightened Interna-
tional Aid. 

(v) The Project will be financially a payinc one. If an Inter-
national Aid or Government Grant could be obtained 
with an interest-free grace period of 7 years, from the 
start of construction, i.e., for the four years of the con-
struction period and three years after the commissioning 
of the canal, the Project woultl. ~y from the next year 
onwards at the rate of 7 per cent on the capital and will 
still build up reserves, which would enable the complete 
repayment of the capital at the end of 28 years. There-
after it would be building up, further reserves. 

7.5. In his Report (June, 1968) on Sethusamudram Ship Canal 
Project-Traffic/Projections and Cost-Benefit Appraisal, Shri R. 
Natarajan, the Project Officer, has come inter alia to the following 
conclusions: . 

(i) The Sethusamudram Project is economically viable. Jus-
tifying an annual growth rate of 4 per cent, in compari-
sian with the past, annual rate of growth in shipping 
traffic, growth of shipping tonnage, world and Indian, 
growth of world trade, increase of traffic at our majort 

intermediate and minor ports, growth of collateral sectors 
of transport, like road, rail and air, the pace of the intlus-
trial and agricultural development of the Sethusamudram 
region and ultimately, the growth of regional and per 
capita income, the Sethusamudram Canal Scheme will 
yield a gross receipt of Rs. 232 lakhs in 1974, when the 
canal will be commissioned, if sanctionetl in 1969, at the 
rate of Rs. 1.50 per N.R.T. over a projected 155 lakhs 
of N.R.T: In other words, the Scheme will give 
a 4.3 or (say) 41 per cent net return on the capital almost 
in line with the findings of the Dr. Ramaswami lVIudaliar 
Committee. It will pay 7 per cent In the. 11th year, 8l 
per cent in the 15th year, 14 per cent in the 30th year and 
so on. If foreign aid or a Government grant can be ob-
tained for an interest free grace period of seven years from 
the start of construction, namely, four years of construc-
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tion and three years after commissioning, the Sethusamud-
ram Project will ensure a 5 per cent return on capital and 

make further profits which will enable repayment of the 
entire initial capital outlay of Rs. 37.46 crores, together ' 
with the mid-investment of &. 6 crores on widening the 
canals to take two lane traffic in the 23rd year. The return 
will further rise in geometrical progression while there 
will only be marginai increases in the annual mmntenance 
expenses of Rs. 70 lakhs. 

(ii) About 80' per cent of the gross earnings from the Sethu-
samudram Canal will be in the shape of foreign exchange. 

(iii) The canal will save on an average 360 nautical miles by 
way of distance and one day's voyage time or two days on 
round voyage, which will contribute to a saving of propor-
tionate standing charges an'd an increase of net profit to 
the shipping i:nterests. 

(iv) There will be an initial provision for a draught of 30 feet 
for the Sethusamudram Canal, with a lock designed for 
receiving ships up to 35 feet draught, straight way and 
built-in-to provision for raising the draught capacity to a 
higher level, should the requirements of the situation 
warrant it in the future. 

(v) The scheme is not only remunerative but will also be pro-
ductive. The development of the Tuticorin Port and the 
Sethusamudram Canal Projects will stimulate the indus-
trial potential of the Tuticorin-cum-Sethusamudram hin-
terland by providing for economical movement and easy 
export facilities leading to competitive rates in trade, 
greater profits and prosperity, with special reference to 
the most backwarti eastern portion of Ramanathapuram 
district. The living standards of the region will go up 
appreciably. 

(vi) The two banks of the Sethusamudram land canal will 
become an international tourist attraction, what with the 
consequent stimulation of activity and handsome income. 
Apart from the advantages that will accrue to foreign and 
Indian overseas shipping, the Sethusamlrtiram Canal, with 
its saving of time and distance, will be a shot in the arm 
for coastal trade, by introducing economies in transport 
and making sea movement strikingly cheaper than a rail 
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movement of certain bulk commodities like coal, salt, 
cement and other items of general cargo. 

7.6. It has been represented to the Committee by the Coastal 
Conference and the In'dian National Steamship Owners' Association 
that "it is over 12 years now since the Committee appointed by the 
Government under the Chairrn)anship of Sir A. Ramaswami Mudaliar 
to examine and report on the feasibility of Sethusamudram project 
submitted its recommendations for its execution at an early date. 
The matter has been delayed in consequence of which estimates for 
construction have gone up. Several other committees, both technical 
and non-technical, have examined the proposition from different 
angles. It is now high time that the Government undertake. the 
project without any further delay." 

7.7. When the attention of the represeni;ative of the Ministry of 
Transport and Shipping was drawn to the observations made by 
the Committee on Transport Policy and Coordination (1966) that 
"The Sethusamudram Canal Project, which is expected to be taken 
up in the Fourth Plan, may have a significant impact on the cost 
of coastal shipping", the representative of the Ministry has statetl 
during evidenee as under: 

"We will give due weight to that. That is a general state-
ment. We have to go into the pros and cons and decide 
what will be its economics in terms of the new develop-
ments in shipping and in ports. Nowadays they are not 
worried so much about voyage time as about the time the 
ships spend inside the port. About 80 per cent of the 
time of the Liners is spent inside the ports." 

7.8. Asked to state the present position in regard to Sethusamu-
dram Canal Project, the representative of the Ministry has stated 
that "Apart from economic issues, some international issues are 
also involved anti we have to consider them very carefully. We 
should see the number of ships which would in fact use the canal if 
it is opened. Canals are now fairly going out of fashion because the 
size of ships is increasing tremendously. We have asked the Ship-
ping Corporation of India to make a thorough study of the trends in 
regard to various shipping services which pass along the southern 
coast-coastal anti international-which in the present context would 
find it econo~cal to use the canal if constructed. In the light of 
that study, we will further examine the re:port (of Shri Venkates-
waran)". 
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7.9. The Committee enquired whether the Ministry have con-
sidered the question of strategic importance of the canal apart from 
its profitability since "in the absence of this canal, even our naval 
ships have to go via Colombo when they have to go from West to 
East Coast". The representative of the Ministry has stated: "We 
have referred the report to the Ministry of Defence to get their 
strategic appreciation about the advantages of the canal." 

• 
7.10. Asked to state whether at any point of time there was any 

objection from the Government of Ceylon to this Project, the repre-
sentative of the Ministry has statetl: "I cannot vouchsafe for back 
history. I will check up. As far as I know, there has been no prob-
lem because the problem has not been posed." 

7.11. The following further question was put to the representa-
tive of the Ministry of Transport and Shipping during evidence: 
"When there is no protest from Ceylon, why do we assume that 
there is a problem and, under that assumption, the matter is being 
delayed." To this, the representative of the Ministry replied: "It is 
not being 'delayed. We are examining the report. We have asked 
the Shipping Corporation to indicate the economics of the Canal 
from the point of view of the number of ships that we will use, the 
type. of ships and all that. As far as the economic side is concerned 
this is a matter which the Ministry of Transport win examine. Any 
political problem is not our business. From Defence side also, we 
will get the things examined. Then, we will prepare a paper which 
will go to the External Affairs Ministry and they will indicate if 
there is any political problem." 

7.12. The Committee note that the Sethusamudram Canal Project 
has been under the active consideration of the Government- since 
1955. Both the Chief Engineer and Consultant, Sethusamudram 
Project, and the Project Officer have, in their reports, observed that 
the Project is technically feasible and is economically viable. Ac-
cording to the latter, "the Sethusamudram Canal, with its saving 
of time and distance, will be a shot in the arm for coastal trade, 
by introducing economies in transport and making sea movement 
strikingly cheaper than a rail movement of certain bulk commodities 
like coal, salt, cement and other items of general cargo." The Com-
mittee also note that the Ministry of Shipping and Transport are 
at present engaged in the examination of the economic as well as 
international issues involved and that the Shipping Corporation of 
India has been asked to make a thorough study of the trends in re-
prd to various shipping services which pass along the Southern 
Coast. 
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7.13. In this connection, the Committee would like to invite the 
attention of Government to the recommendation made by them in 
para 47 of their 69th Report (Third Lok Sabha) on the Ministry 
()f Transport: Vishakhapatnam and Tuticorin Ports. They hope that 
the matter will receive the urgent consideration of Government and 
will net be delayed any further. 



CHAPTER vm 
MISCELLANEOUS 

A. Konkan Coastal Shipping Services 

8.1. The Committee have been informed by the Ministry that the 
Konkan Coastal Shipping services are at present being operated 
solely by the Chowgule Steamships Ltd. 

There are 4 vessels at present operated by Mis. Chowgule Steam-
ship Ltd., in the Konkan passenger service, their particulars being 
as follows:-

Date of Year of 
Name of the vessel GRT acquisition build 

(I) M.V. "Konkan Sewak" 1876 1964 1964 

(2) M. V. "Sarita" 1889 1965 1965 

(3) H. V. "Rohini" 1889 1965 1965 

(4) T. T. S. "Rohidas" 1288 1966 1949 
--------

8.2. The schedule of service operated by t he Chowgule Steamship· 
Ltd. and the ports of call are as follows: 

Ports Touched 

Bombay jPanaji Line 

Frcq1Jer.cy of Scrv:ce 

BombayjRatnagiri Musaka- Daily service. (The ser-
zi/Jaitapur, Vijadurg, Dev- vice is now operated 
gad, Mailwan, Vengurla only for 6 days a. 
and Panaji- week.) 

HombayjDabhol-Jaigad Bombayj Janjira, Shriward- 6 days a week. 
dhan, Hamai, Dabhol and 
Jaigad. 

Bombay/Malwan Line BombayjHamai, Palshet, Twice a week. 
Tiwori Ratnagiri, Ram-
par Achra, Malvan. 
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The volume of passenger traffic (year-wise) since 1960-61 is given-. 
below: 

1960-61 6,01,051 
1961-62 6,°7,731 
1962-63 6,00,793 
1963-64 6,27,177 

• 1964-65 . 6,56,668 
1965-66 6,1I,858 
1966-67 6,35,000 

8.3. The Committee have been informed that out of the four-
vessels mentioned in para 8.1 above, the first three vessels were 
built by Chowgule Steamships in Yugoslavia while the "Rohidas'" 
was purchased se.cond-hand from the Scindia Steam Navigation Co. 
as stated above. 

8.4 .. The economic life of a vessel is normally taken as 20 years_ 
It will be seen that the first 3 vessels have a residual life of 16 to 
17 years while the fourth one, being 19 years old, has almost run 
out its economic life. 

8.5. The Shipping Company do not seem to have at present any 
proposal for the acquisition of vessels either by way of replacement 
or addition. 

8.6. Fares: The Indian Coastal Conference have stated that fares 
of the Konkan Coastal Shipping Service were in existence since 1956 
without any revision although the Rau Committee had recommended 
15 per cent increase in the year 1960. The Shipping companies then 
operating this service strongly represented to the Government for 
increase in fares. The Government recently appointed a Committee 
under the chairmanship of Shri Govind Seth to examine the request 
for enhancement of fares. On the recommendation of this Com-
mittee the Government have granted an increase of 7 per cent 
effective from 6th May, 1968. The company has taken up this mat-
ter once again with the Government for consideration of the posi-
tion. 

8.7. The Committee note that of the four vessels operated by 
Mis. Chowgule Steamships Ltd., one vessel has almost run out its 
economic life and that· the Shipping Company do not seem to have 
any propoSal for the acquisition of vessels. From the statistics 
furnished, the Committee note that there is a high volwne and an 
increasing trend in the passenger traflie on the Konkan Coastal' 
Shipp~g Service. Keeping in view the growillJ{ volume of traffic. 
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1he Committee suggest that Government may consider the feasibility 
of encouraging the tonnage on this service so that no inconvenience 
'is caused to coastal traffic. 

8.8. The Committee note that Government have recently granted 
an increase of 7 per cent in the fares of the Konkan Coastal Shipping 
'Service with eiiect from 6th May, 1968 and t~at request for further 
revision of the fare is at present under c()nsideration of ~overnment. 
The Committee hope that while considerinf! the request fr.r revision 
-of the fare structure, the Government will 'also keep in vi~w the 
interests of the coastal passengers. 

B. Port Facilities 

8.9. The Committee have been informed by the Indian Coastal 
-Conference that at present steamers are being delayed and schedules 
get upset mainly because of the tidal difficulties at Panaji and in-
adequate water pressure of Ferry Wharf in Bonlbay. Three new 
ships of Chowgules are unable to call at Dabhol as the datum at 

1>abhol is as low as '-6" against 16' available some 15 years back. 
There is no scope for improvement in service schedules unless proper 
.drEdging at the above mentioned ports is done. 

;8.10. The most serious drawback of the Konkan ports is the 
"absence of alongSide berthing facilities. With the exception of 

\ Dabhol, alongside. berthing facilities are not available at any of the 
I minor ports on the. Konkan coast. Consequently ships have to lie 

at anchor at a considerable distance from shore and the embarkation 
:and disembarkation of passengers have to be arranged through 
lighters. This causes hardships and inconvenience. to passengers and 
also exposes them to some risk particularly during bad weather. 

8.11. Another difficulty faced by almost all these ports is the 
1\ problem of siltation both at the approach channels and the inner 
\ harbours, which often affects the turn-round and upsets the schedule 
\()f services.' 
\ 

8.12. Navigation aids such as guiding and boarding lights, anchor-
age buoys, etc., provides at th~ Konkan ports are stated to be inade-

/:/' quate. Hydro.graphic surveys of these ports and the publications of 
!Up-to-date navigational charts would also need to be geared up. 

8.13. Lack of proper communication facilities between ports is a 
serious obstacle to the provision of a properly co-ordinated, efficient 
end economic system of steamer services. As a result, it is not 
possible to give tim.e~ advice to ports about cancellation of sailings, 
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late arrival of ships, availability of space for booking of passengers 
at intermediate ports, etc., which puts the passengers to avoidable 
hardship and trouble. 

8.14. The Study Group of the Estimates Committee which visited 
Mormugao in June, 1968 found that Berth No.1 of Mormugao Port 
has been rendered useless by the sunken Barge in the Berth . 

• 
The Committee have been informed by the Ministry of Trans-

port and Shipping that the question of dredging the approach 
channels and harbours, wherever necessary, has already engaged 
the attention of the Central and State Governments. An expenditure 
ofRs. 1.1 crores has already been incurre.d on the new ferry wharf 
for coastal shipping at Bombay. Transit shed accommodation of 
106 square metres for storage of 300, tonnes of cargo has also been 
provided. It has further been stated: "The facilities at the new ferry 
wharf under construction in Prince's Dock are intended mainly for 
passenger traffic. This complex will be commissioned in September, 
1969. No specific cargo handling facilities are provided at existing 
ferry wharf site and hence none were planned at the new site." 

As regards the sunken barge at Mormugao Port. the representa-
tive of the Ministry has stated during evidence: 

"I have got a telegram this morning from the Port Trust 
saying-250 out of 650' length of berths 1 and 2 not opera-
tional due to sunken barge. Had given contract for its 
removal and salvage, but the contractor was unsuccessful. 
Alternative arrangements are being examined." 

8.lS. The Committee are glad to note that a new ferry wharf 
fer coastal shipping is under construction and will be commissioned 
iD. September 1969. They are, however, unhappy that DO cargo 
handling facilities are planned at the new site. The Committee 
consider that this should be done. They are also unhappy to learn 
that hardship and inconvenience is caused to cO:lstal vessels and they 
are also exposed to risk during bad weather on account of serious 
drawbacks of the Konkan ports like the absence of alongside berth-
ing capacity, siltation both at the approach channels and the inner 
harbours, inadequacy of navigation aids, lack of proper communica-
tion facilities and the shore facilities for the passengers. The Com-
mittee suggest· that the Ministry of Shipping and TraDSport shOUld 
review the whole position and take suitable measures in consult.-
tiell with State Governments concerned, to remove the drawbacks 
.f t1l.e Konkan ports as early as possible. 
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The Committee note that there is much delay in removing: 
the sunken barge from Berth No.1 of Mormugao Port which causes. 
obstrnction to traffic. They hope expeditious action would be taken 
to remove the bottleneck. 

C. Passenger amenities 

8.16. It has been represented to the Committee that $ore facili-
ties for the passengers such as waiting sheds, water supply, latrines, 
lighting, etc. are far from satisfactory at many of the port on the 
Konkan Service. The provision of waiting sheds and the related 
facilities is very essential particularly in view of the. fact that 
passengers embarking from wayside ports have often to wait for 
long periods before the arrival of the ships. 

8.17. The Committee have been informed by the Ministry that for 
improving the supply of water to coastal passenger ships at B('mbay 
Harbour a separate underground water storage tank of one lakh-' 
gallon capacity with pumping arrangement especially to serve the 
new ferry wharf has been constructed, which will improve the water 
supply at the new site considerably. 

As regards facilities at Panaji Port, the Committee have been 
informed by the Ministry that Panaji Port is under administration of 
State Government and that no passenger facilities exist at present 
at Panaji Jetty. A new passenger shed with sanitary facilities is. 
at present under construction which is likely to be ready within 
the next two months. It has also been stated by the Ministry that 
the provision of facilities at the Konkan Ports is primarily the res-
ponsibility of the State Governments. 

8.18. The Committee regret that there is lack of essential passen-
ger amenities at many ports in the Konkan Service. They would 
urge that the Central Government may take up the matter with the-
State Governments concerned and persuade them to provide the 
necessary passenger amenities at Konkan ports. 

D. Andamans Traffic 

8.19. It has been stated that at present two passenger-cum-cargo 
ships and two cargo ships are plying between mainland ports of 
Calcutta/Madras and the Andamans & Nicobar Islands. Of these~ 
one passenger-cum-cargo ships has got capacity for carrying 15(} 
cabin passengers and 749' bunk passengers. The other passenger-
cum-cargo ship has got capacity of 66 cabin passengers and 552 bunk 
passengers. 
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8.20. It has ,been stated that the Andaman Shipping Committee 
constituted by the Government of India (in 1964) recommended after 
thorough examination of the actual needs of the Andamans and 
Nicobar Shipping service, that ~hipping Corporation of India should 
acquire a vessel for the Andamans passenger-cum-cargo service dur-
ing the period till the new passenger-cum-cargo vessel on order by 
the Corporation for this service was available . 

• 
8.21. The Committee have been informed that no representation 

or complaints regarding passenger amenities in this sector have been 
received. The Andamans Administration is considering accommo-
dation for passengers at Port Blair during the Fourth Plan period. 
'The volume of passenger traffic year-wise since 1960-61 is given 
'below: 

1960-61 16,549 

1961-62 19,123 

1962-63 16,999 

1963-64 18,508 

1964-65 17,197 

1965-66 20,629 

1966-67 25,789 

1967-68 41,552 

8.22, Fare for unberthed passengers in the Andamans sector are 
'Rs. 3.48 per 100 miles while the fare by passenger vessels plying 
on the Konkan coast are Rs. 8 to 12. The fare structure in the Anda-
-mans Sector are not cost based for the following reasons: 

(1) The strategic importance of the islands which makes it 
necessary for the Government of India to maintain their 
life line irrespective. of the fact whether services arc eco-
nomic or not; 

(2) As Andamans has been declared a backward area, special 
considerations have to be shown in their case with a view 
to avoiding any additional financial burden on the local 
population; 

(3) The islands have to be developed and for that purpose it 
is necessary that transport facilities, particularly for 
labour class, should be as cheap as possible so that the 
natural resources of those islands can be fully tapped. 
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8.23. The question of reimbursement of losses to the Corporation 
and the opening of the branch office by the Shipping Corpor~tion: of 
India at Port Blair is under consideration of Government. 

8.24. In so fG;r as passenger fares are conce.rned, the question was 
recently re.viewed by the Ministry and it was decided that only 
cabin/class fares should be increased by 50 per cent anc1 that there 
should be no increase in regard to bunk class. The increased fares 
on Cabin Class were enforced with effect from the first April, 19668. 

8.25. In the course of evidence the representative of the Ministry 
has stated that the Andamans Shipping Committee recommended 
that the losses incurred by the Shipping Corporation should be re-
imbursed by Government. 

8.26. Asked what was the amount of loss that was being compen-
sated by Government, the Ministry have stated in a note that the 
Andamans Shipping Committee had mentioned that the Andamans 
Services were bound to continue to show losses due to their deve-
lopmental nature and had inter aLia recommended: 

(a) reorganisation of the existing machinery for the operation 
of the Andamans services by entrusting complete control 
over the operation of shipping services to the Shipping 
Corporation and establishment of an office of the Shipping 
Corporation in Port Blair for the same purpose. 

(b) a review of the passenger fares which the Committee ob-
served were rather low compared to those prevailing in 
other' Ilervices; 

8.27. It is estimated that the running of passenger ships alone is 
likely to result in a loss of at least Rs. 38 lakhs per annum. As re-
gards cargo ships, no estirn!ates are available but it is expected by 
the Ministry that the loss if at all will not be appreciable in their 
case. 

8.28. It has been suggested in the report of the Shipping Commit-
tee for the Andamans and Nicobar Islands that the Directorate Gene-
ral of Shipping should examine the possibility of co-ordinating other 
services with the Andantans and Nicobar Shipping services to tide 
over the difficulties till the new ships which have been recommended 
by the Shipping 'Committee to be acquired by the 'Shipping Corpora-
tion are put into Commission. 
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8.29. Asked· what steps have been taken to implement this sqg-
gestion of the Shipping Committee the Ministry have stated that 
with the introduction of another vessel viz. 'State of Bombay,' last 
year on this route, the requirements for passenger traffic, have been 
adequately met. Similarly in respect of cargo traffic, a new 
timber carrier M.e. 'Shopmen' was pressed into service last year. 
M.V. 'Nicobar' which was formerly a passenger-cum-cargo ship has 
been converted into' a cargo ship. The two passenger ships (M.V. 
'Andaman' and 'State' of Bombay') are also capable of taking gene-
ral cargo. The Ministry have informed the Committee that on the 
whole, the position both in respect of passenger as well as cargo 
traffic has eonsiderably eased on this sector. 

8.30. The Committee are glad to know that the position has eased 
gn the Andaman sector. They however, suggest that coordinatioa 
18 solve any problems that may arise in the operation of these ser-
vices should be achieved by constant liaison with the Directorate 
General of Shipping, Shipping Corporation of India and the Anda-

. mans and Nicobar Administration. 

8.31. In view of the fact that volume of passenger traffic between 
main land ports and Andamans and Nicobar islands has been greatly 
increasing since 1964-65, the Committee hope that the Government 
will ensure that the machinery for the operation of the Andamans 
shipping is reorganised, and transit accommodation is provided at 
Port Blair as early as possible. 

E. Training and Employment 
. . 

8.32. It has been stated by the Ministry that there are at present 
no special arrangements for the education and training of seamen 
for Home Trade ships. At the time of establishment of the Sea-
men's Employment Offices at Bombay and Calcutta in the years 1954 
and 1955, a large number of seamen who were then serving on the 
Home Trade vessels were allowed to get themselves registered with 
the Seamen's Employment Offices for service on Home Trade Ships 
by virtue of their past experience. It has been stated that sinee 

. there has not been any substantial expansion in the number of Home 
Trade vessels the need for augmenting the supply of Home Trade 
seamen has not been felt during the past decade or so and occasional 
vacancies are filled up by seamen thrown out of the foreign going 
sector either as a disciplinary measure or for other reasOns. In view 
of the small number of seamen employed on Home Trade ships from 
the ports of Bombay (about 1200), Calcutta (about 220) and Cochin 
(about 100), the more or less static condition prevailin.g in their em-
ployment prospects owing to the state of Home'Trade industry and 
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the large number of seamen available for service on Home Trade 
ships, the Seamen's Employment Scheme as applicable to the foreign 
going sector has not so far been extended in full measure to the Home 
Trade Sector. Some of the provisions regarding the system of rota-
tional employment, Provident Fund, Gratuity etc. have been made 
applicable to the Home Trade. seamen. The medical examination 
scheme for foreign going seamen has not so far been extended to the 
'Home Trade seamen, who are only examined by the company Doc-
tors and not by the Seamen's Medical ~amination Organisation as 
in the case of foreign going seamen. 

8.33. The three Ratings Training Establishments run by the Gov-
'ernment of India viz. T.S. 'Bhadra' Calcutta, T.S. 'Mekhala' Visakha-
patnam and T.S. 'Naulakshi' Navlakhi, train deck and engine room 
ratings for foreign going vessels only. However, they have plenty 
of capacity for training additional ratings for employment on home 
trade vessels, if and when required. It has been stated by the Min-
istry that owing to the prevailing somewhat acute unemployment 
among Indian seamen on the foreign going sector, the intake of the 
Ratings Training Establishments has been reduced from the optimum 
capacity of 140 per month to 98 per month. 

8.34. The Committee have been informed by the Ministry that in 
the field of welfare for seamen, no distinction is made between the 
seamen serving on the Home Trade or on the foreign going ships. 
The facilities for admission to the Seamen's Wards established at 
Bombay and Calcutta and the beds reserved in certain hospitals at 
other ports are equally available to the Home Trade seamen. Simi-
larly, the Hostels and Clubs established for sea farers at the various 
ports admit the Home Trade seamen without any discrimination. 
'There are modern clubs for the stay of mercant navy officers at the 
ports of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras. There are proposals to 
establish similar clubs at Kandla, Cochin and Visakhapatnam in the 
next year or two. 

8.35. As regards training facilities for officers, there are at present 
three training institutions as follows:-

(1) T.s. "Dufferin", Bombay. This ship offers training facili-
ties for an annual complement of 80 cadets, who want to 
serve on board ships, as navigating officers. 

(2) DMET,· Calcutta/Bombay. This establishment provides 
training facilities for 100 engineering apprentices every 
year. 

"Directorate of Marine Engineering Training. 
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(3) Lal Bahadur Shastri Nautical & Engineering College. 
Bombay. This college offers post-sea instructions in ,navi-
gating and engineering and prepares the candidates for 
Ministry of Transport and Shipping examination. 

8.36. The T.S. "Dufferin", Bombay and DMET, Calcutta/Bombay 
-which are pre-sea training institutions, provide training facilities for 
officers seeJVng employment on foreign going ships. It has been 
stated by the Ministry that these officers generally do not like to sail 
on home trade ships which offer comparatively lower scales of pay 
and conditions of service. The demand for officers personnel of 
'Home Trade ships by and large is met by the ships themselves by 
accepting direct entry cadets who by virtue of their sea experience 
in due course become eligible for MOT examinations for the certi-
ficate of competency as Home Trade Officers. 

8.37. Under the Merchant Shipping Act, 1958, the term "Home-
'Trade ship" is defined as a ship not exceeding 3000 tons gross, which 
is employed in trading between any port or place in India and any 
other port or place on the continent of India or between ports or 
places in Ceylon, Maldive Islands, Federation of Malaya, Singapore 
or Burma. These provisions therefore require big coastal ships tQ 
employ floating staff holding certificates of competency as foreign 
going officers. The Committee have been informed by the Ministry 
that as the number of small Home Trade ships is gradually declin-
ing due to their scrapping without replacement, the demand fOr Home 

'Trade Officers has shown a reduction and the need for providing 
special arrangements for their training has' therefore not been felt 
and the industry itself is able to provide adequate in training facili-
1ies to meet its own requirements. 

8.38. The Committee have been inf9rmed that on the 1st JulY', 
1967 Government of India appointed a Technical COllmmttee to study 
.and Report to the Gover~ent (i) on the system of training and 
-.examinations of the merchant navy officers with regard to modern 
practices and (ii) the implementation of the recommendation No. 39 
-of the International Convention on Safety of Life at Sea, 1960. The 
"Technical Comro:ittee submitted their report to the Govemment in 
March, 1968 in which they have made several recoIJ"..mendations. The 
'report is still under examination of the Government. 

8.39. The Committee note that in the field of welfare for seamen 
no distinction is made between the seamen serving on the Home 
'Trade or on the Foreign-going ships. They are, however, unhappy 
that the Seamen's Employment Scheme as applicable to foreiga-
:3508 (Aii) LS-8. 
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goiBg sector has not so far been extended in full measure to the· 
Home Trade Sector. They Suggest that Government may examine 
th.e feasibility of extending this scheme in full to the Home Trade· 
seamen. 

SA.l). The Committee note that there are at present no sl)ecial ar-
rangements for the education and training of seamen for Home Trade 
Service and that the industry itself provides training facilities to meet 
its own requirements. They fail to see why the three Rating Train-
ing Establishments should not undertake training of personnel for 
the Home Trade Sector also, especially when they ha\'e capacity "to 
tram a large number of ratings. The Committee feel that, with the" 
acquisition of new veSsels for coastal shipping, there will he increased' 
demand for trained personnel to man them. They suggest that tlie 
requirements of Deck and Engine Room Ratings for the Home Trade 
Vessels during the next five years may be worked out and arrange-
ments made for their training in the existing Rating Training Estab. 
lishments run by the Government of India. 

8.41. As regards the training of officers for the Merchant Navy. the-
Committee note that the Technical Committee set up hy the Govern-
ment of India has submitted its report in March 1968 and it is wider 
examination. The Committee hope that early action will be taken 
to augment the training facilities for the officers of the Merchant 
Navy in the existing training institutions in the light (If the recom-
mendations made by that Committee. 

NEW DELHI; 

March 19, 1969. 
Phalguna 28, 1896 (Saka). 

P. VENKATASUBBAIAH, 
Chairman, 

Estimates Committee~ 
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APPENDIX n 
(Vide para 4.22) 

Recoord Note of disc'USSions held in the room oj Secretary COO1'dina-
tion. on 12-8-1964 to review the scheme of 8'l£bsidy on coal move

ment by rail-cum-sea route. 

Present: 

Deptt. of Coordination (Min. of Finance) 

Shri S. Bhoothalingam 
Dr. Ajit Mozoomdar 
Shri M. S. Sundara 

Deptt. of Expenditure (MiniStry Of Finance) 

Shri K. L. Ghei 
Shri H. N. Ray 

Deptt. of Mines & Metals 

Shri N. C. Shrivastava 
Shri Chhedi La! 
Shri S. O. Gugnani 

MiniistTy of Transport 

Dr. Nagendra Singh 
Shri B. p. Srivastava 
Dr. V. G. Bhatia 

Ra.ilways 

Shri S. J agannathan 
Shri Kripal Singh 

Planning Commission 

Shri K. L. Luthra 
----~ .--The note prepared by the Department of Mines and Metals on 

the scheme of subsidy on the coal moved by rai1:-cum.-sea route was 
discussed. Opening the discussion, Secretary, Deptt. of Mines and 
Metals, outlined the trend of rail-cum-sea movement of coal. Dur-
ing the first four months of 1964-65 the order of movement bad 
came down to about 1.4 million tons (annual), a number of consu-
mers in Southern and Western India having stopped taking coal 
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by sea. Some of the cement and chemical factories had switched 
over to the use of Oil. 8hri Shrivastava further stated that the 
N.D.D.C. has developed a capacity of 1.6 million tons in Talchar 
Coal fields and were currently producing only 0.6 million tons. 
Supply of 0.3 million tons to the South India from these coal fieldB 
was, therefore, possible. Shri Kripal Singh stated that it would 
be possible ';0 increase movements from the Singareni collieries to 
the South from 1966 onwards. It was also stated that the selected 
grades constituted only 20% of the Railway coal moved by sea with 
the result that substantial grade I coal was being moved from West 
Bengal coal fields. Referring to the World Bank Report on rail-
cum-sea movement of coal, Financial Commissioner, Railways point-
ed out that if the costs of transport from the ports to consuming 
centres were taken into account the overall costs of rail-cum-sea 
movement would indeed be high. Further, the World Bank Team 
had studied the economics of movement with reference to the Ben-
gal/Bihar area. A more accurate comparison would be with refer-
ence to the actual fields-may be the outlying fields-from where 
the supplies could be made. He was of the view that the Railways 
could take by the rail-cum-sea route, at least 25 per cent less than 
what they have been receiving at present. 

Dr. Nagendra Singh stated that coal formed a very important 
part of coastal shipping at present and that coastal shipping was 
such that it could not be built up in a short period. Any reduction 
in the present movement of coal by sea would render substantial 
shipping capacity idle. He urged that a long term view of the prob-
lem be taken. Besides, the World Bank Report had categorically 
stated that sea movement of coal would be economical with the 
use of Haldia Port and specially designed colliers. It was pointed 
by Dr. Bhatia that according to the World Bank Coal Transport 
Study Team substantial quantities of coal would have to move to 
Southern and Western India, from West Bengal-Bihar coal fields 
in the IV plan. It was pointed out on behalf of the Deptt. of Mines 
& Metals that the production pattern envisaged by the Ministry 
was totally different from that referred to in the World Bank Re-
port. According to them it would ,be possible to meet the require-
ments of consumers from the adjacent coal fields. Only a smal! 
quantity of about one million tonnes of coal may have to move from. 
the Bengal/Bihar area and this too only of the selected grades. 

Shri Luthra suggested that a study be made on the future pattern 
of production and consumption of different grades of coal with spe-
cial reference to requirements in Southern and Western India, as 
the W orId Bank Team had not gone into this aspect. He was also 
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.of the view that the report of the Committee on Transport Poliq 
and Coordination which was expected within a couple of months 
shou,ld be awaited. He further expressed the opinion that. curtail-
ment of sea movement of coal would prejudice the case 01 Haldia 
port. Shri Ajit Mozoomdar felt that Haldia port would take at 
Jeast 5 years to be constructed and that there was no necessity to 
continue the present uneconomic movement of coal by sea up to 
-that time. f\s regards coastal vessels, a good number of them were 
due for scrapping during the next few years and a number of them 
had also been diverted to overseas trade. If replacements were 
'staggered suitably there would be no idle shipping capacity. It 
was necessary however, to have detailed information regarding the 
'programmes of replacement of coastal vessels during the next few 
years to assess reasonably accurately the impact on shipping of a 
reduction of the rail-cum-sea movement of coal. 

On a query by Secretary (Coordination) Dr. Nagendra Singh 
confinned that no new colliers would be acquired apart from the 
.:four already on order. 

The following conclusions were broadly agreed to: 

:(i) Consumers should not be compelled to take coal by the 
rail-cum-sea route; 

(ii) There should be no further ordering of colliers; 

(iii) There should be a study by the Deptt. of Mines & Metals 
or the area-wise pattern of production and consumption 
to estimate the quantity of coal that would have to move 
from Bengal/Bihar coal fields to areas in Southern and 
Western India. 

COPY 

XXR VA NDLS 26 IE 31/27 

CHIEF MINING ADVISER RL Y. BD. DHN C/COLCOMER CCC 
OPERLY CCC TRAFFERLY CCC BABCRY BB TRAFFIC MAS 
DEGESHIP BB DY DIRECTOR RAlL MOVEMENTS MGS 
NO 64/FUEL/117/2 AAA BOARD DESmE THAT SUPPLY OF 
LOCO COAL TO WRLY BY SEA SHOULD BE TOTALLY STOP-
PED AND ALL COAL SUPPLIES ACCOUNT WRLY FROM 
BENGAL AND BIHAR SHOULD MOVE BY ALLRAIL ROUTE 
AAA AMEND SHIPMENT PROGRAMME FORTHWITH AA WIE 
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COLCOMER REQUESTED NOT TO PROGRAMME ANYMORE 
COLLIERS TO WRLY AAA COLCOMER WILL ALSO ENSURE 
THAT SHIPMENT OF LOCO COAL IS CONFIRMED TO ONL Y-
96000 TONNES PER MONTH TO SRL Y FROM NEXT MONTH 
AAA ERLY MAY CONTINUE TO GIVE SHIPMENT COAL AC~ 
COUNT WRLY MAY CONTINUE TO GIVE SHIPMENT COAL 
ACCOUNT WRLY AT KP DOCKS IF NECESSARY UNTIL END . . 

OF CURRENT MONTH BUT FROM SEPTR NEXT ALL SHIP-
MENT COAL FOR WRL Y SHOULD BE DIVERTED AND MOVED 
VIA ALL RAIL ROUTE IN ANTICIPATION OF NECESSY 
AMENDMENT TO PROGRAMME BY CHIEF MINING ADVISER 
AAA 

RLYS 



APPENDIX m 
(Vide para 4.22) 

(i) 

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT 

In connection with the transportation of salt to Calcutta to meet 
the urgent requirements there, the Minister for Transport had con-
vened a meeting on 2/9 of salt owners, and shipowners in the Board 
Room of the Calcutta Port Commissioners to have all aspects of 
salt transportation discussed. The problems which had affected the 
prompt loading of salt in Calcutta were discussed at length and 
certain suggestions relating to incentives were made to attract the 
labour to expeditiously discharge this cargo. However, in respect 
of sea transport' arrangement, there were difficulties brought to the 
notice of the Minister consequent on the sudden action taken by the 
Railway Board to stop coal movement for Saurashtra ports for 
Western Railway. A telegram had been issued by the Railway 
Board in this connection which was placed before the Minister. The 
remarks of the Minister On the telegram are reproduced below:-

"Seen. The Railway Ministry may be informed that this de-
cision would seriously affect and paralyze. coastal ship-
ping and would also completely hinder salt movements 
from West Coast to East Coast (Calcutta). Coastal ship-
ping was ordered to lift 2 m. tons of coal originally under 
Cabinet orders on certain definite assurances. Cabinet 
decision cannot be upset or reversed unilaterally by Rail-
ways. Any such decision would be most inadvisable and 
unfortunate in view of enormously higher targets of coal 
production proposed for 4th Plan, which .Railways alone 
can hardly serve." 

The agenda of the meeting which was convened in Calcutta can be 
seen at S. No. (2). The telegram of the Railway Board is at S. No. 
(1). The Minister of Transport has asked me to have a discussion 
with the Railway Board so that the latter may permit if not 5 ships 
at least 3 coal ships to continue to take coal for the Western Rail-
way so that the return journey could be with salt. If this is not 
done, the shipowners will immediately ask for a higher freight for 
lifting salt from Saurashtra ports as this will involve ballasting. If 
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-we refuse their demand, the entire salt supply to Calcutta will have 
to be met from Tuticorin. This is not possible because the total re-
.quirement of salt for Calcutta is of the order of 3.75 lakh tons per 
year. Of this quantity, 1 lakh is supplied from Tuticorin and 
.2.75 lakh from. Saurashtra ports. The salt manufacturers have 
asked for 5 ships per month. Even if 3 colliers are permitted to take 
.coal to Saurashtra ports, we will manage the balance of the ships on 
the basis of general cargo constituting the returri cargo. It, is, howe-
ver, not possible to provide return cargo other than coal for all the 
5 ships. As it is not the intention to have a sudden increase in the 

:price of salt in Calcutta, we would request the Railway Board to 
continue the employment of colliers for Saurashtra ports to the ex-
tent of at least 3 ships per month. At the meeting convened in Shri 
Boothalingam's room, it was agreed that the existing position may 
be allowed to continue. The decision was not to terminate sudden-
ly the employment of sea transport for coal to Southern and West-
·ern Regions of India. Though it is adn}itted that no compulsion was 
to be used on any shipper, I do not think it was the intention to 
substantially reduce the coal cargo all of a sudden. If this is to be 
done the Transport Minister would like the case to be placed be-
fore the Cabinet. We would accordingly urge the Railway Board 
to allow the existing arrangements to continue for some time at 
least. I hope this aspect of the matter will be examined since the 
problem posed now merits serious consideration .. We shall be grate-
ful for the consideration of the Railway Board. 

Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) 
(Shri Kripal Singh) 

Sd/- NAGENDRA SINGH. 
5-9-1964. 

Ministry of Transport U.O. No. 704/SS/64 dt. 5-9-64. 

(ii) 
GoVERNMENT OF INDIA 

MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS 

(RAn..WAY BOARD) 

I. The issue raised in the Ministry of Transport, U.OS. No. 704/ 
"55/64 dated 5-9-1964 and No. 2077-DS (MM) 64 dated 7-9-1964, has 
10 be CQnsidered in the following context:-

(1) The Cabinet Committee's decision to move an additional 
one mi1l~on tons of loco coal a year by the sea route to 
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Madras, Kerala and Western India from the Bengal and 
Bihw coal fields was taken in March -1961 when in view of 
the transport bottleneck at Moghalsarai, rail movement 
of' coal in that direction could not exceed 1900 wagons per 
day till July, 1961, and 2100 wagons per day thereafter 
for a year or two. It was thus a measure to ease the 
bUrden of the Railways in the matter of coal trap.sport 
\\'hich they were not able to bear fully rather than a 
measure to find extra freight ror coastal shipping. 

(2) The Cabinet Committee had also decided that as a long 
term measure in the Third Five Year Plan period, the 
coalfields outside the Bengal and Bihar area should be 
developed to the maximum extent possible, that coal for 
Western India should move by rail from Central India 
coalfields and Pench and Chanda as far as possihle, sup-
plemented by sea movement, and that it should not have 
to move over the many hundreds of miles longer rail 
route from Bengal and Bihar coalfields to Maharashtra 
and Gujarat. 

(3) With a view to implement the Cabinet decision to supply 
coal for Western India from Central India and Pench and 
Chanda coalfields as far as possible, Railways have redu-
ced their annual offtake of loco coal from the Bengal and 
Bihar coalfields to the extent of about 0.71 million tonnes 
since 1961. This amount of coal is now being supplied to 
Western India Railways from the Central India and 
Pench & Chanda coalfields. Similarly, the annual sup-
plies to the Southern Railway from the Bengal and Bihar 
coalfields have ,been reduced by 0.24 million tonnes, 
which quantity is now being supplied to the Southern 
India Railways from the Sinl!'areni coalfields. 

(4) As a result of progressive dieselisation, annual loco coal 
consumption on the Western and Central Railways has 
been reduced by 0.45 million tonnes. Reduction on the 
Southern Railway for the same reason has been about 0.1 
million tonnes. 

-(5) In March, 1961, when the decision to move an additional one 
million tons of coal from Bengal and Bihar coalfields to 
South India and West India ports by sea was taken, the 
target for rail movement of coal in the last year of the 
Third Plan was 95 million tons. At the time of the mid-
term reappraisal of the Third Plan, this target was revised 
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to 88 million tons and this has now been further revised! 
to only 76 million tons. TIle result is that a lot of move-
ment capacity for coal on the Indian Railways, both from 
the Bengal and Bihar coalfields as well as the outlying 
coalfields, is lying unused and the big investment made 
;n developing this capacity is yielding no return. The 
total originating tonnage on the Indian Railways, which 
in 1961 was anticipated to be 265 million ~pnnes was at 
the time of reappraisal of the Third Plan revised to 245-
million tonnes and it has now been revised to 225 million 
tonnes. This reduction in total transport demand on 
Railways has also resulted in some rail movement capa-
city Deing rendered surplus. 

(6) In the actual implementation of the above sea movement 
scheme, the average number of colliers utilised for loc(} 
eoal per month for Western India has been as follows:-

Year Bombay port Saurashtra ports • 
I96I · • 2'25 1' 125 
I 962 · • 2'7 2'0 

· . . 2'0 1963 1 '75 
I964 (upto end of July). . 0'14 0'7 

(7) At the meeting convened by the Secretary, Economic 
Co-ordination, Ministry of Finance, on 12th August 1964 
to review the scheme of coal movement by rail-cum-sea 
route, it was agreed that-

(i) Consumers should not be compelled, to take coal by 
the rail-cum-sea route; 

(ii) There should be no further ordering of colliers; and 

(iii) There should be a study by the Department of Mines 
and Metals on the area-wise pattern of production 
and consumption to estimate the quantity of coal that 
would have to move from Bengal and Bihar coalfields 
to areas in Southern and Western India. 

(The view expressed by the Department of Mines 
aud Metals at this meeting was iliat "only a small 
quantity of about one million tonnes of coal may 
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have to move from the Bengal- & Bihar area and this 
too only of the Selected grades."}. 

II. It would be seen from what has been stated above that even 
before the Ministry of Railways had issued any instructions on 26th 
August, 1964, stopping the movement of loco coal from Bengal and 
"Bihar coalfields to Western India ports by the rail-cu.m.--sea route, . . 
the movement to the Bombay port and the Saurashtra ports durmg 
the first seven months of 19.64 had come down to an average of 
0.14 and 0.7 colliers per month respectively. Substantial reductions 
in the offtake of loco coal from Bengal and Bihar coalfields for Wes-
tern India had been made in implementation of the Cabinet's deci-
sion. Also progressive dieselisation had reduced the consumption 
of coal on Western India railways. As such, it is not understood 
how the stoppage of the small quantity of loco coal movement by 
the rail-cum.--sea route for Bombay and Saurashtra ports could 
have. so adversely affected the coastal fleet utilisation or the move-
ment of salt from Saurashtra ports to Calcutta as to warrant the 
protest made by the coastal operators. The movement of loco coal 
to Bombay during the first seven months has been almost negli-
gible being only 0.14 colliers per month and the non-utilisation of an 
average of 0.7 collier per month for loco coal for Saurashtra ports 
should also not cause any serious repercussions. 

III. However, despite the decision arrived at in the Co-ordina-
tion meeting on 12th August that consumers should not be com-
pelled to take coal by the rail-cum-sea route, the. Ministry of Rail-
ways have with a view to help the Ministry of Transport, re-
ordered the movement for some time more of loco coal to Saurashtra 
ports to the extent of one collier per month, which is about 50 per 
cent higher than the movement to these ports during the first seven 
months of 1964. This one collier plus about one collier of publiC' coal 
plus 2 steamers which the Transport Ministry is arranging on the 
basis of general cargo, constituting the return cargo, should suffice 
for the movement of 23,000 tonnes of salt required to be moved to 
Calcutta per month from Saurashtra ports. 

It is regretted that no loco coal supply by the raH-cum-sea route 
is acceptable for Bombay port where there have been serious 
difficulties in unloading such coal on account of the "go-slow" 
policy of the Coal Crane drivers. As a matter of fact, in a meet-
ing held at Bombay between the Senior Dy. Director General of 
Shipping, Chairman, Bombay Port Trust and the representatives 
of the Coastal operators on 20th January 1964, it was decided that 
no loco coal should be programmed for Bombay until further 
advice. 
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Similarly, so far u the Southem Railway is concerned in view 
of more coal now being taken from the Singareni collieries and 
also loco coal consumption having gone down as a result of dieseli-
sation of some of the broad and metre gauge sections, it is regret-
ted that it is not possible to take more than about 96,000 ionnes 
of coal bj the rail-C'U'm-sea route. In fact. as more diesels come 
to that Railway, this figure may come down by another 8 to 10 
thousand tonnes per month. r 

The Railways have also no doubt that they will be able to provide 
adequate transport capacity for the movement of coal as planned 
in the IVth Plan. 

Sdj- KRIPAL SINGH, 
10-9-1964. 

Ministry of Transport (Dr. Nagendra Singh) 
Ministry of Railways (Railway Board) 

U.O. No. 64jFuel/117J2 dated 10-9-1964. 
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APPENDIX IV 

(Vide para 4.29) 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS 

(RAILWAY BOARD) 

No. 67 /Fuell117 /1 New Delhi, dated 13-5-196ff. 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

SUB: -Movement of coal by rail<'Um-sea route-Require
ments during the period 1968-69 1;0 1971-72. 

The undersigned is directed to state that the present require-
ments of Railway coal to be moved by coastal shipping stand at 
50,000 tonnes per month and Railways' policy for the year 1968-69 on 
this subject has already been explained by the Railway represen-
tative in the Inter-Departmental Meeting held on 24th February, 
1968 at Bombay. The Railways have further reviewed their re-
quirements on a long term basis in view of their line capacity and 
have decided to move this quantity of 50,000 tonnes per month by 
coastal shipping till 1971-72. Out of this quantity of 50,000 tonnes, 
25,000 tonnes per month should move to Tuticorin port and the 
balance of 25,000 tonnes p.m. should move to Saurashtra ports· 
(Bhavnagar/iNavlakhi). In addition, the Min,istry of Transport 

and Shipping should ensure movement of one ship load per month 
of Industrial coal to Saurashtra ports by rail-cum-sea route. 

It is accordingly requested that the Ministry of Transport and 
Shipping should make suitable arrangements for ensuring move-
ment of coal by rail-cum-sea route to the full extent indicated 
above. 

The receipt of this Office Memorandum may please be acknow-
ledged. 
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Sd/- M. SRINIVASAN, 
for Secretary, Railway Board. 
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To 

The Secretary, 
Ministry of Transport & Shipping, 
(Transport Wing), Transport Bhawan, 
New Dc1.hi. 

No. 67jFueljll'7l/1 New DeUJ.i, dated 18th May, 1968. 

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to: 

1. The Director-General of Shipping, Ballard Estate, Bom-
bay with reference to his D.O. letter No. lO-LCS (12) I 
68, dated 4th and 6th March, 1968. 

2. The Coal Controller, I-Council House St., Calcutta . 

.3. The General Manager, Southern Railway, Madras. 

4. The General Manager, Western Railway, Bombay. 

5. The Divisional Commercial Supdt.jSea-Borne Coal, Eastern 
Railway, Calcutta. 

6. The Chief r,1ining Adviser, Railway Board, Dhanbad. 

Sd/- M. SRINIVASAN, 
for Secretary, Railway Board. 
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-Summary oj Recommendations/Conclusions contained in the Report 
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'S!. Reference to para Summary of Recommendations/Conclusions 

No. No. of the Report. 

1 2 

, I. 1.18. 

:2. 2.12. 

3. 2.17, 

3 

The Committee are of the view tnat the Rail-
. way transport system is susceptible to the vaga-
ries of floods and could be dislocated during 
war or due to other reasons. It is, therefore, 
essential to have a coastal fleet which can play 
a supplementary role in 1l1e transport system of 
the country in normal times and which will have 
to shoulder crucial obligations during any emer-
gency. 

The Committee note the functions of the 
Directorate General of Shipping in regard to the 
operation and development of coastal shipping. 
They are glad that although the Director General, 
Shipping has statutory powers in relation to 
the effective em'ployment of the coastal shipping 
tonnage, the rarely uses such powers and uses 
his good offices with the shipping companies for 
the purpose. The Committee hope that this 
cooperation will lead to practical enforcement 
of rules. 

The Committee feel that the recommendations 
of the National Shipping Board and its sub-
committees have not been given the serious con-
sideration that they d~~~rve. The Committee 
hardly see any justification for referring prob-
blems to the National Shipping Board for exami-
nation and report if their recommendations are 
not to b. implemented with expedition. The 

------------------- ---------. 
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Comm'fttee hope that Government will· 'Iprom.p.--
tly initiate action to implement those recom-
mendations contained in the last rewrt. of the 
National Shipping Board (August"1968) which 
have already been accepted" by the Ministry of 
Shipping and Transport. -.-

2.24. The Committee note that the Shipping De-

2.32. 

velopment Fund Committee provides financial 
assistance to Indian Shipping Companies for the 
acquisition of coastal ·and overseas tonnage and 
no distinction is made as between the coastal and 
overseas shipping in the tenns and conditions. 
They are, however, unhappy to note that, al-
though the fund is there, no application has been 
received from coastal shipping companies for 
the grant of loans. The Committee would like 
the Government to examine the reasons for this 
poor response from the coastal shipping com-
panies in regard to loan assistance from the 
Shipping Deve!opment Fund Committee and re-
view the terms and conditions of loans to make 
them attractive. 

The Committee note that "No specific machi-
nery for coordinating between the Conference 
and the Government has been set up." They 
feel that it is desirable to have a more intimate 
coordination between the Conference and the 
Government Organisations so as to cut down de-
lays and for the quick understanding and solu-
tidri of the problems that arise with regard to 
coaStal. . shipping. They hope that apart from 
perI~eaI meetings, the feasibility of introduc-
ing . a suitable machinery for the purpose will 
be ~onsidered by Government. 

The Committee. are of the view that a long-
range examinatiOn shou~d be made to findout 
how best to secure for the coastal fleet fuller 
utilisation of ships, provision of regular service, 
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3.19. 

3 

improvement in operational efficiency and also 
economies in capital cost and operational ex-
penses. They hope the Government will give 
this IDIatter full consideration in consultation 
with the Indian Coastal Conference and secure 
the largest measure of agreement in coming to a 
final decision in the matter of setting up 
of a Corporation of Coastal Shipping Companies 
or any other suitab'e organisation. 

The Committee need hardly emphasise the 
imperative necessity of maintaining adequate 
tonnage not only for the purpose of regular 
movement of cargo like coal, salt, cement, food-
grains, etc. along the coast but also for the de-
fence Qf the country with a coast line extending 
over 3,000 miles. The coastal fleet is a second 
line of defence during emergencies like war, 
flood.l, famine, etc. Besides the reqUirement of 
tonnage for the movement of cargo from coast 
to coast, there is also a pressing need for pro-
viding adequate tonnage for movement of coal 
to Colombo and rice from Burma besides sea-
sonal movement of commodities to adjacent 
countries. 

The Committee consider it unfortunate that 
during the last so many years, the Government 
have not shown the necessary interest in de-
veloping coastal shipping in India as it shOUld 
have done. Several Sub-Committees of the 
National Shipping Board and other Committees 
and Study Groups appointed from time to time 
have repeatedly stresse.d the importance of main-
taining coastal tonnage at an adequate level but 
very little has been done to LlJlplement the re-
commendations made year after year in this be-
half. The Committee leel that unless prompt 
and effective steps are taken for the rehabilitation 
of the coastal fleet, the situation may become 
serious imperilling the economic a.nd other in-
tere8ts Qf the, country. 
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The Committee would urge that a thorou". 
examination of the recommendations made by 
the Study Group which submitted their report 
in April, 1968, as also other important ~ecommen
dations made in the past by Sub-Comrruttees of 
the National Shipping Board should be made 
and expeditious action taken to implement them. 

In order to improve the position and to achieve 
the target of tonnage set down, it is necessary 
not only to replace the old and over-aged ships 
at present plying on the coastal trade but also 
to augment the tonnage by acquiring new ships. 
The Committee are glad that efforts are now 
being made by Government for acquiring ships 
from abroad by giving financial assistance. They 
feel assured by the statement of the Minister of 
Transport and Shipping in Parliament that the 
expansion programme of the shipping industry 
will not be allowed to suffer on account of the 
difficulty in releasing free foreign exchange for 
down payment in all cases of acquisition of 
ships. The Committee hope that Government 
will examine the patte.rn of financing purchase 
of vessels at the most economic price wherever 
available. 

The Committee are surprised to learn that no 
perspective plan for the development of coastal 
shipping has been drawn up either by the Minis-
try of Shipping and Transport or by the Plan-
ning Commission. This is all the more regret-
table in view of the fact that e.ven in January, 
1966, the Committee on Transport Policy and 
Co-ordination in their Report had clearly enun-
ciated that: 

" .... the future role of coastal shipping has 
to be considered in relation to its over-
all national and strategic importance. 
Coastal Shipping has a certain basic 
importance for a country like India 
with its. geographical position and its 
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long coast-line. In times of emergency, 
coastal shipping may have a special role 
in national defence and economic stra-
tegy." 

That Committee observed further: 
"While these aspec'4s deserve to be given 

weight in considering the future develop-
ment of coastal shipping, an essential 
determinant of the place of coastal ship-
ping a~ part of an intp.gl'ated transport 
network in the country is its comparative 
economics In relation to other modes of 
transport" . 

In these circumstances, the Conmittee cannot 
over-em'Phasise the importance. of having a pers-
pective plan for the developrm:nt of coastal 
shipping taking a broader view of the entire 
picture in the country and t.he line5 on which 
it will develop in coming years. 

The Committee regret to . note that, as admit-
ted by the Ministry, "no specific assistance is 
being rendered by the Government for ship re-
'pair fa~ilities to Indian Coastal Shipping." 
Moreover, the major ports have developed ship 
repair facilities only for their own craft and it 
is only the excess capacity avai~able which is 
given to other ships. It is unfortunate that the 
ship repair firms, which were addressed by the 
Government to submit their proposals for moder-
nisation and reorganisation, have not responded 
so. far and the matter is still under considera-
tion of the Government. The Committee would 
like the Government to make serious efforts to 
finalise these matters at an early date,in con-
SUltation with the authorities concerned so that 
the urgent need of developing ship repair facili-
ties is met at the earliest possible time. It 
should be appreciated that longer the time taken 
to repair vessels, the greater would be the losses 
and difticulties.· 
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With regard to the question of giving exemp-
tion to goods (spare parts) in bond from excise 
duty, the Committee desire that in order to 
faciliu.te the flow of spare parts and. to remove 
whatever impediments there are now, the Minis-
try of Shipping and Transport should "follow up 
the matter with the. Ministries of Industrial 
Development, Internal Trade and Company 
Affairs and Finance expeditiously. The Com-
mittee would like to be infonned in due course 
about the progress made in the matter. 

Ai> regards encouragement to indigenous indus-
try, the Committee are glad to note that no 
import is allowed to spares which are available 
indigenously. The Committee suggest, how-
ever, that the normal policy of the Government 
to encourage domestic production, even though 
at a higher price and the giving of price prefere-
nce to local manufacturers should he continued 
in order to encourage Indian firms to manufac-
ture products needed for ship-repairing indus-
try. 

The Committee are glad to note that a Cell 
has started functioning in Calcutta which will 
codify and categorise the various,J.tems of ma-
rine equipment, lay down priorities for their 
indigenous production and provide detailed 
technical data, drawings and specifications to the 
prospective manufacturers. The Committee 
hope, after studying the working of this Cell for 
sometime, the necessity and feasibility of set-
ting up similar cells in otlier places will be exa-
mined. 

3;43. The Committee are glad to note that the Go-
ftrn:m.ent have set up the Standing Committee 
for Shi~building, Ship-repairs and Ship-ancil-
laries. They hope that assistance of this body 
Will be sOught whenever necessary and it will 
be ensured that matters, referred to It, are not 
unduly delayed. 
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The Committee hope that the Government 
will take all neceB~ary steps to avoid complaints 
regarding inordipilte delay in the repairs - of 
ships in India and take concerted measures to 
bring down the cost of ship repairs. In order 
to keep the coastal fleet which has already 
dwindled to a great extent, at a proper level of 
tonnage, the need for an efficient ship repairs 
structure covering all the major and eventually 
the minor ports in India cannot be over-emphas-
ised. 

The Committee need hardly point out that 
coal is the most important single commodity in 
the coastal tra~c in India and wherever there is 
a comparatively small qu~tity of cargo to be 
carried, it has to be supplemented 'by coal to 
provide balanced traffic. In fact coal is the king-
pin in the cargo mov,ement around the coasi, 

The Committee note that a decision to increase 
the movement of coal by rail-cum-sea route 
from 1 mIllion tonnes to 2 million tonnes per 
annum to Southern and Western India both on 
account of Railways and Industry was taken by 
the Cabinet Committee in March 1961, but later 
the decision was modified at an inter-depart-
mental meeting held on 18.8.1964. The Commit-
tee feel that in a matter like this, where the 
interests of the Railw~ys and Coastal Shipping 
cl~hed, it would have been proper to place all 
the facts :before the Cabinet Committee for 
their decision. From the facts as disclosed before 
them the Committee find that at ptesent the 
MinistrY of Railways have made a commitment 
that they will -be supplying' 50,000 tons of coal 
pet month to be carned by coastal shipping till 
1971-72 and in addition they have requested the 
Ministry of Shipping and Transport to ensure 
movement of one ship load per month of indus-
trial coal to Saurashtra ports by rail-cum-sea 
route. The Ministry of Shipping and Transpo~ 
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however, have suggested a minimwn of 7.5 lakht 
tons a year. In the opinion of the Committee-
the gap between the quantity offered by the-
Ministry of Railways and the quantity suggested 
by the Ministry of Shipping and Transport is. 
not much and it could be easily bridged. The-
Committee, therefore, suggest that the Ministry 
of Railways and the Ministry of Shipping and, 
Transport should by mutual consultations come-
to a conclusion at the earliest possible time so-
that a minimum quantity is assured to coastal 
shipping till the period when Haldia is ready. 

The Committee would like to stress that it 
should be borne in mind that only when an ade-
quate. quantity of coal is assured til the coastal 
trade, will there be balanced traffic and the pos-
sibility of maintaining the coastal trade at a 
proper level. 

The Committee note that the Ministry have 
from time to time appointed committees to con-
sider proposals for revision of freight!! and that 
Government's decisions on the repnrts submit-
ted by the enquiring committees '.vere commu-
nicated within a period of five to six months. 
They, however, feel that there is force in the-
argument of the Coastal Conferen't!e that by the-
time - Government decisions are announced, the 
position undergoes a change on account of fur-
ther rise in the costs of operation In the interim: 
period. 

The Committee agree with the Ministry that 
the existing procedure in regard to sanctioning-
general increase in freight rates on the basis or-
recommendations made by -ad hoc committees: 
appointed every two or three years following-
representations made by the Coastal Conference-
was defectiVe. They feel assured' that under 
the new procedure, which has been evolved in 
r.onsultation with th,e shipowners, thE're would 

--.-.---.--- .~:-.--- :-.-~'--: ~---.-- ----- -- - ----------_. - --. 
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be automatic and continuous examination vf the 
accounts of the shipping companies on the basis. 
a,f returns submitted by them on a standard 
nroforma to the Director General Shipping and' 
that there would not be any cau.~e for complaints 
from the Coastal Conference in regard to delays 
in making decisions. The Committee hope that 
the new procedure will be given a fair trial and 
the results watched for a perioc1 of three years. 

In view of the fact that the M:-tritime Freights 
Comffil;ssion h::ts already been vested with neces-
sarY'power for advising the Government in mat-
ters relating to freight revisions, the Committee 
do not think it would be necessary to set up any 
ad hoc Board for considering proposals for' 
changes in freight. The Committee would, how-
ever, suggest that the Coastal Conference and 
the ship-owners should be given ample opportu-
nities to present their viewpoints before the, 
Maritime Freight Commission hetore Govern-
mlent takes any, decision on their recommenda-
tions. 

The Committee would also suggest that in order 
that the Director General of Shipping, is in a 
position to collect statistics about the operating 
results of the shipping companies quickly and 
comprehensively, the Coastal Conference should 
impress upon the shipping companies the need 
for sending their returns promptly and in the, 
proper proforma. 

The Comimittee note that apart from the fact 
that ships going from the east coast to the west 
coast have to make a detour around Ceylon, the 
other factors which influence the coastal move-
ment :of coal are peculiar to the port of Cal-
cutta-delay in loading and unloading owing to 
the tide conditions, deterioration in the draft of 
the river Hooghly and limitation of available 

'. space in the dock ar.ea. ,The Committee note-
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further that when Haldia comes up, there will be 
a dramatic change in regard to the economies 
and speed of coal movement. 

The Committee agree that coastal shipping is 
an integral part of the transport sy~tem in the 
country and it is the second line of defence, and, 
therefore, it is necessary for the economy of the 
country as a whole to bear some of the cost. How-
ever, the Committee are of the '.-iew that the 
subsidy which the Railways have been giving in 
the movement of coal for the last 100 years or so 
cannot be done away with suddenly and it would 
be pruq.ent to reduce the subsidy gradually as 
the Railways are doing at present. 

The Committee hope that with the gradual 
change in the freight rates for coal, as envisaged 
by the Railways, with the coming into operation 
of Haldia port which will reduce the cost of the 
rail-cum-sea route to a great extent, as envisaged 
by the Committee on Transport Policy and Co-
ordination, and with the modernisation I)f ports 
expected during the Fourth Plan there will, in 
the near future, be a gradual improvement in the 
present situation. In the meantime. however, 
the Committee would urge that the Ministry 
Should examine the feasibility of making the 
coastal operations more economical by rationali-
sation of the working of smaller shipping com-
panies, by quicker turn-round of ships, by better 
phasing of shipping space and other suitable mea-
sures which would help the coastal tr.ade to ope-
rate more efficiently and economically than· at 
present. 

The Committee have noted the observations 
made by the Planning Commission in the Draft 
Outline of the earlier Fourth Plan in regard to 
returns on capital employed and the measures to 
be taken to secure that return. They feel that 
it is not diftlcult for the coastal shipping industry 
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to achieve a legitimate return on capital emp:oy-
ed provided POFt facilities are developed to en-
able quicker turn-round of vessels, adequate 
cargo and tonnage is assured, the bottlenecks that 
hinder the operation of the coa::;tal fleet are gra-
dually eliminated and adequat~ repair facilities 
are provided. They feel that if the turn-round of 
ships could be improved, more voyages could be 
performed thereby adding to the earnings with-
out corresponding increase in the total operating 
cost. With the commissioning of Haldia Port 
the operation is likely to be quicker, resulting 
in increased sailings. 

5.42. The Committee have earlier noted that the 

5.50. 

Director General, Shipping, is to undertake a 
study of the operating costs of the different ship-
ping compames every year and make recom-
mendations in regard to revisipn of freight rates 
to the Government. The Committee hope that 
while considering the recommendations of the 
Sub-Committee of National Shipping Board, tt-
Government will take into account the latest fb-

turns of the shipping companies, as furnished by 
the D.G. Shipping, so as to fix an economic 
freight rate for coastal shipping. 

The Committee regret to observe that the pro-
posal for introducing 'through booking' arrange-
ments between the Railways and Coastal Ship-
ping for movement by combined rail-sea route 
wherever possible, which was recommtlnded by 
the Rail-Sea Coordination Committee, has no. 
been given the consideration that it deserves. The 
Committee feel that it is not fair to reject a prcor 
~ on the principle that it is not acceptable 
either to the Railway Ministry or to the Coastal 
Conference. . The Railways should have worked 
out the financial implications of the proposal be-
fore suimriarily rejecting a ~cheme which, in the 
opinion of the Committee; fa a laudable one. 'The 
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Committee sugges\. that the Ministry of Shipping 
and Transport may further examine the nropo-
sal in consultation with the Ministry of Railways. 
and the Coastal Conference and arrive at a work-
able solution so that the consumers' interests 
can also be adequately protected. 

The Committee note that the target of coal to· 
be moved by sea route on Railway - account 
annually has actually come down from 12,84,000 
tons to 6 lakh tons per annum and that in the' 
past the coastal shipping companies have not 
been able to reach the targets as the actual 
despatches during the last few years indicate 
that these have been much lower than the-
targeted figure. The Committee also note tha1 
the Ministry of Railways have communicated in 
their letter' dated the 18th May, 1968 that in 
addition to 50,000 tons of coal per month upto 
~971-72 to be moved on Railway account, the 
Ministry of Shipping and Transport should 
ensure movement of one ship load per month of 
industrial coal to Saurashtra ports by rail-cum-
sea route. 

In these circumstances the Committee suggest 
that the Ministry of Shipping and Transport may 
take up this matter with the coastal shipping 
authorities and ensure that the movement of coa'! 
is not hampered for lack of shipping space even 
though the Committee appreciate that at present 
there is some difficulty in this matter e.g. Hooghly 
nver draft, old ships in the coastal trade requir-
ing replacement etc. 

The Committee note that Government are con-
scious of the present shortage of berthing 
eapacity in some of the Major Ports. They also 
note that with the schemes already in hand and 
the development programmes contemplated 
during ·the Fourth Plan period, the Ministry 
wauJd be .able to handle the traffic generated 

_._--- -_._--_._----- ----- ----
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without any adverse effect on the tum-round of 
ships. The Committee further note that one of 
the terms of reference of the Commission on 
Major Ports set up on the 14th February, 1968, 
is "to consider broadly their (of ports) develop-
ment programme in the context of present and 
furture national needs with special reference to 
the changing shipping and port technology." 
They hope that Government would give expe-
ditious consideration to th~ Report of the Com-
mission, when available, and set up the neces-
sary infra-structure for providing increased 
berthing and dry docking facilities to the ports. 

The Committee further suggest that Govern-
ment may examine the question of berthing 
capacity in the Intermediate and Minor Ports 
also so that the interests of coastal shipping may 
be adequately protected. 

The Committee note that after the completion 
of the Farakka Barrage silt-free water would flow 
from Bhagirathi and the draft of the river 
Hooghly would increase obviating the prublem 
of bore tides. Till the completion of the Farak-
ka Barrage, however, efforts should continue to 
be made to dre.dge the river Hooghly so as to 
facilitate navigation. 

The Committee note that each major Port has 
got its own dredger. There is also a Minor Port 
Dredgers P901 with two dredgers as well as some 
tugs. The Committee hope that expeditiouli 
action would be taken to procure the additional 
dredgers for which clearance has been obtained 
from the Government for attending to the 
dredging requirements of Mangalore. Tuticorin, 
Mormugao, etc. The Committee further -hope 
that the question of having.a Dredger Pool for 
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Minor and Major Ports would be considered by 
the Government after the Report of the Major 
Ports Commission is available. 

The Committee are constrained to observe from 
the Report of Axelson Study Team that the avail-
able dredging capacity is not being fully utilis-
ed. They are unhappy to note that a good many 
dredgers require extensive repairs and replace-
ment and that the dredgers in India are used for 
only 8 hours a day whereas the magnitude of 
the dredging problem demands round-the-clock: 
operation. 

The Committee feel that it is not enough for 
the Government to issue instructions to the Port 
Trusts to see that the dredging capacity is fully 
utilised. What is required is a detailed procedure-
to determine the idle capacity of the dredgers~ 
analyse the causes that hinder the utilisation and 
adopt suitable remedial measures to ensure their 
maximum utilisation. The Committee would liIre 
to be apprised, in due course, about the procedure-
adopted. 

The Committee are surprised that separate 
statistics are not maintained at Calcutta Port 
about the turn-round of coastal and foreign-going 
vessels. The Committee recommend that such 
statistics should be maintained by all the Ports 
and duly utilised By them. 

From the figures furnished about the deten-
tions suffered by coastal vessels at Calcutta from 
the month of January, 1968, onwards, the Com-
mittee note that detentions were in the neigh-
bourhood of 1.2 days in regard to coastal imports 
and 1.0 day in regard to coastal colliers during' 

'JUne to August, 1968. While part of the deten-
tions is due to faetors over 'which the Port autho-

.---_._-----------------
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rities have no control, viz. bore tide restrictionsr 

deterioration of draft, heavy rains, etc., the strike-
by Port Commissioners' employees have also-
been a contributory factor for detentions suffered 
by coastal vessels. Since detentions are likely to-
lead to a chain reaction at the port causing con-
gestion of vessels for berthing, the Committee-
would like to emphasise that vigorous e1forts, 
should be made to avoid and minimise delays. 
They further suggest that Government should 
undertake a comprehensive review of the labour 
problem in Calcutta and other Ports and take 
suitable steps to improve the labour-management 
relations, so that there may not be any hold-1J'? 
of work due to strikes leading, among other-
things, to the detention of vessels. 

The Committee note that while the procedure-
for clearance of goods at Bombay Port is com-
paratively simple, tum-round of coastal vessels is-
not effective inasmuch as shipowners of coastal 
vessels do not work cargoes in all the three shifts 
and several coastal ships arrive simultaneously 
in Port to load/unload cargo. The Committee 
would like the Government to take up the mat-
ter with the Indian Coastal Conference so that 
there may not be any bunching of vessels and 
the departure and arrival dates can be suitably 
phased out by the shippers. 

The Committee further note that the facilitie$-
available at most of the major ports for loading 
and discharge are the same fOr coastaJ and the 
foreign cargoes. They have no doubt that the-
Major Port Commission will examine the ques--

_ tioD of adeq~acy or otherwise of the existing port 
facilities, including availability of lighters, ?laee-
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ment of wagons, etc. which have a direct bear-
ing on the turn-round of vessels and the econo-
mics of the coastal shipping trade. 

The Committee note that there is no uni-
formity in the wharfage and demurrage charges 
prevailing in some of the major ports and that 
in some ports the charges leviable on coastal 
cargoes are different from those realised from 
foreign imports 'and exports. While in Bombay 
port, the wharfage leviable on coastal cargoes is 

, subject to a rebate of' 25 per cent, no such con-
cession is discernible in the case of Calcutta and 
Madras ports. The Committee also note that 
there is disparity in the "free time" allowed by 
different ports in the matter of realising demur-
rage. The Committee would, therefore, suggest 
that Government may examine the feasibility of 
introducing proper rates for wharfage and 
demurrage in consultation with the Port Autho~ 
rities. The Committee suggest that Government 
may also examine the question of levying con-
cessional port charges for vessels engaged in 
coastal traffic. 

The Committee are glad to note that a decision 
has been taken for launching a Centrally spon-
sored scheme for the development of minor and 
intermediate ports. They would like that the 
details of the scheme, when finalised, may be 
furnished to them. 

The Commattee note that the Sethusamudram 
Canal Project has been under the active con-
sideration of the Government since 1955. Both 
the Chief Engineer and ConSultant, Sethusamu-
dram Project, and the Pr()ject Officer have, in 
their reports, observed that the Project is techni-
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cally feasible and is economically viable. Ac-
cording to the latter, "the Sethusamudram Canal, 
with its saving of time and distance, will be a 
shot in the arm for coastal trade, by introducing 
economies in transport and making sea movement 
strikingly cheaper than a rail movement of 
certain bulk commodities like coal, salt, cement 
and other items of general cargo." The Com-
mittee also note that the Ministry of Shipping 
and Transport are at present engaged in the 
examination of the economic as weli ~~.' interna-
tional issues involved and that the Shipping Cor-
poration of India has been asked to make a 
thorough study of the trends in regard to various 
shipping services which pass along the Southern 
Coast 

In this connection, the Committee would like to 
invite the attention of Government to the recom-
mendation made by them in para 47 of their 69th 
Report (Third Lok Sabha) on the Ministry of 
Transport: Vishakhapatnam and Tuticorin Ports. 
They hope that the matter will receive the 
urgent consideration of Government and will not 
be delayed any further. 

The Committee note that of the four vessels 
operated by MIs. Chowgule Steamships Ltd., 
one vessel has almost run out its economic life 
and that the Shipping Company do not scem to 
have any proposal for the acquisition of vessels. 
From the statistics furnished, the Committee 
note that there is a high volume and an increas-
ing trend in the passenger traffic on the Konkan 
Coastal Shipping Service. Keeping in view the 
growing volume of traffic, the Committee suggest 
that Government may' consider th~ feasibility. of 
encouraging the tonnage on this seJ.vice so that 
no inconvenience is caused to coastal tramc. 

The Committee note that Government have 
recently granted an increase of 7 per cent is 

--- ---------------------. - ----- ---- .. -
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the fares of the Konkan Co&stal Shipping Service 
with effect from 6th May.,l968 and that request 
; for further revision of the fare is at present 
under consid~tion ef Government. The Com-
mittee hope that while c()JjlSidering the request 
for revision of the fare structure, the Govern-
ment will also keep in view the interests of the 
eoastal passengers. 

The Committee are glad to note that a new 
ferry wharf for coastal shipping is under con-
.truction and will be commissioned in September 
1969. They are, however, unhappy that no cargo 
handling facilities are planned at the new site. 
The Committee consider thClt this should be done. 
They are also unhappy to learn that hardship 
and inconvenience is caused to coastal vessels 
and they are also exposed to risk.- during ~ 
weather on account of serious drawbacks of the 
Konkan ports like the' absence of alongside 
berthing capacity, siltation both at the approach 
channels and the inner h:ttbours. inadequacy of 
navigation aids, lack of proper communication 
facilities and the shore faoilities for the passen-
gers. The Committee suggest that the Ministry 
of Shipping and Transport should review the 
whole position and take suitable "~measures . 'in 
~nsultation with' State' Governments concerned, 
to remove the drawbacks of the Konkan ports as 
early as' possible. 

The Committee note that there is much delay 
. in removing the sunken barge from Berth No. 
1 of Mormugao Port which cauSes obstruction to 
traffic. They hope expeditious action would be 
taken to remove the bottleneck . 

The Committee regret that there is lack of 
essential passenger amenities at many ports in 
the Konkan Service. They would urge that the 
Central Government may take up' the matter 
with the State Governments concerned and 
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persuade them to provide the necessary passen-
, ger amenities at Konkan ports. 

The C~mmittee are glad to know that the 
position has '. eased on the Andamans sector. 
They 110wever, S1:lggest that coordination to solve 
any problems th~* may arise in the operation of 
these services, s1¥>~ld b~ achieved by constant 
liaison with the Directorate General of Shipping, 
Shipping Corporation of India and the Andamans 
and Nicobar Adlniilistration. i" ,;. 

In view of the fact that volume of passenger 
.,. tntfficbetween main, land ports and Andamans 

.and Nicobar islands has t>~n greatly increasing 
since 1964:-65, the Committee hope that the Gov-
ernment will ensure th~t the machinery for the 

. operation of the Anda~ans'shipping is reorganis-
" edt apd trllruptacc~mod~tion is provided at 

Port Blair as. ,early as~ble. 

The Committee note 'that in the field of wel-
fare for seamen no distinction is made between 
the seamen serving on the Home Trade or on 
the Foreign-going ships. They are, howen'" 
unhappy that the Seamen's Employment Schem~ 
as applicable to foreign-going sector has not so 
far been extended in full measure to the Home 
Trade Sector. They suggest that Government 
may examine the feasibility of extending this 
Scheme in full to the Home Trade seamen. 

The Committee note that there are at present 
no special arrangements for the education and 
training of seamen for Home Trade Service and 
that the industry itself provides training facili-
ties to meet its own requirements. They fail to 
see why the three Rating Training Establish-
ments shou~d not undertake training of person-
nel for the Home Trade Sector also, especially 
when they have, capacity to train a large num-
ber of ratings. The Committee feel that, with 

-_.- .. -._-------
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the acquisition of new vessels for coastal ship-
ping, there will be increased demand for trained 
personnel to man them. They suggest that the 
requirements of Deck and Engine Roqm Ratings-
for the Home Trade Vessels during the next five 
years may be worked out and arrangements made 
for their training in the existing Rating Training 
Establishments run by the Government of India. 

8.41. As regards the training of officers for the 
Merchant Navy, the Committee note that the 
Technical Committee set up by the Government 
of India has submitted its report in March, 1968 
and it is under examination. The Committee 
hope that early action will be taken to augment 
the training facilities for the officers of the 
Merchant Navy in the existing training institu-
tions in the light of the recommendations made-
by that Committee. 



APPENDIX VI 
Analysis of Recommendations/Conclusions contained in the Report 

I CLAsSIFICATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS: 

A. Recommendations for imprO'lJing organisation and working : 

Serial Nos. 2,3.4,5,6,14, 15,16,17,20, 21,22,23,27,28,38. 
39. 40 and 41. 

B. Recommendations for effecting economy: 

Serial No. 10, 26, 36 and 37. 

c. Miscellaneous Recommendations : 
Serial Nos. I, 7, 8, 9, I I, 18, 19,24,25,29, 30, 31, 32. 33,34, 

35,42, 43, 44, 45, 46. 47, 48• 49. 50, 51. 52, 
53 and 54· 

II. ANALYSIS OF RECOMMENDATIONS DIRECTED TOWARDs ECONOMY 

Serial No. as per 
Summary of 

Recommendations 
Appendix V 

10. 

36 and 37 

Particulars 

Pattern of financing purchase of 
vessels at the most economic 
price. 

El[amination of the feasibility of 
making the coastal operations 
more economical. 

Fuller utilisation of the dredging 
capacity. 
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